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Remember,

it

with his alpenstock in imitation ofa well-

is

known conqueror and said, ‘* On that side
lie table d’Hote and comfort, on this side

receive Sete papers.

nih tuaries, accounts of revivals, and other
tuvolving facts
fu
must be accompaied with the
of the writers.

toil and a glorious sunset,
Who will follow me?” Only a few responded.
Sure
proof of the: degeneracy of the age when
eloquence ceases to move to daring deeds.
Our mules were waiting for us, and the
“few” immediately mounted, crossed the

Tr Blorning Star.

valley, and began their winding course up
| the mountain.
It is worth the toil of the
ascent to learn the virtues of a mule.
I
shall have an affection for that much-abused
.| animal so Igng as memory Tefains the word

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1869.
The Angel of Patience.
.

i

Flegére.

Looging in vain for rest,

to

_.__Avd-when my fainting heart

Then quietly the aogel’s bright lips part,
Whispering softly, * Wait!”
“Patience I” she sweetly saith—
“The Father's mercies never come too late;
Gird thee with patient strength, and trusting faith,

an umbrella.”

Angel! behold, I wait,
Wearing the thoruy crown through all life’s hours—
Wait till thy hand shaljopen the eternal gate,
' And change the thorns to flowers.
~—San Francisco Times,

Correspondence.
rr

A VISIT TO THE GLACIERS.
the post-man hand-

be might

ed me the following letter:
Frankfort on our way to Savoie.

with us.
It was a sudden wind that sent me

us

which

Our curiosity

have

‘Bat what

found

the

is an

Pray go

ing out of Odenwald, through Switzerland,
across Lake Geneva and on to Chamonix,

elements

for a

for the

first time the glittering halls of those stately
palaces whose foundations rest on the everlasting rocks, whose walls, built by unseen
hands, stretch away beyond the sight, and
whose white pinnacles pierce the gray
clouds. Itis a sensation akinto those surprises which childhood often experiences, but
which comg rarely to the later years.
rule in the land,

the val--

leys may grow green and blossom beneath
her. gentle influence, the uplands ripen
for the harvest-sickle
and the hills turn purple with clustering grapes; but here stern
winter holds his court through

the varied

seasons and the Polling years.

The sun

seemsto fall upon this mass of cold sublim-

ity only to

chase away

its shadows

light
up its dazzling splendors.

But

and
‘what

is this musie, like the distant tinkling of
silver bells? Look down intothe mysterious depths at your feet, where heaven's own
blue lies imprisoned, and you shall see.

bonell is doinga goed work,
the most prominent citizens
vicinity are aiding him in his
The Superior Court of this

Car-

Now

friendly fissures and

a way for them ;—now they
make

cracks

stop to

‘rest in hidden pools ;—now they work their
way through the solid mass, but ever
‘own

wing larger, ever increasing in strength,
ever uniting, they at last form the beautiful
Arve that leaps, with a wild song of joy,

from its cold prison-house into the liblight and the warm sunshine,

Little tender-eyed flowers, too, feel the
ie sun, and during the months

” of theen
aliarly

_ There isA

touching and

beauti-

o forget for the moment
i ers.
Our imaginasentient life.
i

his unbounded faith in ideas
Thomas Jefferson, in spite of
of character, and his inconsiserrors of public conduct, that

ism,

through its jury, on Monday last, that lager

his high estimate ofthe great German nat-

the lager beersold was intoxicating liquor
within the meaning of the law, the plaintiffs
The jury
in the case could not recover.

brought so prominently before us in the
recent celebrations and memorial services.
We quote from the Liberal Christian:
Hunitioldt must always stand high among
the chosen few who link their kind to the
highest realities, and nourish our grandest
His life is in many respects an excellent model to be held up before aspiring

beer isnot intoxicating. A suit was brought
to recover the value of 32 casks of the article. The judge instructed the jury, that if

decided that it was not. The plaintiffs
were the well known firm of Pfaff’ Brothers
—Prang and Co have just issued a spirited
picture representing a scene on the coadt
during a gale, with the title of “Launching
the Life Boat.” The chromo is a perfect copy

of the original painting, and cannot help
becoming exceedingly popular, especial
Iy'with all who admire marine views. The
who!e-appearance of the picture, the waves,

which the Library has been opened in he

Von

Libraries.
Dec. 2, 1869.

How

to

Treat
—

Mr. Richardson,
Atlantic Monthly,

John.

and

work

have been

in the last No. of the
has the best and most

lem which America is set to solve,

they

not,

everything

that

com-

He had pleasures, too,as well as nobleness

satisfactory discussion of the Chinese prob-

in our ears, are

nearly

and praise, surpassing all that valgar epica-

Wr

that

we

on

the

whole,

reans, of whatever stamp, can ever know.
All science, past events and aesthetic litera-

the needed fundsto meet their liabilities, nation cherish the same ideal of the United
States. Shall we nou extend it to the
Thei bands
a arg doing but little in the way of

Methodism—Then
Peter Cartwright,v, after
as a Presiding Elder,
and at Chicago his =
made the occasion
celebration, and the b

Events

of the Week.
tt

GATHERING

the old and the new style

AT WASHINGTON.

The past week has witnessed the steady
gathering of the members of Congress,
lobbyists, correspondents,

and the

sition, we

various

the

public

With incr

and influence has come a cha
Once you ‘were as free

church as a child at home,

By the time this issue of the Star reaches
readers,

the cords i

need not speak.

erally agreed that he leading members of | 5
Congress mean practical work, and hold
speeches for buncombe at a decided discount.
remote

have ‘strengthe

and stretched

classes of attachés of the National Legislature. All sorts of statements are put in cir-

its

0

Methodism has changed
|
forty years. How, under losses

distinguished

documents

tase

the Petes] eye, sates

from the

—

Gulf-Stream from the ocean tl
it passes. The Jong rows of sis

in question will probably be in the hands
of the public, Congress will have entered
upon the work of what promises to be a la-

ed in plain neat garments and Q
nets, reminded you of a bed of 1

borious session, and ‘which ought to be sigpificant in view of its contribution to the

is rooted. The caged bird cann
the strong wing that is trained on.

to come.
SOUTHERN

ELECTIONS.

of the storm.
;
The days of the fathers ha
a majority of 30,000 in Mississippi,the latest | Their pictures will be p
information received at the time of .our | gallery of portraits drawn
gen
writing, indicates that his opponent is pencil of Stevens; but the
elected by a majority of 10,000. Faller re- come will not look upon their like.
turns may show a different result. The
Notwithstanding the confidence expressed

by Gen. Dent that he would be elected by

divisions

in

Louis Napoleon’s 1

render the elections in

Texas

iP

45

that state rather a eonfused jumble, and it
The Paris correspondent of the
ture, lay at command in his memory. The will require some time to determine preTimes,
speaking of the eventful 26
asterisms of both the éclestial hemispheres cisely what has been effected there by the | when disturbances
appr
were
shone and moved in his thought.
recent vote.
says:
isothermal lines and vegetable zones belted
DEATH OF MR. RICHARDSON.
Shortly before 2 o'clock. the
his brain as they lie around the globe itself.
Mr. A. D. Richardson, who was shot by | who ‘had come np expressly fro:
The magnetic, meteorological and astroMcFarland, died on Thursday morning. piegne to witness the fun,—for it is
nomic observatories established throughout
On the previous day he was married to the | ple that His Majesty could have taken
the world sent in their reports to him, as if
\
divorced wife of the assailant,—Messrs.
they were the nervous outposts of his perBeecher and Frothifigham officiating at the Tuileries on foot, and leaning on
sonal intelligence. At will he could gaze on service.
be | General De Failly, walked for a
will
that
The testimony
all the climes and products of the earth, brought out at the inquest, and the trial of | on the terrace, followed. by the ¢
from the eternal wastes of snow that girdle the criminal, will probably indicate how | remained but a few minutes t
the volcanic cone of Teneriffe,down its vine- far he has had a serious provocation to his ing that time I had a good ©
clad slopes, to the gardens of orange and rash and inexcusable act in the misconduct | noting the change that has ts
groves of banana clustered at its base ; from of his victim. It is a wretched affair at | pig appearance since his illn
northernmost

Asia, where

Siberia

spreads

out the everlasting desolation of her frozen
steppes,to tropical America, where the spiral
domes:

of the

snowy

splendor, break through

Cordilleras,

crowned

with

the heav-

ens; from the red-snow alge to the spiceplants, over the successive tracts of rhododendrons and larches, firs-and pines, oaks
and beeches, figs

each other

in

and

broad

palms,

stripes

which follow

around the

from the ice-mountains of the
pole, to the dazzling flora of the equator.
He affords as fine an example, perhaps,
as has yet been given, of that high, genuine,
not

irreligionus

worldliness,

which,

from meaning a selfish absorption in
al goods, denotes a purpose to draw
this planet all its human uses—as far
ble to exhaust the present of the best
rinece it can yield. Placed in the

so far

sensufrom
as posexpeworld

by a divine necessity, he saw that the surest
wisdom must consist in getting the most
good from it while tarrying in it.
cordingly, filled with the legitimate fruition
of his faculties,

yielded him a noble satisfac:
using the franchise as
discriminatingly
tion
and
peace,
giving small ocgflsion for
The *‘Saffolk Conference” at their Sunday and urcorruptly as the rest of us? Even if
remorse,
and
leaving
no room for ennui.
evening lectures at the Boston theater, are this case proves exceptional, and practical
And even the end, delayed as it was,
having crowded houses.
Last Sabbath difficulty arises, will not the forty millions
“ Found him with many an earnest plan,
evening Rev. Robert Collyer of Chicago of us have strength enough and wit enough
With much unknown and much untried,
officiated. Among the listeners on this oc- to provide some practical remedy P
Wonder not dead, and thirst not dried,
The
most
touching
story
ever
told
of
casion were Rev. Mr. Murray? of Park Street
Still gazing on the ever full,
Abraham Lincoln relates how, a few months
church, and Rev. E. E. Hale, and both
Eternal, mundane spectacle,”
were evidently pleased with the efforts of after his. death, negroes in Cuba, recently which he had done so mueh to make mankidnapped from Africa and unableto speak kind contemplate in all coming time with
this noted preacher.
either
English or Spanish, were found wear- deeper reverence, stronger trust and warmBUSINESS.
ing
photographs
of the dead President upon
Business is still, in many branches, decid.
Great, good, useful and happy, his age
under a cloud, with no good look their bosoms, They worshiped his memahead. The prospect now is that a number ory, they held the confident belief that he thus grew into its mellow ripeness amidst
of failures will take place between the present ‘would, ere long, tise from the dead, and the love and honor, not merely of his fellow
and the first of February, our own business come to free them. In some sense, the citizens, but of nations
men finding it almost impossible to obtain weary and the tr. ubled of every European ing from every degree of the earth!

ivation,

swer that question,

of the President and the reports of the several Heads of Departments. But itis gen-

Humboldt.

name

t

cannot be expected to 1ast
then? Even he must

spring-time, until, as you look
faces—meek, modest, saintly, an
solution o fmany practical questions.
with divine fire, fitted af cnee
MIXED SCHOOLS AT THE CAPITAL.
It is true, the common multithe admiration of the good ai
seemed transfo
tudes must be toilers and servants, meThe question which was up respecting the | of the wic ked—they
chanies, farmers, sailors,
right of the pupil having a taint of African into a regiment from the armies
7
The music, beginning
better endowed ones will always have their .| blood to the ‘privileges of the schools at | skies.
ideal whom they strive to approach and re- Washington, has been virtually decided in | or beneath if, was caught up b
seats, and swelled as it advance 3
produce ; the clerk some rich merchant, the the negative, as we supposed it would be.
ambitions student some famous advocate
Sill the statute is evaded,—there as it has | voices joined in a melody fitte
The prayer
or popular orator, and so on.
been elsewhere,—by the statement of the | the soul to heaven.
ro
Humboldt is a noble one to be used for this authorities that such and such pupils are ad- | though sometimes noisy snd
warked
by
faith
and
fervor,
ai
e
white,
!
For he was a millionnair of mitted on the grourd that they are
mind and heart, an eloquent advocate of even when the evidence of mixed blood is | whether from strong-voiced m: nor ) cot
appeared. to
universal truth and humanity, as much hap- patent to every observer.
There will prob- voiced women,
pier and more useful than the average of ably bean efforf to carry a bill through | skies.
men as he was greater and richer.
but
Congress abolishing all such distinctions,
cultivation of the sciences especially repre- it is doubtful if such
a measure can be car- | dle-bags, was at home. Amid
sented by him is the basis of the beneficent ried at present. Some of the negroes would
system of means by which the lowest races strongly oppose such intermingling; for | terior. Christian character is
are finally to be reached and redeemed. As the influences that have separated southern discipline and expericnce, as
traveler, naturalist, scientist, philosopher,
society into castes will be active for years a tree by the soil and climate in

experience,

“MASTERS.”

many, his smiles ve

heeded well.

HS,

uralist, whose

and the compl

tical question, his

culation respecting the forthcoming message
Rev. W. R. Alger eloquently expresses

N. F.

Itis one of the finest churches in the denom-

glori-

figuration of human nature—he administers
a rebuke o every low estimate of our destiny, and teaches truths which ought to be

of his own country, but of all Christendom.”
Let us have faith in ideas, in human nature, and in the American system.

and some of
of Boston and
undertaking.
city decided,

The old Ice-King has felt the influence of |
the sun in spite of his seeming coldness, for |
here are little streams of pure water, that,
“filtered through crystal and spar,” have Winthrop Street, Boston Highlands, was are wontto prove equal to each new recome down from the hights above, and now dedicated with approprate services on Sun- sponsibility that is placed upon them. Witday last. The building is some 107 feet: ness the enfranchised negroes. In spite of
fall into the untold depths of this crevice.
the Cassandra prophecies that were dinned
But they are not lost. Other streams join loag by 65 feet wide, and cost about$60,000.
them.

and

a kosmos—exhibiting, meanwhile, a spectacle of such beauty and grandeur, the trans-

controlling power over the minds of men
which has not died with him, but is giving
direction and shape to the history, not only

have yetseen. The article has for- its caption simply *‘ John,” but’ that ‘word represents the whole subject of dealing with our
Boston Notes.
Chinese immigrants. -We have room for
—4 S—
only these closing paragraphs:
RELIGIOUS GOSSIP.
Let us not be frightened at the thought of
The fine structure known as the Clarendon giving-John the suffrage. It is that alone
Street Baptist Church will be dedicated on “which staggers many liberal and thoughtthe 9th of the present month. The build- ful Californians. They urge: “The Chiing cost in the vicinity of $160,000, and will nese are like no other immigrants.
They
seat 1200 persons comfortably, The audi- appear among us as masses, not as individence room is thought to be the best in any nals. As the manufacturer or contractor
of our city churches. The hight of itis 70 can now hire ten thousand of them from one
feet, its depth 102 feet, and 68 in- width. firm, and pay for their monthly labor with
The installation of the new pastor of this one check, so the political candidate or
church will probably occur on the Sabbath executive committee could buy ten thouevening following the dedication of the sand votes at a single transaction and in
church.
open market.” IfJohn held the franchise
A union of the First Baptist Church in to-day, perhaps this might be true. Bat as
Somerset Street with the Charles Street yet he does not wish to vote; he never
Baptist Church, is one of the new move- seeks to be naturalized ; and the question is
ments now under contemplation in Baptist merely one of a remote future. Why imi:
circles. The first of these churches is the tate Mrs. Toodles, and provide a door-plate
oldest evangelical church in Boston, its or- for the conjectural husband of the hypoganization dating back to the year 1665. thetical daughter? If John never wants
The other covers a space of some 60 years, the suffrage, he will never have it. If a
but has a noteworthy history. Both of these time comes. when he does want it, the
churches have become weakened by the re- chances are that he will have risen to fitmoval of members to other sections of the ness forit. Nearly all experience teaches
city, so myéh
so as to make some such step that whenever any class are persistently
as that #f union desirable, if not necessary. eager for the voting- -privilege, they are
‘new and beautiful church just complet- competent to exercise it. Children of a
ed for the Methodist Episcopal Society on larger growth, like our prattling little ones,

the holy mountains.”

we who had followed Hitchcock with interest and Agassiz with enthusiasm through
their theoriesand descriptions, might together look upon this sea of ice,—this waste
of frozen billows,—this strange anomaly,
. that had so taxed our imagination and incited our inquiry. It is a sensation which

may

faith in ideas that caused their disappearance from the world of American politics;

hined nature, history and genius have ggf
yieldedto man; and in many provinces he
pushed the previous boundaries further out.

the membersof that deaf old class of ’68, that membered,—*‘ He hath his foundations in

welcome

How long did the ma-

as

ability, character and culture of the old

foolishness of the whole, and given up his
false theory. Many others, through the influence of this gentleman, have been led to
see the humbug attached to spiritual manifestations so called, and are gradually getMr,

ground,

Federalists, adds, in a remark of profound
truth and significance : “Tt was their little

and it was
that gave to
expose, and much real good.
In one inall his faults
stance a gentleman who has been under the
tencies and
the.
seen
has
years,
spiritual influence for

ting back fo soundness of mind.

to the

you lost that afternoon. The air could not
have been clearer. Every outline of Mont
Blanc and his surrounding peaks was clear

like the curtains before the altar, and we re-

could,by some power, summon about me all

crumbling

what

you will never know

When I came calmly to inquire for my cut against the blue sky. The rosy tints rewhere-a-bouts, I found that I was sitting on flected from those vast fields of snow were
the back of a mule en route for a glacier,and inexpressibly beautiful. As the suh went
the strongest wish of my heart was thatI down the shadows unfolded themselves,

Summer

ed within the last few days,—a Mr. Carbonell
of this city performing all that they have
ever performed, without the spiritual aid
which they claim has been afforded them.
A good deal of excitement has attended this

want

year. The report, which is just issued, s [-painter, scholar, poet, philanthropist, he
seemsto have. gathered in his knowledge,
quite a valuable one, and is filied with ws
gestions and facts concerning this and other absorbed in his sentiment, organized in his

sieur Grumbler,

whirl-

comes but once in a life, to tread

festations, have been most esentially expos-

umbrella

second picture in this absorbed and earnest
worker and his natural studio.
‘We had a cloudless sunset. Ah, Mon-

Lerezia, Aug. 30.
evening we shall be in

Tuesday

above

and

jestic sun of his life, dilated, hang in the
horizon, lingering there, greatest at its setthe load of sin rolled from the shoulders of ting, the world gazing in affectionate homChristian when first he stood before the age! And when it went down—to rise in
other and broader horizons invisible to us
If the sharp experiences of the war have —how it set the whole sky in a blaze, and
| taught us anything, it is that democratic gent its parting radiance far up the mighty
institutions, based upon free schools and firmament of human contemplation ! Surely.
MISCELLANEOUS.
free
suffrage, can stand any strain. Ed- this vast and lovely soul has not evaporated.
The Davenport Brothers, who have bemund
Quincy, after hinting at the high Coming upon earth a chaos, but going away.
come 80 notorious in their spiritual mani
and

the coloring, and every miruti® is skilfully
depicted. Critics consider this one of the
doing in mid-air?” we answered.
Howev- best efforts of Messrs. Prang and Co., and
er, it did prove to be a white umbrella of
fully up to any that have left their establishmammoth proportions,suspended by means
ment.—The report of the Public Library of
of long cords which were attached toit and
Boston shows the whole number of books to
to various points of rock on each side. UnQuite a large number
be 153, 000 volumes.
der it, in a niche which had a look-out toand pamphlets have beer added
volumes
of
wards Mont Blane, sat an artist, about
the last year, many of which are quite valhim lay his materials, and his brush moved
It is estimated that 218,677 issues
rapidly. Had a brother artist been at hand, unable.
of books have occurred during the 284 days

* And firm endurance—wait!”

——

something

was at once excited. Was it the waif ofa
cloud ? No; its outlines were too well-defined for that. * IVs the ghost of the moun“tains; saidone.
_* I wonder if the mules
will be frighten ed? said Timorous.
“It
bobs like the float on a fishing-line,” said a
third. And at every turn of our winding
way we drew nearer. At length the more
eager of our company shouted back,—** It's

_ Desponds and murmu 5 at its adverse fate,

One bright morning

go, wesaw

“resembled a tiny balloon.

A sweet and patient grace,
A look of firm endurance, true and tried,
Of suffering meekly borne, rests on her face—
. Bo pure, so glorified.

European

neé¥er stumbles.

obstacles, he carries his point and makes
hisown way.
Long before we reached 6,000 feet, the
altitnde to which our guides had promised

An angel goitly walks,
With pale, sweet face, and eyes cast meekly down,
The while from wither’d leaves and flow’rless stalks,
She weaves my fitting erown,

;

Sure-footed, he

Persistent, no irifles affect him, no urging
turns him a hair's breadth from his course.
With a determination that overcomes all

W—

Beside the toilsome way,
Lonely and dark, by fruits and flowers unblest,
Which my worn feet tread sadly, day by day,

~~

wouldn't climb the

Our leader then made an imaginary line

/ Oo names
ey
of the towns where they reside that we
ots but the names of the Post Office at which they
_

I

Flegére for Mont Blanc and all the sunsets in the world,” said the weak voice ofa
lady, who was just recovering from a fainting fit occasioned. by the excessive fear in
descending the Mauvais Pas, and we immediately sprinkled more snow in her face.

final hour sweet

ous when it came.

ES

At No. 39 ‘Wikhington Bt; Dover, N. H,

would grant noth:

may be chosen.”
the lessening pow
affairs, the growth

the

SEE

a

the final hour. They could only make

i

sunset?” said the leader of our company.
If you will promise that his Majesty shall

Froowll Baptist Printing Establishment,

in gold has had the effect to increase what the race likewi:e oregard our soil as a waits

ol

THE

oh TR

BY

Sok

WEEKLY

ey od
PUT

ing refuge,and our flag as a talisman which,
the moment his feet are planted under 1,
will send all his burdens of slavery and caste

. PUBLISHED

those who would
od dmngs

For not even 2 all his ac-

quisitions, virtues and services could avert

best; though Mr. Richardson's friends as- | haggard, careworn and anxi
ert that he has done nothing, from the | with considerable difficulty.
first, inconsistent with the highest sense of support of a cane and the arm:
courtesy and honor, and that thelady has
been

driven

seek

to

a divorce

by the un-

provoked brutality of her former husband.
THE

The great stone giant, found recently at
Cardiff and put on exhibition at Syracuse,
still attracts attention and keeps scientific
men busy in framing theories. Gradually
they

published about his

SYRACUSE GIANT.

approach

the

conclusion

that

|
|
|
|

health

are all

from official sources. I know fora
during the last ten days of his
Compiegne,D® Nelaton wasin
tendance upon him. The Co
organs
take care to inform the public that
the Doc-

it is a | tor was there simply as a guest, but ‘the fact

modern production and a huge humbug » | isas I tell you. You haveonly to lookat
a la Barnum.
Dr. Boynton, the geologist, the Imperial patientto see that he continis

disposed to insist that it was sculptured | ues to sufferacutely, and that his malady is

out of a block of gypsum, not more than
three

years

cently

ago,

buried secretly,
advertised

exhumed,

and

and reset

up

fast breaking down his constitution.

Literary Notes.

ios

as a show, merely as a money-making opMessrs, Roberts Bros., of Boston, are to pub»
eration. That takes the sublimity and th © | lish this month “The Pope and the Council,” a
poetry out of the case in a very summary | work just issued in London. The work is the
way. - But it has made a sensation an d | production of liberal German Oatholies, and
brought

in

vast

heaps

of greenbacks

al-

ready.

such will have more effect than a Protestant. production, The same House will have ready in a
fow days,“ The Illustrated Midsummer Night's
Dream,” a rich and beautiful volume. Coriadet

THE COUNCIL,
The great Council is to be convened o 1 | the title of “ 01d and New,” Messrs: Au

the day of our date.

The preliminary cere- | & Co. propose publishing & new Magazine. Tov,

monies have been growing more and more | E. E. Hale will have the editorial charge, ded
assistants. It isin some
marked and significant during the past by competentUnitarian
auspices. The prospect
under the
uth
week, and opinion is still divided at Rom © | gays: “oid and New will recognize
respecting its work.
Probably somethin Z | which everywhere compels nia the )

will be foreshadowed before our next issue. | white the religion taught by Jesus Christ isa
| old as the throne of God, theology, which is the
FRANCE AND NAPOLEON.
human expression of man's knowledge of God,

The session of the French Senate .and requires new statements with. every ay. )
Corps Legislatiff openedon the 20th ult., and | 0 ng its contributors are Mrs.
the Emperor made a characteristic speech, Collyer, R. W. Emerson, Prof, O

—taking in its form and style, ambigudus
and doubtful in its substance.

It is at once

satirized.
praised, condemned, tortured and
The shrewdness of Napoleon does not for-

@. Whittier, J. &. Lowell, Dr,
Beecher and. Hon. 0. F. Ad

nie thao
sake him, He said: ** France wants liber- | ;
efs fro
volum
|
for. Help
his kind attentions lavished on thie humblest | ty with order. Ocder I answer
mere
in
n
know
|
en
Betwe
.
liberty
,
to secure
suppliants who ppmshod him, bie busily me, MesA sieurs

LE EES EES

little hopefulness there was remaining, and
remain uncapped at. that hour, all of us,” it may be, the journey back to specie payLUTHER R. BURLING AME, Agent. said Careful ; ‘ but on uncertainties, no, I. ments will yet be made without any great
~All letters on business, remittances of money, &o thank you.”
¢ That ha been tried too disaster. An enthuiastic gentleman on
should be addressed to the Agent,and all communica- many times of late,” added Grumbler.
‘He State St., a few days ago, proposed to sing,
iy designed for Piblivation should be addressed to
is sure to put on his nightcap an hour before as suitable toour financial condition, the
Your guides get good old hymn:
Torus, how one your, 3,00; or if paid strictly. in you reach the look-out.
their money, you get tired ;—and that isall
“The morning light is breaking.”

X

abided his time.

FoR

Let us teach the poorest

and humblest man in that cradle and hive of

GIG

swarming Orien ?

The. rapid decline

the funds to do it with.

hs

discotints, and what is worse, they have not

UU

forth our: afmiration. “Who wants to
climb the Flégére and see Mont Blanc at

i
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knowledge

of human nature, and increase

it sever fold.

You mustbe wary, circum-

spect, conciliatory.

. Earnestness as a Compulsion.
:

- BY REV. GEORGE HUNTINGTON.

:

i

The

——

easy-going

YO

3

and

the

;

painstaking

methods of dispensing the gospel are well

contrasted in the parable of the Great Sup1.

Adsto

the

class to be reached.

Here

the host himself, though he stands in the

~ parable for the great Provider of spiritual
bounties, is yet, according to that flexibility

You must -study each

No matter. The trouble does not hinder
him. These poor fellows shall have the
very best

it will.

that he can give them, cost what

Why,

such a man as he, were he

a Christian of the nineteenth century, would
be stopping at the church-doorto take by
the hand the stranger who stands hesitating in the vestibule, and would make room
for

him

in his own

cushioned

pew,

and

even pass him the hymn-book open at the
right place.” And, very likely, were hea
mii. ster of Jesus Christ, he would so far
vances slowly and almost stupidly from a imit:te his Lord as to preach a gospel that
Juxurious toa laborious hospitality.
He everybody could understand.
makes three distinct efforts to furnish his ,. But, painstaking as a condition of sucfeast with guests, beginning with the plan cess is as important in the servant's departmest gongenial to his own tastes, the easi- ment as in that of the master.
The comest plan for himself. ‘Whom shall I in- mand to the messenger is, ““Compel them

*

need

—no

of naming. them;

my

servant

~ has the list at his tongues end. Explanations? No occasion for any; my friends
know what my suppers are. Success of
the affair?

Perfectly

understands

certain;

his business;

my steward

my

guests

men of society; we all know

are

how to say

. and to do the polite thing. Nothing easier
than these elegant entertainments.” Ah,
idle dreamer! The disappointment comes.

The set will not accept.

Then the man be-

gins to arouse himself.

‘We must find our

guests elsewhere. Go seek them in the
street, in lanes and alleys, anywhere.
Bring in cripples, wounded men, blind
men, whoever you can find. We will soon
have a merry company here.”

Another

disappointment.

‘

A few

come

. straggling in; but the rooms are empty yet.
Now

our

host is fully

awake.

must have, and I will!

if net in the

Run to find them;

city, then

. round about;

‘Guests I

in

the

country

but find them ;—travelers in

the highways, peasants in the fields, loung‘ers
by the hedgerows ; compel them to come
in.” Painstaking wins the day; the house
is filled at last.
.
Might painstaking fill empty churches,

too?
yet?

Have the right guests been invited
Do the men who need the gospel

most,

and who

stand

farthest off from its

influence, know that there is a place for
them in your church, your Sabbath school,
your prayer-meeting?
ghurch-bell,

whose

Do you teach your

tones resound

through

halls and splendid parlors, to beat
its friendly salutation also at the cottage of
i

the blacksmith, and at the shop-girls’ attic
~ door? Is it known
fay ,and wide, that the

gospel which you undertake to administer
in the

name

of the

All-Bountiful,

is

not

served daintily and stingily,but is dispensed
with that grand-munificence with which the
Masterof the feast has provided it? The
church which presumes to make a fastidious selection from the community, of the
class for whose benefit religious privileges
shallbe provided; the pastor who daresto

make Mis preaching exclusive or esoferic;
the Christian who sits comfortably down to
the ‘enjoyment of religion” as an elegant
- Juxury,—all these are abusing the bounty
of God.
We should sadly miss the lesson of the
parable, however, if we should suppose in-

feriority of social position

~,

to be the sole

. difficulty to be overcome.
The opposite
extreme may prove a greater obstacle yet.
Some churches may be able to reach the
poor without effort, while they have little
power with the affluent and cultivated.

TheTeligious aspect of many of our more

wealthy communities

renders very signifi-

cant the question lately raised in one of our
Christian

Conventions : “How

men’s sons be reached

shall

rich

with the gospel ?”

‘To many a Christian, the most inaccessible
‘person is his next-dobr neighbor, his clerk,

‘his servant, or even his own child. The
‘principle of duty is the same. Let no accident, whether of social position, of residence, of occupation, of mental attainment
or of personal relatiofiship, lead you to
withhold the bread of life from a perishing
soul. Letnot the comparative difficulty of
the

work,

fort and

its

disagreeableness,

or the ef-

the sacrifice involved, determine

for whom you will labor. The Master himself has taught us who is to be reached with
the gospel,—*‘every creature.”

2. As to the conditions

of success in this

work. Notice how this great man takes
‘his poor guests into the self-same place, to
which he invited the rich ones, sets them at
. the self-same table, offers them the self-

same food. A word in yoy ear, unsophisticated man! Would it not be wiser to set
ble

in the shed for these rough fellows?

is there not an old dilapidated hall or
i

somewhere,

into

which

be gathered? And would it not
ir to provide a little cheaper fare
m?

He will
not listen to us. He is
now for the easy way, but for
rn
us. His benevolence is not
d with those modern conveniences
ng

ble

us to provide a ragged-school

r one class, and a full-dress gos‘another ; a pine-bench gospel for the
and a damask-and-rosewood gos-

yelite; a five-hundred-dollar gosTom Roughcoat, and a five-thou-

r gospel for Squire Broadcloth.
ir fanatic, consider what atask
staking. Hospitality is to be

r. Here is no circle of courtiers

y recline at ease, ex-

‘a motley company, strangersto

with diffieach
Ona,other, blushing on
mm

I have heard it said that there are clergy- testable. right, to the ministerial gift, to
men in the Episcopal church who claim to serve mankind in this variety of ways.
Let not men-of holy: orders be restive unhave felt some subtle, mysterious, mystical

" The Christian Church.
x

—

Membership

«unless we awak

and

this subject.

S—

do our whole duty on -

SE

a

:

x . {

The “confession of Pike, who was ‘exe- .

in the Christian churchis

man separately, and yet deal with all at emanation, grace or influence, as the bishop | der yokes which they were set apart to
afew days sino,
really optional. That is, it is the sol- cuted at Concord,N,
once. Never did you undertake such a laid his hands upon their heads, flowing in bear. They are the scape-goats of the state, not
emn daty of every Christiasevery one who is an ‘appeal that ought to wake up every
troublesome affair in your life before.
on their being, consciously linking them

of representation which is the charm of
parabolic teaching, so unlike God, so humanly dull ‘and ‘narrow-minded, that he ad-

vite? My set, of course;—Jacob the banker, Nathan the broker, Phineas the lawyer;

: DECEMBE

with the unbroken chain of divines, of
which the apostles are the hook. Be that
as it may. To wound sensibilities so exquisite, by one doubt of what is related
as faef, is not our purpose. It is undeniable that something creeps into the blood
of ordained men qualifying them for uses
of which the unordained, of every class,

are incapable.

Many ilfustrations of this truth are at hand.

In times when slavery poisoned the body
politic, and the nation suffered from the
disease, it was delightful philanthropy for
the Abolition Society to assemble in dimj
utive convention, and especially denounce,
as abettors, instigators, supporters; if not

originators of the dreadful crime, preachers

on whose sleek heads we may: lay our sins
and be at rest. ‘It takes all sorts of people to make the world,” said the old lady,

“and I am glad Iam

not one

of them.”

It takes all sorts of qualities to make ministers, and I am glad I am not one of them.

:

HEN

|

ATLANTIC.

—

Er

meaning ‘“Calvinistic,”

but more

~of the gospel. Against lawyers, physicians, generally the ‘latter. The majority of that
to come in.” Compel? Wherewith? Cereditors, public lecturers, college professors, | denomination, however, arrogates to itself
tainly not by physical force; for he is but
publishers, as a class, the thunderbolts of | the term *¢ Baptist,” without any prefix or
one, and the guests are many.
No army
their hot wrath were not launched.
Indi- | affix, while some of their number will be
goes with him; no force of police; yet he
viduals filling offices of public trust were satisfied with nothing less than the very
must compel; he does compel.
WhereThis they
often singled out for rebuke, and, doubt- objectional term ¢‘ Regular.”
with? Evidently, so far as his personal efwish to have applied to themselves to indireceived.
scathing
the
merited
often
as
less,
fort is concerned, by the mere force of earcate their belief that all other Baptists, prenestness. You know what a power that is, But whena profession was to be berated suming to differ from them in theory or’
good reader. I need not remind you how as derelict and guilty, the clergy became practice, are heretics and schismatics.
often you have been moved by it. Were at once of admitted utility.
Itis to be acknowledged, however, that
So, when the Van Winkles in politics,
you *not compelled to take that Life Insurthere has been a sufficient amount _of good
ance policy the other day by the importuni- who plead for tender and conservative
sense and Christian courtesy in the more inty of the agent? Were you not compelled treatment of our wayward sisters, and, as
telligent portion of the denomination to-utto subscribe for that book that you could the war progressed, inwardly wept at the
terly reject, as both unjust and ungenerous,
not afford to get? Were you not com- discomfiture of their old political allies,
‘the
appropriation of any name to thempelled to give to the Ladies’ Fair, and to go give a comprehensive and philosophical
selves
which would reflect upon the Chrisyourself, and to buy a dozen things that account of the origin of the civil contest,
tian character of a sister denomination.
you did not want, all because of irresistible they promptly lay on the ministers of the
“They have therefore been divided between
solicitations? How was it that you de- churches the principal part of the responsithe terms ¢¢ Strict,” ¢* Close,” and *¢ Calvinclined last night when your friend said bility. Had the preachers stopped their
istic,” while the tendency in the. denominacarelessly, “Won't you come in?”
How
agitation, let slavery alone, and preached
tion, for the- past few years, has been to
was it this morning, when he clung to your peace and good willto men, there would drop all qualifying words and call themhand, and said so eagerly, ‘Come up to- have been no war. This versatile species
selves simply by the name of Baptists.
night, pray do; we depend upon it; it will of the genus homo is admirably fitted to
With this we have no fault to find ; but when
spoil everythingif you don’s come ; prom- meet the needs of wise, conservative statesthey entirely ignore the right of any other
ise now, that's a dear fellow !"—and you men, and they are wide awake enough to
branch of the great Baptist family to the
recognize it.
;
promised ?
;
name of Baptists equally with themselves,
This power of earnestness seemsto be
Just now, an irruption of intemperance and call them by their qualifying terms,such
the compulsion employed by the servant. deluges the land, which had no satisfacto- as ‘ Freewillers,” &c., it is as unjust as if
In the first instance it is entirely wanting. ry explanation until the discovery was we were to call them ¢ Stricters,” ‘Close
He sallies forth with a quiet and dignified made that ministers occasioned it. So now, Communionists,” ‘* Regulars,” or ¢ Calvinassurance. His message is entirely polite go up to a public temperance convention ists,” without allowing them any part or lot
and formal, precisely what is laid down in
in any state, where the hindrances to so- in Baptist history and Baptist principles.
the books: ‘“‘Come, for all things are now briety are freely discussed, and many of Indeed, if any branch of the Baptist family
ready.”
That sounds well. It ought to the speakers will be heard eloquently must be crushed out, they are the very
produce an impression. Itis what might charging home the ill success of the temper- branch, and not we. For, while they have
be called a written sermon. But it does ance movement on men of white neck-ties.
left some of the earliest and dearest prinnot bring in the men. He goes again. Ministers are to blame for the drinking
ciples of the Baptists of the past,—the prinThis time he runs; and running is not usages of society. Popular writers, workciples of liberty of conscience and right of
favorable to formality. He approaches men ing into their stories, without restraint,
private judgment,—we have closely and
who might he expected to -appreciate his the wine cup and the brandy bottle, and
steadily adhered to them. We shall not remessage.
He makes them understand that lending the brilliancy of their genius to
linquish our claim to the term ¢¢ Baptist”
a great feast is spread, and that they may paint the fascinations of drink, are not to
until it can be shown that we have proved
freely enjoy it. He succeeds better than blame for the drinking usagesof society.
| ourselves unworthy of the name.
It is ours
before, but rather poorly still. Are beg- Lawyers, ignoring the cause, keeping aloof
as well as theirs.
gars so scarce to-day? No; but every beg- from the campaign against liquor, living
Now,since there must be qualifying terms
gar is not to be had for the asking. Once by the crimes that liquor begets, staving
| amongst the Baptists as well as amongst
more the messenger goes forth; and now off legislation against the sale of liquor,
| other denominations, what term can we
he is in real earnest; now he is to compel addicted frequently to the use of liquor, are
| consistently and truthfully use to designate
men. He will not be put off with excuses. not to blame for the law or public opinion
| those from whom we differ in the practice
No man shall name an excuse which he on the question of temperance. Physicians,
| of “ the communion of saints,” instead of
cannot answer. No man shall be so indif- prescribing instead of proscribing alcohol
| the communion of those of the *‘ same faith
ferent that he cannot arouse kim..
No as medicine; giving it as the, panacea of
(and order?” ¢ The C. Baptists,” say some.
man shall be so unwilling that he cannot human ills; putting it to their’ own lips in |
| Very well, but for what shall the letter ¢ C"
persuade him. He carries everything be- a thousand instances where once you can
| stand—Close, or Calvinistic? To the latter
find a clergyman that uses it; unwilling
fore Jim, and fills the house with guests.
| term there are the following strong and deto
exhibit
to
the
community
its
deadly
naIt isnot enough, then, that we advertise
cided objections:
.
e, and portray the ruin it effects in the
free pews and a free gospel, ard wait for
1. They are not all Calvinistic, either in
meén to come in. We cannot bring them physical system; slow apostles of temper- theory or practice.
Many of the private
in. It is not enough that we set before ance, alarminga whole city at the sight members, and not a few of the ministers of
men the mere intellectual statement of sal- of a symptom of cholera, and yet keeping | the denomination, are decidedly Arminia
vation by Christ., We must be profoundly quiet while rum slanghters its countless | in their theology.
i
moved for them. We must search them victims; of course the doctors are not to
2.. To call them Calvinistic is by implicaout, in every retreat of indifference or blame that men drink. Editors of our dai| tion to say that all other Baptists are Arminpride, in every by-way of error or unbelief. ly papers, prompt to- designate the evils of
lian in their theology.
This is not true.
prohibition,
prodigal
of
leaders.
discouragWe must lay hold of them with hearts in
| The large majority of Seventh-day Baptists,
earnest and with minds-awake.
We must ing so stringent legislation against the
warn,

convince,

persuade,

entreat,

meet

curse, or

silent when they

ought to speak;

{all of the

so-called

Open

Commuion

of the

‘was his ruin.

visible church,

alone,

unconnected

with

Bap-

every

joint

‘supplieth,

No

to action.

Intemperance

He was drunk, and his con-

science 80 benumbed that he was

prepared

for the fearful murder which he committed.
The London Times recently said of Eng-"
land, that “the use of strong drinks produces more idleness, crime, disease, want

and misery than all other causes put together.” What is true of England is equally true of the United States. There is no
measuring this evil; words that would ex-

the

church of Christ. ‘The church is compared
to a building strengthened by that which

It has become quite a habit lately, and
especially among our own denomination, to
speak of that section of the Baptist family
which practices close: Communion, as the
C.
Baptists. "This term
is sometimes
interpreted as meaning ** Close" and at oth-

ers as

Christian man

an evidence of pardoned sin,

and so to live as to retain his membership
through life. It is instituted for his or her
benefit, and is intended to help them on
the Christian journey. * In the epistles of
Paul, no one is addressed as a Christian
that stood

Close, or -Calvinistic?
2

has obtained

to become a member

allusion is

press the fearfulness of intemperance muss

made to loose timbers lying about the premises. It is a garden inclosed;no mention
is made of trees or vines outside the enclosure. The fact is, when a person embraced
Christianity he becameat once a member
of the Christian church, enjoying its privi-

be coined in the mint of horror.
Now what do we propose todo? Are
-we intending to slumber on, or are
we to

wake up and give the trumpet a certain
sound, so that the host of temperance

leges and sharing its responsibilities. Itis shall prepare themselves for the battle?
objected that the church is imperfect.
It Some sections are waking up, but others
always was. No greatér immoralities or are in the profoundest slumber. ' Can
imperfectionare
s in the church to-day than Christians be careless and guiltless when
inthe days of the apostles. The very object + this vice is ruining. men by thousands and
for which the church was established, was tens of thousands, all over our land ?

to promote holiness of heart and
life,a
means of growth in grace, to enable one

to go on to perfection, and win

life of holiness.

others to a

The work given the church

to do requires the concentrated activity of
all its powers.
-~No one should hold
back.
No one» should for a single
moment,

indulge

the

thought

that

he or

she can do more for God outside the sacred
enclosure. They may avoid some responsibilities, but they assume a greater,—that of
disregarding the divine appointment.
“At first there was but one denomination,
now there are many; and every Christian
should unite with that branch of the Christian family with which he can most fally
sympathize,and most cordially labor to make

the people of his choice a successful peo-

ple in carrying forward the glorious
of converting the world.
There can
nuetral ground.
¢‘ He that is not with
says Christ, *‘ is against me.”

work
be no
me,”
Ww.

The signs of the times indicate the come
ing

of a

the overthrow of this vice.

part and

parcel

ways

been, and always

has

repressible
wrong,

cause

service in years past, buckle on their armor
anew, and strike more telling blows than

ever before, till the giant evil falls under

their oft-repeated, mighty strokes.
tians in every section should wake
renew their efforts in this enterprise.
be discouraged; we shall conquer,
mouth of the Lord hath promised it.
:

and

A clergyman,

and is a

will be, an ir-

between right and

error, from the fact that

‘there is no concord between Christ and
Belial,” but undying warfare.
Every good cause, so far in this world’s

cessful

in his

who had been quite sue-

appointed

work,

was at a

great loss to find a text from which to
preach on a subject which he felt he ought
to

present from the pulpit.
ne member of
congregation, who
was an infidel, stood in the timid pastor's
way.

His presence in the house of God acted
on the pastor's mind like a nightmare. He
could

not preach.

closed book to him.
history and progress, has had its times
of | He prayed for
t.

prosperity and its seasons of trial.
The temperance cause, like all other
good causes, has passed through all these
phases. Bat there is one fact patetont
every careful observer of the mutations of all
reforms, that

no

may

reform goes backward ; it

and

for a time seem to have

decline’

Chrisup and
‘Don’t
for the
* **
—

Anticipated by the Spirit.

of it. There is, and al-

antagonism

truth

of Christ,

Let those tem-

Selections,

The temperance cause stands next in imthe

Let it

perance soldiers who used to do such good

—

to

on this question.

rejecting the law designed more effectually
to suppress the sale of intoxicating drinks,
tells a tale that ought to stir every temper
ance
man in the state to renewed
effort for -

Temperance Revival Needed.
portance

storm

come, Let us see who are on the Lord's
side.
Men will have to take sides for God
and temperance, or satan and intemperance. The recent vote in New Hampshire,

impressed with
visit

the

infidel

The Bible seemed a
What should he do?

At length
he became

the thought

at his

home.

the Lord to grant him
emy of the cross in a kind,

that he must
He

asked

to meet this enChristian spirit.

Faithless still asto the result, he set out on
his mission.

Shortly he stood face to face with the

man he had feared; and his first salutation
was:
lost its power over men; but there is a res“Friend, 1 have come to talk with you
urrection power in every »good cause that
will not permit it to perish. Most reform- about your soul.”
“Ah!” replied the other, ‘‘be seated. I
ers are thinking men, who study the phi- am glad to see you. I have wondered yon
losophy of events; in failure they will did not come several months before.”
change the basd of their operations, and ‘result may easily be surmised.
They had a season of prayer together,
choose more efficient measures and work
and parted; and it was not long before the
more wisely and effectually.
-once proud irfidel stood up in the
In the revival of every reform there is an congregation, and avouched the Lord Jeimperative
demand
for taking higher hovah to be his God. This pastor was reground. That is God's rule of develop- buked for his unbelief. - The Spirit had anment.
“First the blade, then the ear, af- ticipated him; and this fact taught him a
ter that the full corn in the ear.” ,So it has lesson he never forgot,—never to distrust
God, or engage in work in any department
been with the cause of temperance. Dar- of his vineyard in a trembling, faithless
ing all these declines in every good cause, manner.
As another incident illustrative of this
God is preparing the way for giving greater vitality to the enterprise, and thereby fact, we mention the case of a man of
strong mind and varied information, who,
preparing its friends for more efficient effort. in
the community where he lives, was a
In the progress of the temperance enter- leader against all efforts to promote a reprise, this truth has been repeatedly illus- vival which was in progress. No one for a
time had dared to approach him. Well actrated.

tists of America, and not a few of the F.
objections, expose fallacies, overcome re- allies of the whiskey--ring, writing up their | Baptists are Calvinistic in the general acquainted with the Bible so far as suited his
nefarious business and writing down jt
luctance, persevere in spite of repulses,
Such a revival seems now to be at our
\ceptation of that term. To call them Calmalignant purposes, he was always. preopponents,
able
to
change
public
sentimeyt,
fraternize with men, lend them sympathy,
9% istic Baptists is, therefore, to present an doors. No one who will hear can fail to pared for an argument, and genera ly was
were their habits and principles right, and
love, help, plunge into their spiritual conhear the tramp .of coming events, as they successful in gaining his point.
He felt
ai statement of the distinctive features
carry it up to a healthful, temperance standflicts with them, wrestle for them, and nevmarch on, and catch the bugle blasts that that he could ask questions which few be| of the branches of the Baptist family.
lievers in the Bible could answer ; and thus
ard; editors are not to blame, Clergymen
er give them up till they are saved.
are calling the temperance hosts to arms
3. But, again, the injustice of that name
Yet we must not forget that all the &ar- are the ones at fault. Almost any temper: | is more clearly manifest when it is remem- and to the field. No one who will feel, he continued, for a time, bold and stout in
his rebellion.
’
ance speaker, (not a clergyman himself) | bered
nestness of the servant would have failed
But, after the revival had been in progthat the great distinction between can fail te feel the earth-throes as precurwill
tell
you
so.
Somebody
must
answer
without the name and influence of the masof coming
s
events.
When the rebels ress for some months, by a secret agreethe branches of Baptists in Europe is bas- sor
ter. He succeeds because he is a servant. for the sins of society, and if our divines ed, not upon the systems of theology to trained their guns on Sumter, men began ment among the faithful, he was made a
One morning,
He has no prestige of his own. He is not have not grace enough to do it, who has? which they adhere, but upon theft practice to wake up from their dreaming, and the special subject of prayer.
being
met
by
one
of
the
praying
band, he
So
it
is
a
demonstration
that,
were
itnot
eloquent in behalf of his own hospitality.
as to open or close communion.
To avoid | day of compromises with the sins and was cordially accosted in a kind and
He pleads the name, the authority, the for the sins of ministers, public opinion,
shames of slavery were over, and profess- friendly manner, and yet with a trembling
confusion it should be the same here.
in Kentucky and everywhere else, to-day,
magnanimous liberality of the master; and
voice: “Why, Mr. B., I bave been thinking
I conclude, therefore, that as the only es- ing Christians; who had blasphemously
;
so much of you of late, that I now feel imby that he conquers. So conquers the ser- would be ripe for prohibition.
sential difference between us and the C. tried to make the word of God sustain that pressed
with the importance of asking
vant of the Lord Jesus Christ. He is but a
Did you never notice, too, how graceful- Baptists is on the communion question, and sum of all villainies,stood aghast when they
whether it is not time to attend to the interservant, a messenger, an ambassador; but ly this same order of beings fit the niches
as that is the only formidable barrier to our saw the finger of God writing on that vile ests of your soul. Many of Jour friends
he is the herald of the kingdom of heaven. that, in popular books, magazines and pa- union ecclesiastically, we ought in all con. institution, ‘“Thou art weighed in the bal- are already seeking Christ, and”—
He pleads by the name that is above all pers, are filled with illustrations of human sistency to speak of them, not as Calvinis- -ance and found wanting.” That dark hour
“Well, now,” interposed the infidel,
names, the name that shall bend every frailties? If Dr. Holmes wants a startling tic Baptists, but as the Close Baptists. By was the precursor of the dawn of a better ‘‘this is certainly oppoftune; for I have
been waiting for six weeks in wonder why
knee and move the confessions of every and sensational example of that depravity this we mean no disrespect; we have na de- day. So with the evils of intemperance; no
one had
spoken to me on this subject.
tongue.” There is the real compulsion;
in which the Dr. does not believe, the sign to irritate their feelings nor to raise a they are triumphant, the supporters of this I have been seeking light for many
weary
there is the force that constrains men ;— whole college of medicine cannot present disturbing ripple upon the bosom of the vice are rampant, laws are set at defiance, days and nights, and am still in the dark.
not the power of the messenger, but the him a suitable specimen. It is not their Christian love which unites us in Christ drunkenness everywhere prevails; $500,- Now, my friend, do help me, for God's
:
power of the message and of him who sends province. An ordained, orthodox clergy- Jesus, their Lord and ours.
for strong sake.”
We mean on- 000,000 ,are spent annually
The Christian brother was all taken
it. The man who goes forth endued with man must hasten to improve the opportu. ly to call things by their right names. They drinks in this professedly Christian land,
aback; he was not
for such a rethat power, Christ in his heart, Christ in nity of demonstrating the dependence of practice
and crime of every shade prevails in our ception; and this, prepared
close communion,—the
observe, all from his
communhis life, Christ on his lips, he shall compel
‘country.
society on his profession, and straightway ion of those who belong to the same sect
And what is the church of God want of faith in the omnipotent
grace of
men to come in. My brother, have you he goes into the book.
and whom they hope are Christians ;—we doing? Most of the ministers are dumb God to melt the hardest heart.
Mr. B. soon became a Lumble followerof
compelled any one to-day?
The brilliant editor of the Independent, practice open communion,—the
dogs that cannot bark, so far as this evil is
communion
the despised Nazarene, and urited with the
himself the antidote of sleep, recently pub- of the whole household of faith thenand concerned.
What are we doing
A
nomination to stay this vice that threatens church; and there is to-day no brighter
lished the following anecdote:
¢‘ One day, there present, of whatever name,
light in the church in N——than is he who
sect or
Utility of the Clergy.
a poet read a new play before the reading nation. This, and this alone, is an essen- to swallow up everything in ruin? Once was once regarded beyond the pale of
—
committee of the French comedy.
It was tial difference between us. The question of we gave such prominence to the enterprise God's grace. The truth in the case is, that
. Clergymen serve the world in ways inunanimously refused. The poet went up Calvinism and Arminianism is not an es- of temperance that hardly a Sunday ser- the Spirit had anticipated the effort put
numerable. They are a convenient class
forth by the human agent; and we would
vice passed in which the cause of tempe
to M. Sanson, the well-known actor, and
r- find, my Christian brother, in multitudes of
Let this
of people, handy to have in community. said to him, ‘I have a right to complain of sential difference between wus.
ance
was
not
remem
bered
either in the instances, if we would make the endeavor
Other public servants do not answer one- you; you voted ‘against my piece, and.yet distinct’'on be recognized, and let them be prayer, or sermo
n, or both.
called Close Baptists, and then they may
Bat how is in faith and humble dependence on divine
half the uses to which these are put. There you slept all the time I was reading.’
M. call us Open, Freewill cr Free Baptists, it now? Oar churches and ministers to a help, that our neighbors are juxionsly
is a wide variety of things that never could Sanson wittily replied: ‘Sir, in literary
waiting to be taken by the hand and
fearful extent are slumbering over this
sin,
be explained, were it not for the clergy. matters sleep is an opinion.’ Is not the never omitting the term Baptist, and nevy- while it is invad
:
ing the churches in some in thfe new and living way.
er refusing to allow that it belongs to us as
If we are really in earnest; and our efLawyers would not answer ; physicians are rule as applicable to sermons as to plays?”
sections of the denomination, and
some of forts correspond with our prayers at the
weak and like other men; editors could By no mental law known to metaphys- justly and truly as it does to them.
the members will die drunkards unless they mercy-seat, we shall ever find that the
R.C.
not be substituted ; magazine-writers, bank- cians could Mr, Tilton have asked, in conreform.
On whose head will rest the Spirit has gone before us, will accom
ers, manufacturers and mechanjcs,alike want
to seal our wordsof
cluding thé anecdote, ‘Is not the rule as
| guilt? Were the resolutions that we used us, and remain behind
Little matters of daily occurrence are of
this gift.
They doubtless answer some applicable to editorials as to plays? Men
to pass, and the speeches we used to make, entreaty, and make them effectual to the
ersonal salvation of those whom we would
wise end in human life, but, in comparison are never known to fall asleep with the In- greater importance in social life than great at Quart
erly and Yearly Meeting, mere
ead to Christ.— Christian Banner.
with divines, are lamentably deficient. dependent in their hands. Somnolency is matters of rare occurrence; and personal palaver and blarn
ey ?
| There are some things that only crowned not an exhalatiol from the unordained, it behavior in trifles is, perhaps, more than we said? Is intem or did we mean what
There is nothing purer than honesty;
perance any less a sin
heads can do, some things that only poets must emanate from the ordained and the anything else, productive of the greatest to-day than it was/twenty years ago?
nothing
sweeter than charity; nothing
Is it
can do, some things that only artists can othodox. Clergymen, however prosy in amount of social and domestic pleasure and not more prevalent
warmer
than
love; nothing brighter than
now
than
then
Are
[a
do, and many are the things that would be the pulpit, are necessary
to point the jokes pain.
Ls
we doing our duty? If not, how are we to virtue; nothing more steadfast than faith,
not for gentleThese united in one mind, form the purest,

of editors,of religious papers and to give
spice to literature. It belongs,
by incon-

- Never sport with pain or poverty.

bpen

guiltless at the bar of God? The

of murdered men will be found

:
pd

the »sweetest,
brightest andan
fectrichast, he the. behest
Sh the
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A tragi¢ interest must ever hang over
The following charming incident which
: | the career of the first Christian Emperor,
we find in* an exchange, iliustrates the .. HARVEY FISK,
A. 8, HATCH.
whose private
griefs seem to have more | broad difference between working for our
The waters ebb and flow.
:
than counter@ilanced the uninterrupted
Long since, I came to this commotion,
Office of FISK &
successes of his public life. In his youth own glory and for the glory of God :
“And thought that soon the strife must cease;
HATCH,
Constantine had married Minervina, a
ocean,
the
vex
A certain king would build a cathedral,
may
“Though some chance wind
Its settled state is peace.”
maiden of obscure origin and low rank, and that the credit of it might be all his
but who to her devoted and constant lover own, he forbade any from contributing to
In vain; not only nature rages, seemed no doubt the first and fairest of its erection in the least degree. A tablet
But men must add their petty roar; *
Here they have chafed and toiled for ages
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES.
| women.
Their only son, Crispus, educa- was placed in the side of the building, and
. Upon
the vexed shore.
ted by the learned and pious Lactantius, on it his name was carved, as the builders
" No. 5 Nagsau Street, New York.
All are to settled purpose tending,
grew up an amiable, exemplary young But that night he saw, in a dream, an angel, 4+
Although they know not how it Is;
man, and fought bravely by his father’s who came down and erased his name, and
November 8, 1869.
They move, but see not the far en:
side in the battle’ that made Constantine the name of a poor widow appeared in its To our Customers and-Correspondents
;
Of
sheir own mysteries.
;

.. _ On this bleak shore the waves are breaking;
The gray clouds come, the vessels go;
And interchange of motion taking, RE

;

the master of the

All things are hastening to their rest;
The gray clouds drift toward the sea;
Ships to some haven in the West,
here now they fain would be, -

The Murdered Guide.
TO

In his recent work, ‘“ The Nile

Tributa-

ries of Abyssinia,” Sir Samuel W. Baker
relates the following thrilling incident.
Many years since, when the, Egyptian
troops first conquered Nubia, a regiment
of them were passing across a certain desert. The heat wap oppressive, almost beyond endurance
; and
their supply of water
was very scanty. They were put on short
‘allowance.
Far off they thought they saw

gether with his

son

a beautiful lake, with branching palm-trees.

They

longed for the water and the cool
lows.
Their Arab guide told them there
-was no lake there: it was a mirage,—a
floating, alluring delusion. They insisted
on taking the testimony of- their own eyes,
from

the

chosen

:

waters.

Parched and heated,

scorched and blinded and

They

were

bewildered; and

yet farther and farther they struck into the
wide
waste;
farther and farther they
d themselves from
their dead
e,

who

alone had

the

secret

of their

safety. And still the visio
lake fled
before them as a phantom, and the palmtrees beckoned with their high-up hands.
At

last, never

nearer

the object

of

Fausta,

however,

and a large

The

guilty

according

to

arts of

the Greek

Helena.

He

was

filled

with

a

He was

believed to have

inher-

ited all the virtuesof his excellent father
and pious mother. To the simple and holy men who new for the first time looked
upon. their preserver as he modestly ~be~
sought instead of commanded - their attention, he must have seemed, in his humility
sand his grandeur, half divine. But lately
his single arm had rescued them from the
jaws of a horrible death. He had saved
the church from its sorrows, and published
the gospel to mankind. He was the most
werful monarch the world had ever
uowi®,
and his empire spread from the
Gram
Hills to the ridge of the Atlas,
from the Atlantic to the Caspian Sea. He.

his life-~left him welter-

they tore across the hot sands.

of friends.

spotless.

in his blood.
;
:
Then the whole regiment, wild with de, and
r for their anticipated refreshmentand repose, rushed towards the

fascinating

number

sister,

boundless remorse. The wretched Empress was putto death; and the close of
Constantine's life was passed in a vain effort
to obtain the forgiveness of his own conscience and of Heaven.
But when Constantine entered the Council of Nice his life was still comparatively

en notions.
:
»
At last they came to open violence ; and,
when they sought to compel him to their
views, he resisted, and they—whese very
ing
.

stead.

young cousir, Licinius, the

of Constantine's

mother,

He would not yield to their mistak-

life depended upon

Constantine

historians, were soon discovered and revealed to the Emperor by his Christian

pathway across that trackless waste. He
resisted. He would not waste the precious

time.

But

tion rather than 1dve, Fausta, the daughter
of the cruel Emperor Maximian; and his
high-born wife, who had three sons,
looked with jealousy upon the rising virtues and renown of the amiable Crispus.
She taught her husbandto believe that
his eldest son had conspired against his
life and his crown. Already, when Constantine summoned the council at Nice,
his mind was tortured by suspicion of one
wkom he probably loved with strong affection. He had perhaps resolved upon the
death of Crispus; and he felt with shame,
if not contrition, his own unworthiness as
he entered the Christian assembly. Soon
after the dissolution of the council the tragedy of the palace began by the execution
of Crispus, by the orders of his father, to-

Though storms may rise to dim the ocean,
And change and conflict never cease,
Strong at the centre of all motion,
The heart of God is peace.
:

and urged him to deviate

world.

had now marriéda second time, for ambi-

was the

their

invincible conqueror,

the

hero of

his age ; yet now monks and solitaries heard

search, tired and disappointed, maddened
and in despair, one after another was compolled to give up the pursuitand to perish,
ot a single man survived to tell the sad

him profgss himself their inferior, a modest

catechumen,
brethren

and urge upon his Christian

harmony

and union.

A miracle,

too—the most direct interference from above
since the conversion of St. Paul—had thrown
around Constantine a mysterious charm;
and probably few among the assembled
bishops but had heard of the cross of light

tale of their delusion and death; but, long
afterwards, Arabs in search of the party

found the murdered guide and the regiment
of withered corpses.
;
Isnot this story a parable, illustrating that had outshone the sun at noonday, of
man's treatment of the Guide that came to the inscription in the skies, and of the pershow
him the way to heaven? But here-the ‘petual victory promised to their imperial
analogy fails. The death of the earthly head. When, therefore, Constantine adguide locked up his secret for ever: the dressed the council, he was heard with
eath of tne heavenly published his,— awe and fond attention. His Christian
“And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men
sentiments controlled the assembly, and he
unto me.” These soldiers destroyed their decided, perhaps against his own conviconly hope of reaching the very waters they tions, the opinions of future ages.—Harcraved ; but the death of Christ is the foun- per's Magazine.
dation of our hope. These soldiers could
not find their way back to that lifeless man,
and gather his secret from his lips; but we
Wet Sundays.
can find our way to the place where upon
the cross hangs our Guide, where he lies in
Speaking of these, the Sunday Magazine
the sepulcher. And it is his death that
remarks:
speaks to us more than his life. His death
The imprisonment of a wet Sunday may
ows us the way across life's desert.
His
death opens to us those fountains of living itself prove a means of grace. Wherever
waters, of which, ifa man

drink, he

never thirst, and never die.

shall

We have only

to come back from our vain chase ‘after the
delusive and vanishing waters of this world,
and our crucified Guide will speak to us from
his cross and his sepulcher.
But we must come back during this life.
If we delay until death comes, we have before us only such an eternity of parched
and panting and unsatisfied search as these
r soldiers. We shall follow mirages

feelings associated with the day and its
usual occupation may be more powerfully
stirred by the sense of

void

than

by

any

service

and

at any time prefer

the baldest

the dullest preacher that could just hold their

For

thoughts.

An unoccupied

with a most

our

murdered

will be

a

swift witness against us for ever. The
cross and the sepulcher, and the secret
locked up within them, the secret of eternal life, which we might have known, will
hauntus for ever. What years of agony
were

in those

moments

of

despair,

when

those soldiers felt themselves lost,—lost by

their own

act, lost by their own

by their own

crime?

more acute anguish

And

than

can

this?

folly,

lost

there

Bat

be

what

if it be eternal? What if this picture of
harassed and tormented men scouring that
cruel waste, heated like a furnace, be a
true type of what the lost endure for ever?

There is another light in’ which we may
place this incident. The Saviour says in

tunity

for

conscience.

not find

employment

of epistles,

group

an extra quarter of an

prayer, as a man could

er tastes of the soul must
tiated, or never have

hour
The

look for.

in

his

own

have had enough of those old-fashioned notions and superstitions: but _the Bible, and
it, are our only

hope.

Any

other way

of

salvation but by repentance and faith-in thd
Lord Jesus Christ is a spiritual mirage.
* We may hunt it, and tryto drink aft itin
our lifetime ; but it will

vanish

at

death.

“The expectation of the wicked shall
rish.”
There are men that ridicule the idea of
a hell, and who glowingly depict the heav-

house,

and

gather his

children - about

into that kind of talk which to be impressive must be rare, and kept for times which

Se recognized by common feeling as sacred.
:
Some may think they make an unworthy
concession in allowing that a wet Sunday
neéd keep any but the

aged

and invalids at

home, Itis admitted that the inconve
ience and risk loom larger in the imaginatheir character; who, by their philosophy tion than they are really found tobe when
take away the very life actually encountered. Those whose office
and interpretation,
of
and power of the trath as it is in Jesus ; who obliges them to he in their placedo innot spite
often
snow,”
or
blow
rain,
“hail,
does
as"
atonement,
the
say of the types of
then
Coquerel the younger: ** This egotistic and suffer for their attention to. duty. Butto precowardly notion of substituting a weak they have the excitement of activity
that may seize
and innocent creature for criminal man, this vent them suffering the chill
immoral procedure which was supposed to those who wait on their ministry. Still,
for

en which there is

to be aceeptible to

all

God,

whatever

meén,

was

the

highest

resourceof guilt: terror sought refuge in
terror.” There are such men in pulpits, in
men,
‘chairs, literary
editorial
3 but they are only creating
men

H

|

scientific
mirages

for their own elf-delusion and the delusion
of others. Their murdered Guide has the
secret. Calvary has the secret. It is not to

be found in

philosophies

or laboratories.

It is not in thé bights nor in ithe depths;
they will finally and for ever disown the
possession

Itis in

Him

on

whom

congregation,

z

More might be said by an advocate for
wet Sandays; but quite as much has been
advanced in their favor as could be expected
from one whose interest and work are so
centered in Sundays that he cannot say he
ever really desired a wet day.

Even

when

he has felt more unequal tohis duty than
usual, and might be supposed to be thankful that there would be few who would

iniquit

—Rev.J. E. Rankin,
by

ofus

all,

and

co

of a minister's head and heart.

exchange.
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offer

We do not

a

ARTICLE.
article

single

of merchandise,

We
can
any
are

that can be sold by regular dealers at our price.
do net ask you to buy goods from us unless we
sell them cheaper than you can obtain them in
other way,—while the greater part of our goods

One-Half the Regular Rates.

IN

made payable,

GOLD

COIN,

PRINCIPAL

in the city of

dealing

:

with

peditiously, we will give to any one who will become

our Agent, @ne Hundred Free Tickets, enumerating some of the many different articles from which
you can make your selection of Holiday
presents.
For returning full clubs from these
Free Tickets,
accompanied by the cash, we will give the same extra
premiums that we now give just the some as if you had

paid 10 cents for each one of your Tickets, We wish
you to urderstand that not any other firm in the business can compete with us in |ny way whatever.
As this free ticket is only good for the Holidays,you
Just send in your orders beforg the 20th of January
0.

&

In every order amounting to over $50, accompanied

by the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, and in every
order of over $100, $3,00 may be retained to

PAY

THE

EXPRESS

CHARGES.

This offer is more especially to assist Agents in the
Western and Southern States, but is open to all customers.
Agents will be paid ten per cent. in Cash or Merchandise, when they fill up their entire club, for which
below we give a partial list of CQqmmissions;
For an order of $30, from a club of Thirty, we-will
ay the Agent, as commission, 28 yards
Brown or
3leached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Square
Shawl, French Cassimere Pants and Vest Pattern, fine
large White Conuterpane, ete., etc., or $3,00 in cash,
For an order of $530, from a club of Fitty, we will
pay the Agent as commis-ion, 45 yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress pattern:
Handsome wool Square Shawl, Silvei-case Watch
ete., ete., or $5,00 in cash.
For an order ot $100, from a club of One Hundred,
we wi | pay the Agent, as commission, 100 yds. good
yard wide Sheeting, Coin-8i ver Hunting Case waten,
Rich Long Wool Shawl, Suit of all Wool Freach Cassimere, etc., ete., or $10 in cash.
We do not employ any Traveling Agents,and cus.
tomers should not pay money to persons purporting

For further particulars send for Catalogues,
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»
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Liver Oil and

tried.
Lime”

sure

remedy

at Jand,
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to those who desire to fee them
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WILBOR, Chemist, N 166 Court St., Boston. Sold
by all Druggists.
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Boys and girls earn nearly as much as:
Thatall who see this notice may send their add
and testihe
business, we make this unparalleled offer: To such as are not

THOS.

DISCOUNT

schools.

ers, Corporations and others, subject to

tofar.

nish all classes with constant employment at home,

SOLE

A LIBERAL

STORE

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

ers, we offer our own prize books which
by any

BOOK

Address orders to

In addition to the publications of othare not excelled

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
3
35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Piace, New-York.
i

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

We buy and sell Government Bonds

AUT

Has

Steam Boilers

ALWAYS

CO.,

ces we make

balances.

TW

JOHN

other forms of investment, which will afford satisfac-

GAGE
BONDS muet have an immense advantage
over all other securities based upon merely local or
uncompleted railroad, and may be held with as much
confidence as government bonds, or as first class
mortgages on New York City property.
;
The loan is small in amount.
Its claims to conf.’

98

&

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,

tory security with the same rate of interest. THE
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILROAD FIRST MORT-

bonds

every one

Asthe Holidays are coming, we are making special
arrangements to supply every one who reads our advertisement, with the most handsome and ugefui Holiday presents that can be thought of or wished for,
and to enable them te procure them cheaply and ex-

States can probably fund the greater portion of its
Six-per-cent. debt, is naturally causing inquiry for

It will be rapidly taken,

by HoLmEs
& BraNcHARD.

use about two months only! Alse,
SECOND-HAND
.

and all goods sent by us will be as represented, and

PARKER

no ridiculous tints

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown,—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers
and properly
applied at Batohelor's Wig Factory, Ne, 16 Ben?

EJACH

to be our agents, unless personally acquainted.
SEND MONEY ALWAYS BY REGISTERED LETTERS,

Coupons due January and July 1st.
approach of the time when the United

value in exchange.

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and

in this paper,

They are

INTEREST,

Government

world;

he only trué and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable,
stantancous;

OF

wi!l be delivered as the orders are received.

DX K.
in the

MILLIONS

dence are apparent.

00, 02, & 94 GRAND STREET, N, Y,
BATCHELOR’S

FOR

DOLLAR

COMMISSIONS.

$2,800,000.

AND

Price 10c per Number, or $4 per annum in advance,

447

LINE

COAST,

PACIFIC

THE

Thebonds are of $1,000 each, have
run, and will be sold at

in currency.

Journal

upon all the various subjects that
pertain to the pursnits and rec.
reations of the people,

received

ONE

.

Ninety, and Accrued Interest,

EVER ISSUED.

PUBLISHED

Subscriptions

OF

enjoys.

quartq pages, each number
And consists of thirty-two
Its'contents coneist of
attractively Illustrated.
serial Novels and short Stories, Essays upon
Literary and Social Topics, Sketches ot
and. papers
Travel and Adventure,

whether

CALIFORNIA.

and the amrount of the mortgage is

from notices and private letters that reach us daily

IS

THE

connecting its chief cities, and traversing the garden
of the rich and growing State of Califoruia, receiving,
in addition to an immense and lucrative local traffic,
the through business ever the Union and Central Pacific Railroads—between the Eastern States and Sacramento.
’
1
It is completed, filly equipped, and in successful
operation, and its eafnings in October, the first full
month, amourtedfto $105.000 in coin.
The net earn-

TEN

It is universally conceded by both the Press and the
Public, as evidenced by the warm enconiums received

-

WESTERN PACEG BB. 00
OF

will be but $168,000.
:
The value of the property and franchises is not less
than

IN
TOWN AND VILLAGE,
IN ADDITION TO

EVERY

BONDS

per annum, ia coin, while the interest on its Bonds

Art,

BY

of

Formation

The
:

The

Science,
BE

GOLD

ings will,\by a méderate estimate, amount to $600,000

OF

MAY

MOROCCO TRAVELING BAGS, HANDKERCHIEF
GLOVE BOXES, &c.
:
GOLD AND PLATED JEWELRY, of the newest styles.

we guarantee satisfaction to

METROPOLITAN

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of.
description, Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

Literature,

SILVER PLATED WARE, SPOONS PLATED ON NICKEL SILVER. DESSERT FORKS, FIVE-BOTTLE PLATED

our house.

and it will be the

Lathes,

Gas Works,

Skirts, Corsets, &c., &c.

CASTORS, BRITTANIA WARE, GLASS WARE, TABLE
AND POCKET CUTLERY, in great variety.
ELEGANT FRENCH AND GERMAN FANCY GOODS
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS, the newest and
choicest styles in Morocco and Velvet Bindings. -

It is 150 miles in length, including a short branch,

AND

100,000

FIRST MORTGAGE

The western Pacific Rail Road connecting Sacra.
mento with San Francisco. furnishes the final link in
the extraordinary fact of an unbroken line of rail from
the shore of the Atlantic to that of the Pacific.

STATIONARY

t51

Gloves,

We want good reliable agents in every part of the
Country.
By employing your spare time to form
clubs and sending us orders, you can obtain the most
liberal commissions, either in Cash or Merchandise

OF

for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

every

Hosiery,

ments, we nave carefully examined many others, but

OF

Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Hxpansion Ferules

Steam

J

sold at about

SIX PER CENT.

lar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Shafting, Turning

CE

Stones 30 inches in diameter, man :

IR

Since closing the GREAT CENTRAL PACIFIC
RAILROAD LOAN, which mects all these require”

{

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

Portable

ne

28

at a immense sacrifice from the original cost of prouction.
Our stock consists, in part, of the following goods
Shawls, Blankets, Quilts, Cottons, Ginghams, Dress Goods, Table Linen, Towels,

riends and the

have found no other which would fully do se, until
the following was placed in our hands;

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

for

hoe

We have also made arrangements with some of the
The pressure of this want has led 's to feel the imleading Publishing Houses, that will enable
us to sell
the
standard
and latest works of popular authors at
portance of directing our own attention-as bankers, about one-half the regular prices:—such as BYRON,
MOORE, BURNS, MILTON, and TENNYSON’S WORKS,
our large experience, and our facilities for obtaining
is fall Gilt and Cloth Bindings,—and hundreds of
reliable information—to the work of supplying it in others."
some measure, and to offer the results of our inquirThese and everything else for
ies to those who may be disposed to confide in our

T

Marine,

rs

dozed, Lid

the principal cities to purchase ‘goods from the Manufacturers, Importers, and others, for Cash, and often

The applications for information ‘and advice which
are addressed to us daily, show how universal is the

AMOS
PAUL, . . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N, H,

earnestness ofa

by suffer from his deficiency, there have been
the counterbalancing considerations that a
whose stripes we are healed.
Interrogate that cross and that tomb, and depressing atmosphere would make matthey will
ang wer : *‘ This is the way ; walk ters worse,and that those who brave inclemthe blessing
Yoin it, . Leave searching for your broken ent weather for the sakebestof ministrations
cisterns, and
@ ye to
living waters.” out of Zion, deserve the

was laid the
:

of it.

day is totest the religious

half

Company,

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive,

0

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

identified ourselves.

MANUFACTURERS

8,18
1,60
15,36
1,20
11,52
,25
240
,16
144
1,00
9,60
,30
2,88
26
2,40
26
2,10
1,00

,16
1,96
08
,96
,~
8,26
,20
2,40
,04
48
,08
28
,20
2,40
,08
,60
,04
,86
,04
56
,20

1,20
11,88
1,26
12,62
98
9,14
1,88
18,62
1,40
13,92
20
2,86
,17
17
1,30
12,00
,88
B48
,2¢
2,%
2
2,6¢
1,20

2

Our facilities for transacting this immense business
are better than ever before. We have agents in all

public anything which according to our best judg:
ment is not as secure as the national obligations
themselves, with which we have hitherto principally

of a wet Sun-

within the limits,one of the uses

a meterial decline in Gold toward par, and the ability
of the Government to fund them at a lower rate of interest, may at any time extinguish, is felt by many
holders who desire some satisfactory assurance as to
which of the many lower-priced securities in the market would afford the necessary safety to justify an

good faith and judgment.
We ate iinwilling to offer to our

Machine

1,00
9,60
1,10
10,56

Cot
of 3 Jesus. (Ques. . B Book.
k. Joints,

i Show

Total

ONE

shipped from our house in One Year, to families
clubs, and merchants, in every part of the country
from Maine to California, amounting in value to over

now be realized upon Five-Twenty bonds, and which

~ Ahbertisements,

him

their religious instruction by drawing them

Sto:

16nger pay, and in some cases,/a security as stable
and enduring as the faith of the nation itself:
The desire to capitalize the premium which may

investors,

such a way of speading part of a wet Sunin

di-

tion.
Let it be true of your sermons, as'it is of
heaven, that ‘‘the Lamb is the light thereof.”

day seems irksome.

In a family, the head of it may enlarge

investment,

foie,

Preach one sermon every Sabbath without writing it.
Dare to let many books go unread, that
you may be profoundly versed in Revela-

SWAMSOCO

same.

Lessons for every
Sunday in
=
the Yoar, (Ques, Book) single,
,20
04
24
de
do
do
dozen, 2,00
44
244
gingle,
,14
,04
,18
be derived from investment in government bonds—is Appeal to Conscience,
do...
do
do
dozen, 1,35
,20
1,556
compelling the search for other safe and well-guarded Comiliuilonisy,
shale,
a
%
n
0
0
y
channels into which capital not employed in business
may wisely flow.
:
The enterprises of Peace, no less needful in their Minutes of General Conference,
single,
,7
20
9
time and place, for the common welfare, than were
A@ Thereis no discount on the Minptes by th
.
the waste and cost of War, now call for the capital
dozen.
which the government no longer needs, and offer for
ORTY THOUSAND CASES OF GOODS were
itsuse a remuneration which the government need no

>

high-

for an extemporized service that will furnish them with hallowed treasures of memory in years to come; or he may take the
opportunity to show the interest he feels in

those who teach the Bible as God has given

hour,

become viformed, if

have
been

Psalmody, 18me. in Sheep, single,
do
do
dozen,
do Embossed Morocco, single,
do
do
do
dozen,
. do
82me.
le,
do
do,
dozen,
Butler's Theology,
gingle,
do
do
dozen,
History,
single,
do
dozen,
Christian Baptam, Bound, single,
do
0
do
dozen,
do
do Paper Covers, single,
do
do
dozen,
Life of Marks,
gingle,
do
do
dozen,
Church Member's Book,
gingle,
do
do
do
dozen,
Treatise,
" pingle,
do
dozen,
Thoughts upon Thought, ' single,
do
do
do
dozen,
The Book of Worship,
6,

ment of the national credit—rendering it certain that
hereafter but a comparatively low rate of interest can

geneous, intensely practical, and cumulative.

- Stop when you are through.
Little good is done after the first

for

of self-cure, “which

Price. P

deemed sufficiently conservative and sound to meet
the wants of the most cautious investors.
_The government is no longer a borrower. If no
Jénger needs the country’s capital, but desires gratefully and honorably to repay ite
The rapid accumulation of capital

means

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the

and the reduction of the national debt and improve

vine love into the consciousness of the
hearer.
;
Preach the terrors of the law tenderly.
Use the direct address. You are not an
essayist, but a preacher.
Life in the preacher will beget life in the
hearer.
J
Catch the eye of every hearer during the
discourse.
:
Make every sermon pinch somewhere.
Let your inferences be legitimate, homo-

his unexpected

his usual functions as * priest

to heaven.
may say we

qualification.
:
Preach with authority.
Smite the divine wrath, and melt the

leisure in his Bible.
An houror two with
nothing to do, which under other circumgrances would have been spent in God's
read
to
house, is as plain an invitation

takes the simple, revealed truth of the Bible,

and by it seeks to guide men
We may turn away from him;

Never preach without having a text, a
suigedt, and a definite object.
. Compose at a white heat.’
Write with fury and correct with pulezm,
State your doctrine plainly.
clear
statement is the best argument.
Utter God's truth without discount or

2

for

intercourse with men.

inning to"
Always form a plan before beg
compose.

is

ity and strength of our spiritual tastes.
A
man has surely some reason to suspect that
his ordinary interest in the service of the
sanctuary is sesthetic rather than religious,
more intellectual than spiritual, if he can-

or to spend

who

al life, and

simple

Prices of Freewill Baptists Books,

!

other classes of securitiés which had before been

pulpit.
Gather materials for sermons from pastor-

sermon,

The enforced leisure of a wet Sunda
affords opportunity for gauging the equal-

through a Gospel, or a

man

a

they scud before the wind.

one place, ** He that receiveth you, receiyeth

the preacher of the gospel ;, the

Forma high ideal of a sermon, and aim to

realize it.
Let a bold and biblical theism ever fill the

oppor-

application,

?

Maxims for Sermonizing.

preached while both preacher and hearer
are looking through the same pair of eyes
into the fire, or on the streaming clouds as

me ; and he that receiveth me, receiveth lim
that sent me.” There is still aliving guide
.to those who are crossing
life’s desert.
And hestands for Christ and for the Father;
and the treatment given to him is construed as given them.
We mean, of course,

Many

unmistakable

\

discovereda

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
a stamp to hd Ros
.
Address'J, H. REEVFS
78 Nassau St., New York,

proaching when the Five- Twenty bonds may be funded at not over four ox four and a half per cent. inter.
:

OCTAVE

A Yon
QUACKS.—A vintim of early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c., having tried in vain every
advertized remedy,

purchases, render it apparent that the time is ap-

‘est,

FIVE

is $125,00. This excellent Organ will be sold at a
bargain, if it is taken soon.
Address
oa
L. R. BURLINGAME,
[]
89
:
Dover N.H,

bas

SECOND-HAND
: Grist .

Office.

& HAMLIN’S

The retail price of every instrument of this quality

The surprising development of our national reso

to

4146

at this

MASON

Canvacsers

hi

PORTABLE CABINET ORGAN.

-

“Meanwhile their high price, as compared with other
classes of securities paying an equal rate of interest,
is leading to general inquiry for more profitable forms
of investmentin whice money may Le safely invested.
ow for the glory of God, and he commanded
During the war the necessities and peril of the govShas her name should be inscribed upon the
tablet.
| ernment, and the consequent cheapness of its securities, rendered them go attractive that, from this cause,
combined with the patriotic faith of the people in
their safety, they absorbed almost the entire floating
capital of the country, and diverted attention from

hour, for which

uide, as theirs against

longed

IIL.’

B.B. RUSSELL, Publish-

*

Sale

One new

FOR SALE.

To sell ABROTT'S

“Napoleon

er, Boston, Mass.

ces and the rapidity with which the government is
now enabled to reduce the national debt, by weekly

do something for his name, and for the building up of his church. I was forbidden to
touch it in any way: so, in my poverty, I
brought a wisp of hay for the horses that
drew the stones.” And the king saw thathe
had labored for his own glory, but the wid-

attention, to being left alone with their own
nothing has been provided, is arare

them,

replied—*I loved the Lord, and

appeal that would have touched them at
church. There are thousands who would

at rise on our horizon, delude us, and dis-

appear for ever. And then

»

attendance on public worship is so habitual
that any omission of it is distinctly felt, the

This was three times repeated, when

the enraged king summoned the woman
before him and demanded,—‘What have
you been doing ? and why have you broken
my commandment?” The trembling widow

AGENTS,

Great Work,

BANKERS AND DEALERS IN.

PS

ANTED.

are making $60 per week,

Uh RS

Nay

I
J UU

For God or for Self.

Constantine at the Council.

i

Boe

Naas

WA

|

SR

ER

3

cat

————

Motion and Rest.
PEL

tar

r

a

rs

room seen

4

1000 to $3000

y

3100 books oh adraus
ere, Boston,
you saw this in,

they may
V4 RY

,
i

-@he Morning Star,

‘it thrives under conditions.
The same ear‘nestness and heroism and regard for duty

| that secured submission,- and inspired the
first prayer, and brought the sease of for-

8; 13869.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

fort." The soul's life is still under law, and

giveness, and kindled
a new hope and love,
must still be kept in exercise, or the eye

steadily reduced-as-it has-beonr-for-the-tast

Developing the Christian Life.

_

have its uses,

the

For

of souls.

it must have a real, and
nizable, beginning. Men
believe in order to enter
and this repentance and

generally a récogneed to repent and
upon the true way ;
faith require posi-

tist and Christ the great Teacher began by
a distinct and strong call to repentance, and

testimony

of God.

them-

on to a triumph.

to the kingdom

consider its plans when its words prompt
nobody to cry out, ‘“ What shall I do to be
saved?” And that church which sees no
souls that were dead in trespasses and sins

waking into spiritual life and coming to its
song upon

it has

Christ

for

its corner

_stone, or is likely to be the light of the
world.

We prize true revivals.

;

They are sacred

seasons. They are like the breath of spring
~~ -@pon-the barren mountains, beneath which

After a season of spiritual dearth, they refresh like summer rains.” They make God

in such a sense

tian

and

nobleness,

The few

|”

Christ

and

his church

’

first heard and heeded the heavenly summons while the community was thus made
sensitiveto the presence and reverent be
fore the claims of the Lord of all.
promises.

their

below

our true-hearted

of

taxation

statesmen must

gradually approach a common stand-point
and a common view.

- Ah

ence, either there

:

-

While

with their constituents,

geem to wait in irresponsible dullness for

another quickening influence to set them
upon their feet again and bring out the
symptoms of life, or stagger on half be-

House will have several new members who
come up to represent the states lately in rebellion. There is something grateful in

wildered and half hopeless over the cooling
the worldly spirit which they had hoped

dead or forever subordinated by the
which brought them a quickening .|

ind 80 the revival that brought joy is often

ed by a stupor or a backsliding that
ns surprise or grief.
A
Yesults are not to be set downto
unt of any single cause ; but there is

8 of the religious life. There are
facts that need to be’ recognized

leuse of In order that the converted

may become strong and

‘Christians.

y life.

We

can only specify

The life-work is not done

accepted.

The

battle

is

.
7

not

uniform has only been put
the new recruitas a Chris-

The character is not really

God's image; the model has

eived, and the grace that is to

into the divine likeness offered
ity to work.” The convert is a
there are many and difficul t

earn before the scholar
wil emof | irs
Ried

in any other

Bua

similar

—THE INDEPENDENT.” The Independent,
—_—
having attained its majority, came last week,
——TRYING TO MEDIATE. Rev. James printed on superior paper, with two mamFreeman Clarke,ef Boston, seems especially moth illustrations setting forth its aims and
anxious to find a common ground upon achievements through the medium of the
pencil, and having a full and interesting
which all classes of religionists may unite.
Some years since he published a somewhat history of the past twenty-one years served
up by the editor and publisher,— each dealremarkable and very interesting volume,
entitled,—*¢ Orthodoxy—its Truths and its ing with his own department. Its promises

sphere.

Errors.”

;

Its aim was to show

that,

for the future are large, but

‘while

they are likely

with us and in us, that through him we
may cherish the good

and

evil,

our own

and so

work

out

This is the glory
are,

As

we

we can do nothing, but

do all things

ing us.—J.

the

salvation.’

of Christianity.

without Christ

we can

overcome

with him strengthen-

J. B.

:

Nero were

blush over his tender-heartedness.

week,

to a crowded and

select audience, of

the work demanded of Congress. His wonderful eloquence came out in its highest
Even the cool,

conservative, digni-

fied Advertiser is forced to say
his lecture :

E—

to

——THE PHILIPPICS RESUMED.
Wendell
Phillips spoke in Music Hall, Boston, last

forms.

Current Topics.
—-

much the same as though

of him and

gages on

unincumbered

real estate,

of this nominal endowment will be secured,

advantages already gained and the facilities

out ideas or a policy; declared that only
and the implicated parties expected or hida one fnan in the Cabinet saw his duty
that the union was only menaced, not re- right to expect. We have in this statement and was disposed to do it; pronounced
ally broken; that we are a nation, and not no reference to Dr. Porter's disclaimer, and Chief Justice Chase a greater mischief than
merely an aggregation of belligerent states there is a lack of specification such as fairly Taney; called for a military force wherliable to fall apart and drift away; that, fixes the wrong actually done upon the ever there was a resistance to federal authough wounded and scarred, we have guilty parties, and exonerates the innocent thority and a crusade against the interests
been hurt in no vital part; and that the who have been laid tinder suspicions. It of the negro and the southern unionist;
temporary estrangement is to be followed is said thatthe men who havé made money and most emphatically affirmed that our
improperly are quite audacious and defiant, dangers were thickening and our warfare
by a closer and a truer fellowship. We
trust these southern representatives are to and that there are complaints of a lack of for the supremacy of justice and freedom
come up in the spirit of a true patriotism thoroughness in the investigation, and of only just begun.
and work for the real welfare of the coun- a hali-way policy in stating what was actVigilance, jealousy of concessions in the
try, and that they are to be met with a ually learned. The report is summed up in name of expediency, unsparing criticism of
manly .cordiality and frankness that shall the following points :
everything that looks like compromise and
1. Thatit is our deliberate judgment
assure them of good faith and aid in prounfaithfulness;
a depth of conviction such as
that the last exhibit of the agents is a true
moting fraternity. The old hatred of the and reliable statement of the financial re- few menknow, and a power to impress
Union we hope is to be forever buried out- sponsibility and solvency of the Book Con- his views such as gives him the mastery of
pide the“Capitol, and that northern men
cern of New York.
almost any audience that will listen to him
2. That though the agents have bought for thirty minutes,—these are the qualities
will show that they know how to hallow
justice with magnanimity.
We look for- paper and other materials for the Printing that command respect for this anti-slavery
Department mainly through paper dealers
ward to see, at no distant day, an American
or middlemen, yet it does not appear by Demosthenes, and his proved sagacity forCongress that has risen above partisanship, any facts before the Committee that the bids thoughtful men to treat his: opinions
and embodied, in both its spirit and its Concern has suffered any serious loss by lightly even when they seem most extravastatutes, the majesty of law and the beauty such mode of making purchases.
gant. We cannot take precisely Mr. Phil3. That the investigation of the affairs
of a hearty devotion to the welfare of the and business of the Dindery has satisfied lips's views of the situation, nor endorse all
his terrible criticisms upon our public men,
people.
:
the Committee that there hans been great
The financial question is sure to be a mismangement in this department, and se- nor wish that our legislators were entirely
men of his stamp; but we could not well
prominent one. The schemes for regulat- rious loses hdve occurred therein.
4. That the general management of the
| ing our commeteial life, keeping clear of business of the Book Concern in all matters spare him from his watch-tower, nor is it
crises and disasters in business, improving involving its credit or integrity, is such as the pait of wisdom to dismiss Lis words as
the national credit, reducing the debt and to meet the approval of the Committee and though they were nothing but the ravings
of an iconoclast or the harangue ofa stump
returning to specie payment, will be many, | command the confidence of the*public.
The chief manager of the bindery has pspeaker. There are both perils and convarious and conflicting. That result can
| not yetbe escaped. Butif the debt can be been discharged, but insists that he could flicts before us, and nothing but vigilance,

increase in prospect, this old and popular
institution of learning seems about to enter
upon a new and enlarged career of prosper-

definite

at

the

first;

statement is not precisely

the

what the

present

public

already possessed, to

ity and usefulness,

say

REL

A New TureAaDp.

nothing

rr.

ou

of the

:

A box of Williston's

cotton thread, of various sized, put of to
spools of uniform size, and sold onlyby
weight, was recently received here from
the New England agents, Messrs. Foster
and Richardson, 114 Washington St., Boston. Iv is pronounced by the proper authority to be of superior quality, cheap, and
not liable to disappoint by falling dishonestly short of the promise.
We accept
that decision as one to be trusted, and hope

declared necessity of establishing,
in the
city of New York, a third denominational

Bates College.—Another Agent.
Bro. Oliver ©.

Wendell, of Dover, N. H,

has been appointed Assistant Agent of
Bates College. He will visit at once the

R. I. and Mass. Yearly Meeting.

ference. - Committees
had been .chosen by
the two Boards, and the result of their conwas

the
‘and
will
fall
him

thought to be

couraging to justify the

sufficiently en-

calling of a special

meeting. Twelve of the thirteen corporators were present; a committee of three,
with discretionary power to speak and ac
in behalf of the central or New York

Board,

was also present.
:
After a long and careful consideration of
the whole subject, and after various modifi

cations of the original proposition, the fol-lowing plan of adjustment was finally adopt-

ed without opposition; it being accepted
on both sides as the best solution of the
perplexing question, under the circumstances, that could be obtained:

PLAN OF ADJUSTMENT.
1. The Morning Star shall continue to be
printed at

Dover,

but shall be

York and Dover, N. H.
2. There shall be a Book

dated

:
Room

New

of the

Printing Establishment, and a legal office of

the
Agent in New York city.
3.
There shall be fwo editors and two
editorial offices of the Morning Star, onein
‘New York and the other in Dover, N. H.,
with such a divisionof the editorial work
as the practical necessities of the arran

ment may demand ; and the columns of
Star shall be e uall

ors, and they
privileges

opeti‘to

shall

the

the two edit-

have equal rights and

in the general

management of

the paper, under the direction of the Board

of corporators.
4. It is the intention of the Printing Establishment that the principal
office of the
Agent shall continue to be in Dover.
5. This arrangement is made with the
distinct understanding that the corporators
of the Printing Establishment, and the cor
rators of the proposed ‘‘third paper,”

Shall -cordially and in

’

faith labor to

make this union of
to publish the
Morning Star as above specified, a perma
nent plan and a practical success ;but it is also
distinctly nniderstood and mutually agreed by
the parties, that if the increase of
ditures
shall so far exceed the increase of recei
or if any other
and sufficient cause

arise,

during

the first two years of this ar-

rangement, or any time thereafter, which
shall satisfy the SR petaon ofthe Printing
Rstahlishient ls is unwise ®3 Soutinié
the plan longer,
may
then
ntinue

the New York office, ay ws

the whole

business and management.

e Star back

to Dover, on giving three months’ notice to
!all interested.

:

And it is also mutually understood and
that, if the loss sustained by the Establishment in consequence of the increas
ed expenditures at New York above the increased receipts, becomes so great as to
cause the corporators of the Printing Establishment to

discontinue

this

arrangement,

the said loss shall be borne, one half by the Establishment and one half by the corporators of the proposed central paper—provided
the said
New York corporators claim
the
$10,000

which

the

General

Conference

directed the Printing Establishment to pay
them.
a
6. In the discontinuance of this sifangement at any time within five years,

claims of

the corporators

of the

‘‘third

aper” to the $10,000 above specified shall

Be valid, and shall be paid when

the condi-

hear, shall be deducted from

said $10,-

tions are fully met; but the one half of the
loss sustained, and which the corporators of
the ‘‘third paper” have hereby agreed to
the

| 000

7. It is understood that the entire -control

of the editorial and business departments of
the Morning Star is to remain in the hands
of the corporators of the Printing Establishment; and this arrangement shall not be
construed as an intention to remove the Star

to New York, except so far as specified in
the above proposals.
The Board, before its adjournment, chose

Rev. G. H. Ball as the New

York

editor,

and the Committeeon Finance were directed
to complete the arrangements by the first of
Jan. 1870,when the next volumeof the Star
commences.
I. D. STEWART, Sec'y.

A Word for the Young Men.
By the liberality of the churches and benevolent individuals we have been enabled
to make our usual appropriations to bene-.

ficiaries for the last term. It is a great encouragement to these brethren connected
with our Theol. School, Colleges, and various Seminaries, in their efforts to qualify
themselves most thoroughly and speedily

for the sacred office.

Not only for pecunia-

ry consideration, so important in this time
of high prices, but still more as a token
of Christian appreciation and sympathy, it
1s peculiarly grateful.

We trust this object will continue to be
remembered by Quarterly Meetings, churches, and friends of the gospel ministry;
and liberal and timely offerings made from
time to time to cheer the hearts and strength-

en the lands of our deserving young men.

Other denominations

are helping them-

selves and the cause of Christ largely in
this way,and we should not be behind them

as partakers of this blessing. All contri
butions to this object will be thankfully received and faithfully appropriated.
.
J. J. BurLer, Treas. Dish. Com,
New Hampton, Nov. 30, 1869.

Revivals,
LiNcoLN, Vr.

&e.

Bro.M. B. Gove

from this place, ‘giving: an

account

writes
of an

extensive revival interest enjoyed in connection with the labors of Rev. H. Burnham.
Between fifty and sixty have been reclaimed

and converted, and the work is still going
forward.

ination,

Members of the Christian denom-

F. Baptists, and Methodists have

Bro. W.*

united in labor, and are alike joyful over the

He is a member of

terms of the labors of Mr. Burnham, as having been wige, earnest, prayerful and faith-

is a graduate of the college, class of 68,
and is thoroughly informed in all matters

relating to the college.

Gaia

paper, as contemplated by the Genéral Conferences

fruits that appear.

|
«@

the central Board, that would obviate the

others may share her satisfaction.

DenonYow aad Nos.

~~

ment could be made with the corporators of

so that the productive endowment, at the
resent time, may be set down at $100,000,
his it is intended to double as speedilyas
ossible, and Dr. Calder, the newly elected
resident, starts the second $100,000 with a
donation of. 20.000, and enters upon the |

duties of his office at the beginning of the
approaching winter term.
The Board of

SPECIAL MEETING OF CORPORATORS,

The Corporators of the Printing Estab
lishment helda special meeting in this city,
Nov. 24th and 25th, to see if any arrange-

at least twice the sum secured in each case.
From the best sources, itis confidently
estimated that over one-half the remainder

——TrE
METHODIST
BOOK
CONCERN.
Years have passed since Mr. Phillips has Trustees consists of 85 members, and the
Having given place to the allegation that spoken with such tremendous and vehement annual meeting is on the Monday preceding
“frauds” or ‘‘irregularities”,—whatever that power. The stream from his lips, asin the third Thursday in June. Up to this time,
word may signify,—had been extensively former days, like a river of fiery lava, with- 175 students have graduated, and the number of young men and women who have
practiced through the agency or conniv- ered and burned up all that withstood its been connected with the institution for a
progress ; and once more his oratory was all
ance of some of the leading managers of ‘aflame with the fearful and sometimes ap-. longer or shorter period is numbered by
thousands. There are three Departments,
this great Establishment, it may be only palling glow of the old eloquence.
Classical, Scientific and Ladies, and there
just to publish
the results which the comHe arraigned Mr. Greeley for claiming, as were in attendance upon them all during
mittee, appointed to examine the accounts,
Mr. Phillips phrased it, *‘ that we couldn’t the past year, 537 students. The winter
bave reached. The allegations were not get on without the help of Jeff. Davis;” term begins December. 7th, and with the
very

|

worth

insisted that the President was a man with-

the picture of a reconstructed government
that will thus be presented. It will show

of their religious ardor and the waking of

and women

having had time to

study the condition of the country and
learn the temper of the people, strengthened by rest and vitalized by recreation, our
legislators may be expected to enter upon
their duties with energy and enthusiasm.
There will be a special interest connected
with the fact that both the Senate and the

sion go steadily on in the work which they
have undertaken, others,—and of these
there aré not a few,<halt, or hesitate, or
settle into routire;-6r become distrustful of
their experience and give it the go-by, or

baad

We

or

price.

the dogmas of the evangelical denomina- to be kept. Once a month the engraver's
tions are very far from true in the sense in skill is to be called into exertise, and the
which their advocates hold them, yet there triple sheet is to be used for ‘the sake of
is an under-current of deep and divine affording the needed space.
The Independent is a great institution. For
meaningin the doctrine *of Depravity, the
Atonement, the Trinity, &c. It was an at- the variety and ability found in its columns
4
en
tempt to bridge over the gulf between Or- it has no equal among religious papers;
One of the most specious and pernicious thodoxy and Unitarianism, and make Chan- and while often quarreling with the sentiforms of skepticism is that which would re- ning and Edwards, Alger and Townsend,
ments which it contains, ‘frequently unable
move the supernatural from religion. Itis clasp hands in a substantial theological uni- to find good taste or Christian justice in
the more dangerous because it comes in ty. But in spite of these kind offices, the
its strictures and panegyrics, and doubtthe garb of friendship, does not oppose the marriage did not come off, and the respecting seriously whether its policy is the true
Bible or any of its doctrines, would join. ive parties donot seem to take naturally to one for religious papers generally, we never
fail to read it with interest, and are sure to
hands with the pious, and proclaim a uni- courtship.
3
versal brotherhood.
It is so smogqth, afLately he has been attempting a similar be quickened by the mental and moral
fable, gentle, simple, how can it be met thing of a more specific sort. He ia deliv- stimulants which it supplies. We could
but with kindness and sympathy?
ering a series of Sabbath discourses on not spare it from our literary board any
But on examination we soon learn that Christianity and Free Religion. In the more than we could spare the coffee from
it deals with fanciful abstractions, rather first, he took strong ground in support of the breakfast table.
May it live to see its
than with the stern facts of experience. Or the perpetual authority of the Lérd Je- seventieth birth-day, and grow wiser, richit takes partial and superficial views, with- sus, and exalted him asthe ¢ ever-living, er, sweeter and mellower, (we do not say
holding or perverting what is most essen- ever-present, inspiring and saving friend of larger) every year.
tial, or it holds forth the errors of good man !" That sounded well for Christianity,
men to excite distrust and prejudice. For but struck pretty squarely at Free Religion.
JEWISH REFORM AND ENTERPRISE.
an example of the last, it rejects the super- But inthe second discourse, he steps down
he liberal tendencies of the age reach the
natural as being against nature. A miracle to mediate again in a somewhat apologetic
ews and affect their theology, and the
has been defined as a violation of the laws of way, and says * there Was, nothing -super- spirit of enterprise working in the comnature. wrought by divine power. But na- human in the birth of Jesus;” he thinks he munity brings out other traits than those
ture is from God, and if he violates it, then is one of those possible cases of ‘‘a child
which are embodied «in the selling of old
he is divided against himself. It is not so. born in whom all the depraved tendencies clothes, thdopening of pawnbrokers shops,
The works of God are all in hatmony with neutralize each other,” and that whatever and the loanings of a Venetian Shylock. A
each other and with himself.
A miracle,
appeared in his character may be referred to meeting was recently held in Brooklyn,
whether of nature or grace, violates no oth- ‘¢ organization, education and free choice,” N.Y. by a number of these wealthy chiler law or work of God.
It has its &c., &e. This will hardly do. He both as- dren of Abraham, when a paper was
own sphere and object, aside from and
serts and denies too much to suit either par- signed, pledging the signers to each other
it may be above others, but not in con- ty, and quite enough to contradict himself. as ‘a congregational body of the Hebrew
flict, with them.
We récognize every- Some things will not mix,—oil and “water,
faith, on the reformed basis,” and looking
where ' a like diversity.
The . miner- - for instance. Toleration is good, and char- to the erection of a temple for public worship
al has its laws and modes of action; so ity is the chief of the graces, and broad
which is to cost not less than a million of
has the vegetable, the brute animal, and views have a harmonizing tendency; but dollars. “The reformed basis” is net a
man.
Each is distinctive, one is above
there is no such thing as unifying moral op- very definite phrase, but it is so far interanother, modifies or supersedes the action posites by alternately saying, ‘‘Good Lord,” preted by these men that they fully underof another, yet all in consistency and har- and ‘Good Devil.” We have a high opinion
stand each other, and they allow the public
mony.
Moral and spiritual law, even to of Dr. Clarke's moral excellences and mento understand that they are not to go on in
the highest exercise of divine power, so tal ability, but his brain and heart are quite
the old grooves of thought, nor be tied
far as revealed, acts on the same principle. too feeble for such a work of reconciling longer to the stiff ritualism that has so long
They therefore greatly err who suppose antagonisms as he has undertaken. He obtained in the synagogue. ~Asisnatural,
that there is any antagonism between God | must convert before he can unify.
the first rebound is to free-thinking ; but it}
and nature, or between religion and namay be followed by a rest at the golden
ture.
Godis the universal Father, the cre- ——A NEWLY-DISCOVERED FAULT. At aremean of Christian theology at no distant
ator, preserver and ruler of all beings and
cent dinner in New York, participated in day.
things, yet here is one great fact which it by many leading members of the editorial
is vain to ignore, viz., Sin. Beings made fraternity, Mr. James Parton opened his
Hillsdale College.
in the image of God have the power of speech by saying: ¢ One of the few faults
choice,and exercise it in opposition to God.
of the American character, if it has any
We take the following from the Advertiser
Here isa disturbing force, opposition, con- faults, is excessive modesty.” If he "had & Tribune of Detroit, Mich., the leading
flict, with most fearful consequences.
But meantto couch satire in a seeming com- secular paper of that state, and rejoice in
in view of it all God is unchangeable,his at- pliment, he could hardly have said a finer every one of these indications of actual and
tributes are the same.
If there is any or keener thing than that. Bat uttered in prospective success. The college has done a
change in his administration, it is only in sober earnest, and by Mr. Parton, it sug- noble service during the past twelve years,
adaptation to the circumstances and needs gests that the climax of audacity and self- and its friends are properly bent on giving
of his creatures. He would win back the assertion is not yet probably reached. We it a still more satisfactory recordin the fuwanderer, restore the fallen, subdue rebel- have heard of a man whose veneration was ture :
;
lion, and secure the highest good of each 80 strong in a given direction, that he never
We have before us the Catalogue of Hillsin harmony with himself.
used the pronoun of the first person singu- “dale College for 1869—70, from which, and
Such is the office of religion. It recog- lar without stopping and raising his hat as other reliable sources, we compile some
nizes all laws and provides for all. It does a token of respect for the individual referred facts of interest. The College grounds contain 20 acres, and, with the buildings, are
not, like some weak and narrow systems, take to. We esteem Brother Jonathan, and the | estimated to be worth $100,000, and are
account only of the low forms and processes world is deferring to him; but if he would freefrom all incumbrance. The College
in the physical and moral world, but is
learn to brag less and pray more, he would authorities very wisely take the precaution
lose nothing that is worth keeping and gain to keep the buildings well insured, having
broad and comprehensive as the \yant
policies of $40,000. The nominal endowman and the universe of God. Ilyrécog- much that cannot well be spared. And for ment
of the institution is $120,000, of
nizes the essential truth of God
wbrking Mr. Parton to confess his sins of modesty is which $75,000 is actually invested in mort-

was laid over during the last session is
waiting attention.
Fresh from contact

> more or less of those who profess conver-

was

and its Work.
—

made up, the members know each other,
and not a little ‘uncompleted business that

But the permanent results of revivals are
often far

small.

Congress re-assembles at Washington and
enters upon its duties this week. It has
nothing to delay its entrance upon the
proper work of legislation at once. Its officers are chosen, its committees mostly

a large

fraction of those who are doing the most
valiant service for

and

while we help, by means of it, to

Congress

friends were born from above amid the exand

few

a dreary desert.

Thank

our own first breath of the new life in their
sacred atmosphere; the dearest of our
a season,

indeed

build the world into a likeness to the kingdom of Godin heaven.
Toiling thus, the
lowliest vales where we walk will be full of
Christian altars, we shall daily breathe as
in the air of the sanctuary, and the spiritual life will find the bread upon which
it thrives where undevout souls walk over

God for genuine revivals! Many of us drew

of such

are

sympathy to our common lot, our narrow
and humble sphere will broaden into significance and rise into sublimity, and the
daily work will have power to build us into

gratitude. The little feeble flock reads a
prophecy of strength and of large achieve-

periences

growth

himself will become manifest as wedded in

weary but unfaltering workers welcome a
hostof co-laborers to their side with tears of

ment as it looks into the future.

that, instead of promoting

But it need not be so. Accepting these as
the tasks set by the Great Master, performing them as for him, carrying into them patience and prayer, meekness and heroism,
they will become means of grace and helps.
along the sacred way. Through them Christ

heavily, freighted with distrust or misgiving, now spring beavenward like the lark
on a June morning; and while they soar
they overflow with thanksgiving. The
work of the reaper is more than a pastime
in its power to give joy. Out of weakness
strength is suddenly born. The speech
of Christians rings with confidence, like a
blast from the trumpet of an assailing force
that is sure nothing is needed but one grand

~ chargeto complete the victory.

needle-work,
the
cares, the house-

the religious life, they shall really hinder
its development, then the means of Chris-

seem near. They cause despondent hearts
to leap with fresh hope. They turn sighs
into singing. They substitute triumph for
anxiety. Under their influence old things
become new. The familiar passages of
scripture.read like a fresh revelation. The
slowly

What is especially want-

maid to her cooking. These duties fill their
hours and make up the most of their real
concerns. If these must all be secularized

“flowers come forth to bless the eye with
their beauty and load the air with fragrance.

prayers that were wont to rise

Christian will be

the seamstress to her
mother to her household

the

the verdure springs up into view and

church,

of partitioning off our work, labeling one
part of it religious and the other worldly,
works no little mischief. Most people are
tied largely to ordinary toil,—the farmer to
his agriculture, the mechanic to his use of
tools, the clerk to his day-book and ledger,

on the foundation of the apostles and prophwhether

to

which we call secular, needs to be thought
of and done as unto the Lord.
The habit

their

lips, may well doubt whether it is built upets,

Going

ed is a programme of Christian work extensive enough to call out every variety of
talent; and keep every church member's
heart brimming over with fullness and every
dutiful hand perpetually busy.
|
The common daily work, even
that

That pulpit may well fear and re-

fellowship with the new

labor.

drawn to them by the power of inward sympathy. But one should never rest in these.
They do not measure the large sphere, nor
scarcely hint at the varied forms, in which
Christ is to be served and his truth pressed

selves to disappointment and failure when

sential in finding the way

and

soul, and a true-hearted

they simply preach moral decency and a
comely behavior as involving all that is es.

especially if the grace of God

joining a Bible class, attending and taking
part in a prayer meeting,—these are all lemate things. They are adapted to help the

a demand for the fruits that proved the repentance to be genuine and thorough.
And the world
has not outgrown the necessity for this radical sort of treatment; and
the religious teachers of to-day fearfully

doom

A wonder-

less in the Master's eye than the cup of cold
water given to a thirsty disciple out of love
to the common Lord. Nothing should content save an earnest and consecrated life.There should be no confinement of service
to the few ordinary methods of Christian

John the Bap-

mistake their functions and

he died.

has begotten it; but if thatis all, it is even

Christian life is something so peculiar that

tive, definite, heroic effort.

whom

ful experience rehearsed with unction may

All wise religious effort will look steadily for the conversion

for

and courage can- prepare as for |

there may be no repetition of this experi-

burdens

We grow only by regarding the

the needy

appealing to the | wisdom

harmony,

the

It is fitting that Christians remember our
legislators in their prayers. Their respon‘conditions tbatenabled us to begin to live. sibilities are great, their burdens heavy,
All communications designed for publication should
There must be no satisfaction with mere’ their temptations strong and subtle, and"
‘be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business spasms of emotion, however marked
and they are girt about with the frailties that
remittances of money, &c., shouldbe addressed to grateful. What Christ calls for is unfalter- human nature never outgrows in this state
ing devotion and steady service even to of being.
the Agent.
:
God can teach ,and guide them,
the end; and he will not take as a substi- and they need nothing else so much as his
tute an occasional gush of sensibility. He counsel.
Special Offer.
Oar Washington correspondent will keep
does not despise tears nor frown upon halFor two dofars and fifty cents, for- lelujahs, but he sets a far higher value upon
our readers advised of what is transpiring
warded by any new subscriber for the next the faith that clings to him in dark ways, at the capital.
:
volume of the Star, we. will send the re- and the love that shows itself in a brave
mainder of the present volume free.
word uttered when the truth needs a living
Religion Supernatural.
witness,and the patient deed done to ore of

tality.

by

really lightened, and the relations of capital and labor be maintained in reasonable

months,

will become dim and stupor succeed to vi-

Editor.

: GEORGE T. DAY,

oeence

books. The interests involved are such as what is coming or give us a large and genuaffect not only the Methodist public but the -ine success. A truly redeemed country is
larger general public, and we trust that too great a blessing to be bought at a small

eight

Bro, G. speaks in high

}
Faculty elect,—the chair of Astronomy ; ful, .
it is hoped that the state of the fund
CnELsEA, Vr, It was my privilege, last
warrant his taking his chair by the | Sabbath, to baptize. five happy converts,
of 1872. I trust our friends will aid who, with six others, joined the church at
in his Important work.
©, B,C.
East Williamstown. The interest manifest-

®

He has been
for a time
fed
in the social: prayer meetings,
With a “season with this church.

ressoniable prospect

continual increase of - attendance, bids us
hope that others may soon join the praying

telligent congregation, and a flourishing Sabbath
school.
;

bode

. army.

Itis the desire ofthe. ful.

at his home in the West.

church that he become its pastor, and it has some
encouragement that he will,
!

To God be all the glory.
‘Wm. W. NurTING.

WELLS BRANCH, Mg.

a

tion.

ited us in especial mercy. About twenty
~ young people,
all members of the Sabbath

Sermon inthe

afternoon,

and a very

full

DEAR BRETHREN :(—This communication will
announce the fact that I have transferred my ec-

been abundantly

clesiastical connection from the F', Baptists to the

answered. The public manifestation of the
work of God commenced in our protracted
meeting. We were favored with the labors

I need not say that this step has cost me a good

Bayd,

Butler and

Congregationalists,

Pills-

hearts ot His people, and convicting sinners of the error of their ways. Our hearts
overflow with thanksgiving and praise to
all blessings flow.”
~
8. C. KiMBALL,

Fort BRANCH,IND. On Sabbath evening,
Nov. 7th, a young brother and myself commenced a protracted meeting near Fort
Branch,

which

has but just closed.

ing the sixteen

evenings

= Dur-

the Lord

has

wonderfully blessed us; about forty have
professed to find peace in believing,
backsliders have been reciaimed and Christans have felt that it was

upon the Lord.
WATERBURY

good

personal regard that Ihave
they will approve of
bership as wise and
ed. For that would
undergone a similar

E. B.

Fuller closes his labors with the Waterbury

Center

engagement,

on the 1st

of

April next. He leaves a large and important field of labor at this place. The interest
of the Seminary, large membership

successor an

field of labor, and,

with the strong and efficient help of the
church, under God, much good may be
accomplished.
Since Bro. Fulldr's labors commenced
here, 16 years a
very large additions
have been made to the church, and where

160 scholars,

with

together

about

600

volumes in

still

bless and
Con.

During

every county in the state.
These conventions are union efforts of all
evangelical churches, in which nearly all

provisions for having each town unite in a
similar organization as auxiliaries. This, as
portance, and promises much

good.

im-

Rev.

Mr. Dalton,
Rector of St. Luke's church,
Portland, was as much interested and as
harmonious with othersas any other man.

This is a good sign of our times.

It is my privilege

to re-

steadily increased in interest and precious
have

been

added

to the

«church by baptism and six by letter.
a number have been added to the

tist church.

Lincoln

Quite
C.

Bap-

The interest has spread into

villagé+ I have baptized

three

that reside in Lincoln village, and the work
S. M. HAGGETT.

is still going on.

Ministers and Churches.
RAYMOND, N: H. "The church here is small,
are
has a small congregation, and the members
not weulthy; yet, ‘daring the present year,
it has given for missions

a sum

equal to

nearly

fifty cents per member,~standing higher in this
respeet than any other church in the Rockingham.
QM.
has
HamprON, N, H, Rev. D, W.C. Durgin
‘been pastor here eleven years. This year he has
gerved as Representative in the Legislature, and
has been Principal of the Academy two terms.
An interesting family meeting was held Nov. 9,
within the limits of this society. Dea. David
Garland left a widow who attained the age of 91

Nine of twelve children
years on the day named.
The late Dea. J. Gar:
live and were present.
land, of our church at Newmarket, was one of

this family. Dea. Samuel Garland of the church
One is deacon
in Haverhill, Mass., 1s another.
of a church

in ‘Gloucester,

Mass.,

and

A MILE OF CABINFT.ORGANS would

isa

one

physician in the same town.
Minton, N. H, Rey. E. Tuttle of Richland
n warm
Wisconsin, spent several weeks'ithe
-

which

YEAR alone. were placed clyse together in a line, they
would reach a distance of more than three miles, or if

arranged three in a tier, would muke a solid wall,

ment made in them during the past few

which was formerly a .weak

society .~—Boston

Rev.

D. M.

Stuart

the sympathies

besides

the ,usual

.

the

evening

of

Thursday,

ENGLISH FELT RUGS AND URUMB CLOTHS for
Carpet coverings. "Ar imvoice of these beautiful
goods has just been received by JOHN J, PEASLEE &

Co., 47 Washington St., Boston.

$5,000

4t48

succeeds

language. ' All the Nigw DISCOVERIES of the author,

WANTED.

Thousand Dollars at from three to five years.

Proposals for furnishing the above amount will be
received

during
on

thirty

days

Church

from

Property

of Lew-

this

date.

valued

This

Thousand Dollars will be given.

First

at

.

2448

~

§
Dover,N. H.

restored to the old status.”

of soli

gold

and hundreds of the latest and most entertaining
Books. Their stock contains almost everything neces-

sary to supply the wants and gratity the tastes of
everybody, and they claim that their superior facilities for buying these goods enables them to sell at
very much under the regular prices paid for such
articles.
They want Agents everywhere, to whom

they offer most liberal inducements.

We

Requires immediate attention, asneg

Enoch B. Strout

lect often results in an incurable Lung
BRONCHIAL

TROCHES

DISEASES,

and

they have

PUBLIC

CONSUMPTIVE

a soothing effect

SPEAKERS

use them to

clear and strengthen the voice.

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

man. John O.

OBTAIN the true

BRONCHIAL

6m44

Vt.,

will

be

House

of Worship

dedicated

on

Miss

Hattie

Mr.

Henry Staple and Miss Kittie M. Hall, all of P.

Middleton,

Sept.

18,

at

Wednesday,

Mrs, Harriet

E.

wife

The

first Methodist sermon

against secret societies.

A

courts.

x

Among the reforms approved by the 13 Reform Jewish Rabbies who met in Philadelphia,
are the following: In marriage there is to be an
exchange of rings; divorce granted by the state
is to be accepted as valid, if there is evidence of
the consent of both parties; also birth, and not

circumcision, is the initiation into the Jewish reThe

be required

thesis

that circumcision should not

of proselytes

was

referred

(after

discussion mainly in its favor) to a committee,
The Jewish Messenger (Orthodox) is very severe on the convention, comparing Dr. Einhorn
and the other 12 Jewish disdrganizers to Jesus
and his" 12 Apostles. It believes that not even
Dr. Rinhorn’s congregation would accept the
proposition about circumcision, and that others
would be still less inclined to do os,
A LARGE VOLUME would not contain the mass of
testimony which has accumulated in favor of Dr.
s Balsam of Wild Cherry as a safe, efliclent,
Wistar’
and réliable remedy in curing coughs, colds, and

pulmonary
wonderful.

disease.

Many

Sabbath in Jan., instead of Friday.

S. ALDRICH.

of the

SPRINGFIELD Q. M. will hold its next session with
the church in Entield, the first Saturday and Sabbath

in Jan.
P. M.

Conference on Friday vreceding,at 19’clock,
S. M. HAGGETT, Clerk.

ENOSBURG

cures

are

truly

on our
In an advertisemen
large ant amount

“ONE Bac A WEEK.”
The Last page, the reagor will find how
others arg expected soon to be baptized.
yay pe realized by producing, or saving, only an ex.
F. W. B. interests in Otisfield, which Were
a week. [This item is intended for
|
churches, tra'egg or two
formerly divided between three small
one church, which has a] laymen.
are now concentrated in wr

Q. M. will hold its next session with the

church at St. Albang, Dec. 18, 19,
preceding, at 1 ¢’clock, P. M.

Conference Friday

R. I. RUSSELL,

Clerk.

GRAND RIVER Q. M. will hold Ttg"iext session with
the church at Chester, commencing Jan. 7, attwo

o’clock, P. M.

B. C. MACUMBER,

AROOSTOOK

Q. M.—Will

Clerk.

hold its Dec. session in

Marysville,in the school-house,near the residence of
Joel Bean,Esq. Meeting to commence Wednesday,
Dee. 22, at 10 o’clock’ A. M There will be a Minister's Q. M.Conference on Tuesday, the 21st, after
noon and evening.j
N+ GAMMON, Clerk.
LORAIN Q. M., will hold its next

Wakeman

church,

at 11, A. M.

small rebellion

against that law is in progress in the region of
Indianapolis, and the question which party has
the right to the church property is before the

ligion.

the

in America was

preached a little over a century ago toa congregation of five persons.
Two Mormon apostles are traveling in Massachusetts, trying to make proselytes, and complain bitterly because Dr. Todd, who preached
in their temple, refuses to admit them to his pulpit. They say they belong to a corps of two
hundred missionaries sent by Brigham Young to

law

with

|:

commencing

session

Saturday,

with

the

Dee. 18,

A full attendance is solicited.
8S. SUMERLIN.

Post

Office Addresses.

Rev C Dodge, Great Valley, Catt Co.
NY
“ A H Chase, Harrisburg, Pa«
“ OJ Moon, Bloomville, Seneca Co. O

Notices.

L Howard—8
—A Johnson

J Humphrey—J
=8 Kimball=D

G Johnson-W
I Kendall-M

M
A

Jenkins
King—N

H

Parsons—10

Peak)

wist—F LL Palmer

The undersigned hereby offer the
sum of $500 for the best original book
manuscript, which shall meet the following conditions :

attractive Singing School department

with religious topics be strictly evangelical in its a 21%
4. It may or may not take the form
of a story, and it may or may not be
technically religious, as the writer may

prefer; but it must inculcate truly
Christian ideas of character and life.
5. The manuscript must be in the
hands of the subscribers on or before
March 15, 1870. Manuscripts which
may not obtain the prize, if of sufficient merit, will be purchased at a fair
The Committe of Award consists of :
Rev. Heman Lincorn, D. D.,
Rev. G. T. Day, D. D,,

|

Rev. J.

E.

Rankin,

D. LOTHROP

|

38
|

§ 40

CURE FOR

|

Cornkill,

FEMALE

D.

D.

Rev
Ira
LG
Asa
Rev
Miss
N 8
Rev
uv

Dudley.

Candia

Village,

NH

°

D Jackson, West Bethany,
NY
Kmery, dr.
hmond, Me
Hicks, De PUT Bureau Co. TI
Plerce, Ridgeville, Randolph Co, Ind
Ansel Grifilth, Moravia, Cayuga Co. NY
H A Wells, West Buxton, Me
Todd, Georgetown, Me
»
© Mauoson, Dexter, Me
R Richardson, Cowlesyille, N Y

by

Dr.

with

an

$13.50 per dozen.

Sample copies sent post paid on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO:, Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

A Blind Adherence to Old Ideas is absurd in
this age of brilliant discoveries. When an invalid
can
drink the actual counterpart of the famous Seltzer
Water in his own chamber, why should he dose himself with revolting cathartics? T.
'8 SELTZER
APERIENT is the equivalent of that.
ess combination of alterative and tonic elements,
and is
ted to have no equal in the materia medicaas a remedy for indigestion, biliousness, general
constipation, and tendency of blood to
the head.
2149
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
:
3

Mass.

WEAKNESS,

|

|

testimonials.

Manufactured and sold by Mrs, LINUS

and we make it good by the number!
| tions from practical farmers in all pasisof
PERMS : Weekly, $2.50, Monthly, $1.00

cominunioa
the country.
per year.

Send stamp for Specimens and premium Hast

R. P. BATON & CO.,

Boston, Mass,

li
1 was cured of Deafmess and Catarr
111 send the receipt free,
reme

Tenens.

ani y

Ars. M, C.

by

ders of the thront and lungs, und

offer immediate
given

a

pimple

LEGGETT, Hoboken,

+

> ALIN

and perinanent rvellef in nll instances.
testhnonials | $1,000 will

=F

See

gs

by us for any case in which we do not afford positive
benefit.
Al] who would be

MW

A

y

RCI
enn receive a snmp le ofour medicine free,
Fe
Address, SAYRE & CO.. 21% Hrondway, Rew York: |

“HE AMERICAN

SUNDAY
SCHOOL WORKER,
A MONTHLY JOURNAL,
FOR THE PROMOTION OF THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG,
WILL

& CO.,
Boston,

OTS
TULLE
TION
We haven voritive remedy for it aud ull disor-

Is curable!

ST. LOUIS,

€Co., 38 Hanover Street,
Stone—~D
Sanborn
O Searr—L
B Starr—Ida { Boston, Mass,, and
Price, 81 per
by all Druggise.
Simmons--F¥ Switser—M V. BB Swarts—J 8 Staples—8 W | bottle,
eowbmig
schoonover—W 8 Tatile—J A Varney—A Wares—E HH
Witlis—A Whitman=\W M Welch—8 8B Wedgwood —H A |
Wells=OWeaver—I T Wilhnr—A J Wells—H Witcher
“Pull of practical and useful matter.”
—J Woodman—W Walker—I Whitney—W 8 Warren—dJ
The
MAINE FARMER gives this unsolicited endoree:
D Waldron—F L Wiley,
| ment to the
Books Forwarded.
«?
BY MAIL,
FPARJIER,
NEW ENGLAND
J

Price $1.50;

full page

art—D

W

ed associations in all sections of the county

Mason.

containing 22 lines of 38 letters each.
2. It must be especially adaptedto
intelligent readers from 14 fo 20 years
of age.
:
3. It must be instructive in matter,
elevated in tone, yield a wholesome
stimulus to the mind, and in dealing

Rindolph, Mass,
N Patt—8 I Page—A Pompilly=A P Pholnney--D | BELCHER,
—W
Powell—-0 G Rots—J C Robinson—A J Schem—J W Stew- |
Sold by G. C. Goodwin &

John Garfield, West Wheelock, Vt

.

ANOTHER $500 PRIZE.

This wonderful medicive, made from an Indian recKenyon—Alvira Lané—Mrs E J Latham—dJ G foro | tipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a certain cure with
By euclosing] a three J cent postage
)
Lelghton—S8 Lewis—H McCormiek—W W Moses—§ Max- | Oil suppoviers,
on—m Nelson—) Nickerson—L Norton—M K Norris—Mps | stamp, I will send you my @ireular which will give
A A Oggood--=Mrs

Social,

Containing all the time-honored Sacred Music which
has become national in its character. In addition te
the Gems of the “Carmina Sacra” upon which it is
based, may be found all the familiar Tunes and An.
thems which have been surrounded by many hallow:

price.

Letters Received.
Allen & Long—M Atwood ~Elizabeth Allison—F P Aurir—A A Blake—L W Bates~J A Brown—H Bugbee—D R
3artlett—H M Bean—P J Batchelder—Sarah Bigelow—R
8 Bumpus—D C Burr—M R Benchley—M A Balcam—J B
Baker— Lucy Bosworth—G Barton—A F Bryant—J8S Bush
—8 W Cowell—W J Covil—Malinda Cassells—E A Church
—J M Crandall—J R Corliss~J Clark—1 B Coleman—C
Case—Charlotte A Clark—W H Cutting—E R Clark—-0 B
Dudley—W H Davis—( Dudley—dJ Dewey—dJ P Dixon—
M N Davison—E J Edgecomb—Miss A A Eastman—C H
Evans--A M Everctt—L Farnum—-E W Fox—D 8 Frost—
J Fleteher—dJ Fleteher—A M Freeman—H 8 Fenton—A
Gage~J' 8 Granville=M Gilman—A
Hutchinson—H J
Hall—=H W Hayes—C Hanson—J H Herrick—C W Horne
—J B Higgins—0O H Hibbard—A Holley—1, W Hlllikee—R

249

and Church Music.

more than 275, pages—the

session

;

‘| The great desideratum of Popular,

MONROE Q. M., (N.Y.,) will hold its next session
with the Kendall church, Dec. 24-26.
A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

OSWEGO Q. M. will hold its next

by

The American Tune Book.

of

1. It must contain sufficient material to make not less than 250, and not

church in North Scriba; and, according to special
vote, will commence on Wednesday before the first

given up

City, N. J.

brethren from other Q. M’s are respectfully invite
to attend.
E.
WINSLOW, Clerk.

Notice.

The Ministers of the Anson Q. M. will meet in conference at the house of Rev. John Spinney, in Starks,
Tuesday, Dec. 14, at one o’clock, P. M.
Ministerin

after having been

her Physicians and despaired of by her father. Sent
free of charge. Address Mr. D. G. Franklin, Jersey

Died

ed. The principal subject of discussion will be
some reforms in the constitution of the church,

In New Mexico a priestis detailed to accompany every stage, to give absolution to those who
may be killed by Indians on the route.

the use of medicines,

Nov. 29, by Rev. A, M. Richardson,
Mr. L. S. Bresee
and Mis. W. R. Dart, both of Sherburne, N. Y.

In

=

"GLAD TIDINGS TO CONSUMPTIVES,
A grateful
father wishes to send to all who wish it, a copy of the
directions by which his daughter was restored to
perfect health from confirmed consumption, without

Garri-

B. Starr,

Dec. 15, services to commence at half past ten o’clock,
A.M;
M, MINARD,

churches of

o cay. Useit at once. See how rapidly and pleas
antly it will do its work. It is a rich, healthy,
deiightful hair dressing; imparting new fifo. and
strength to the weakest Hdir; restores gray hair to
its original color, and arrests its falling out at once.
Sold everywhere. SARAH A. CHEVALIER,M. D., 104
East 25th Street, New York.
449

N.

son of Schodac, and Mrs. Sally Griggs of Poestenkill.
Rev. L,

bd

Beautiful Hair for the Holidays,

Biigh and Mrs. Betsey Craven, both of
:
Daniel

The object of the advertiser in sending the

Get a bottle of CHEVALIER'S LIFE FOR HE HAIR

:

Special

Notice.

Baptist

Nov. 18,

F. Pierce of

years, 5 months,

Notices and Appointments.
Freewill

and

5

Prescription is to benefit the afilicted, and spread information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost them nothing, and may prove a blessing.
A
Parties wishing the prescription will please address
REv. EDWARD A. WILSON,
3m42
Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

Jethro E. Horne. Oct. 6, Mr. Jacob Pike, aged 34.
Nov. 1, Mrs. Lydia L. wife of John Roberts; aged 69

TROCHES.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Sarah

Stephentown.
In Nassau, by the same, Nov. 8, Mr.

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are
offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure te

BROWN’S

TI8, etc.

of Bradford,

In Potter, N- Y., Nov. 18, by

affection,

and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious:-to
make knownto his fellow-snfferers the means of cure,
To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre-

»

In Springtield, Me., Sept. i0, by Rev. 8. M Haggett,

will most mvariably give instant relief.
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA, CATARRH,

suffered several years with a severe lung

Mr. James E. Milroy and Miss Myra E. Drake.
Nov.
6, Mr. Joseph F. Richardson of S., and Ann C. Bowker of Carroll.
i
|
In West Stephentown, Nov. 6, by Rev. I. B. Cole-

disease.
BROWNS

ERB

a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after having

2,60

Ap—

Nov: 13, Benjamin E. Wentwo: th

Tradewell of G.

y
©

~

THE Advertiser, having been restored to health in

5,00

The Oberkirchenrath, the highest ecclesiastical
authority of the Protestant church in Prussia,
has summoned extraordinary Provisional Synods
for the 'eastern provinces of the kingdom in
which the lay element will be largely represent-

the state keep their clergymen close to the starving point by the ‘meagerness of the salaries paid.

1y48

Grafton.
:
In Bowdoinham, Me., Nov. 17, by Rev. N. Bard,
Mr. Robert H. Webber and Miss Rebecca A. Hobbs.
Also, Nov. 17, Mr. Charles L, Grover and Miss Mary
I. Bowen, all of B.
In Garland, Me., Aug. 22, by Rev. A. Strout, Mr.

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

HER'DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur

scription used (free of charge), with the directions for
preparing and using the same, which they will find =
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI-

William A. Gray of N. D., and

call atten-

:

VS

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

and Lydia A. Roberts, both of Farmington.

tion to their advertisement in another column.

A

OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY

dence on all diseases réquiring ekill and experience,

Treasurer.

Sept. 11, Frank D. Pitman of Farmington, and Lizzie

S. Lucus ofN. D.

of

Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,” or

In New Durham, July 4, by Rev. D. L. Edgerly, Mr.
Henry H. Wentworth and Miss Georgianna
Downing,
both of Farmington, N. H. Aug. 10, Mr. Zachariah
Caswell and Miss Hannah A. Berry, both of Strafford.

which cannot be distinguished from the real, &ec.,&e.,

order

Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston. ,
=Girt
N. B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confi-

Married

real Morocco Shopping Bags, Furnished Reticules,
Silver Plated Ware, and Cutlery of all descriptions

Jewelry imitations of the latest styles

Starksboro,

15,00
1,00
1,00

saddest

3

cheap

key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.

{3

all kinds of Fancy Boxes, Writing Desks, Glove Boxes, Albums in Morocco and Gilt and Velvet bindings,

The new

HOF WOMAN AND

C. 0. LIBBY. Treasurer,

Dover, N. H.

not the

or

Price of SCIENCE

392,36

C. 0. LIBBY,

are

3

35,00
,50

7

Co., 98 & 100 Summer St., Boston, who have an imof Holiday and useful
afticles, such as
mense varie
of

SINGERS

50,00
15,00

3,

They

DR. HAYES is one of the most learned
and
J
physicians of the day, and is entitled to
the
,
of our race for these invaluable
8,
women 30
the
to be his aim to induce men
cause of those diseases to which they are
he tells them just how and when to do
i
4)
ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2,
oy
These are truly scientific and popular works b;
Hayes,one of fe learned hry
wine physicians
or he day.— The Medical and vit
Je
,
July,

2.50
X
3,00
8,50
1,00
10,85

Bible & Tract Cause.

THE UNIVERSAL CRY, “ What shall I buy for Holiday Presents” can be answered best by PARKER &

and THROAT

,00

1st ch. Harrisburg, Pa, per J Calder
Mrs 8 A Buzzeil, 1.04; Fannie A Buzzell, 1.56; Chas
St. Dover, N H. per Dea Pray

N. VINEYARD, Sec.

MISCELLANY

5.00

8t. Dover, N H. per Dea Pray

Thirty

is a rare op-|

ity 1s first class.

Dec 9th.,

intelligent family.

abominable trash, published by irresponsible
parti
and purchased 10 atify Soatse tastes, bi
n by a responsible professional
ly
nence, as a source of instruction py
ma
cerning which lamentable ignorance exists,
portant subjects presented are treated with
del
y
ability and “care, and, as an appendix, many usefu
rescriptions for prevailing complaints ‘are
ad
.
Joos Republican,
Lancaster, N,
He, Sept.
7,1869, =

8,00
52,00
5,00

Mrs M Wendell, Mrs 8 A Buzzell, $1.56 each, Chas

portunity for those having money to let, as the secur-

J. S. BURGESS.

Pennsylvania papers say thatthe

whose experience is of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should
be without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike
others ever published.
IR
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr, Albert H. Hayes. These books
are of astual merit, and should find a place in Sve

11,21
3,50
25,00
4,85

Catharine 8 Lyford, E Ardenia Lyford, and Ka-

o

and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our

16,08

tie I Lyford L
’s, per F H Lyford
1st ch. Harrisburg, Pa. per J Calder
Sab sch.
hid
for support of J Miley anc
Kate Rudy in India, per J Calder
Johnstown, Wis.
per L Hulse
Rock & Dane Q M. Wis“
L Maxham, $2; Mrs B K Smith, $1; Worcester,Vt
Loudon, N H.per J H Cox
Ossipee ch. N H. per A D Fair1st Wakefield
banks
Rev O F Russell, Laconia, N H
Rev A F Hutchinson, Canton, Me

By the First F. W. Baptist Society of Hillsdale,Five

la Q. M. Next session
to be held with the
Adamsville church the third Friday and Saturday in Feb, 1870.
E. S. Bumpus, Clerk.

Ball

5,00
1,00
10,00

b

explained, and many matters of the most importa

CURTIS, Treasurer.
:

hi

i

ah

EITHER SEX cart require to know, but what is tully

1,00

Carver’s Harbor, Me, per T Stevens
Lowville, N Y. per G C Waterman
Revd D Batson, Northfield, Minn
S Smith $20; Mrs 8 Smith, Eliza P Morrill, Mabel
E Smith,Rolfe L Smith, Lindie C Smith, $1 each;
Martha J Pierce, 1.60, Center Sandwich, N H.per
ean
.
Bangor, Me, per 8 D Church
Mrs C Stevens Plymouth, Vt. roceeds of chickens
H P Fullonton, Raymond, N
H. per J Fullonton
Gilbert’s Mills, N
Y. per W B Stone
West Lebanon, Me. to con Rev F H Lyford, Mrs

3

| is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLEOF

13,28
213,

of Wm

y

10,60
10,50
97
60
25,00
7,60

2,00

From friends of Lydih Chaffee, late of Ellicottville,
NY

OF WOMA

These are, beyond all comparison, the most
ordinary works on Physiology ever published,

7,30

per N A Jackson

Woman,

elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAV-

INGS.

Foreign Missions.

‘Washington Q. M. and Brush from the Ashtabu-

in

Col Cattaraugus Q M, N Y,

To OLD AGE, with

2,00
100,00
2,00

Stevens

Ch Hampton. N H. per D W C Durgin
Sab sch, Wash Street. Dover, for suppor}
Burr in India, per L R Burlingame
Lyndon" €enter, VE. ve L B Tasker
Col Wheelock Q M.
Vt
1
Lyndon, Vt
A

Dedication.

church,

per T

SILAS

of his

CRAWFORD Q. M,—Held its Nov.term with
the Plumb church. The traveling was very bad
and the weather stormy, yet we felt that the
great Head of the church
was with us. We
were favored with the presence, preaching and
counsels of brethren Van. Valkinburg from the

Otisfield Q. M.—Curch Organized, &e,
The Otisfield Q. M., as those conversant with
its condition know, is not so strong in member
s Q. M’s in the westas other
ship and resource
Still there are some tokens
ern part of Maine.
are cheering to its friends.
which
ity
.of prosper
with
A council,-appointed by the Q. M., met
After listening
the Otisfield church, Nov. 13th.
and
to statements of the condition of the church,
those
of
number
a
quite
of
views
the
ascertaining
had not
convertedin the late revival, but who
t to be
united with any church, it was though
and for a
advisable for the church to disband,
accordchurch
he
zed.—T
organi
be
to
new ¢ hurch
and a new
ingly unanim®usly voted to disband,
ately organchurch of 22 members was immedi
covenant and
the
d
adopte
church
new
The
jzed.
took the
and
e,
Treatis
the
in
Faith
articles of
of Otis.
name of ** The Union ¥. W.B. church
membership
field.” There is a prospect thatthe
increased,
of this new church will be largely
who are
d
baptize
been
already
have
as thirty
, only a
among the fruits of the recent revival
church, and
part of whom have yet joined the

:

Traveler,

Me.

PHYSIOLOGY

HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY
AND PATHOLOGICALLY,
from INFANOY

2,00

L R Burlingame, Dover, N
H. pledged at Anniv’iies
Otisfield Q M. Me. per E D Marshall
W Stewart, Kalamazoo, Mich
3
Nancy Steere, Chepatehet, R I
Rev A H Chase, Cleveland, O, for missionin W Va
Ch. Ea Orange, Vt. per S W Cowell
Rev T Stevens, Saco, Me. for the education of colored girls at Harper’s Ferry, W
Va
Benj Carr, Jr. Coventry, R 1
A friend in Mass

‘Concord, N. H,

Quarterly Meetings.

is henceforth to be associated in the editorial
work of the Star.
him at Buffalo.

of tone

Hillsdale, Mich., Nov. 16, 1869.

the utterance.
Bro.

instru-

qualities

the fuyorite parlor instrument amongst all classes of

iston, Me., will be dedicated -by appropriaté ser-

that it is
of the de-

column,

ineffective

and variety of expression, as to command the unequivoeal
praise of artists and connoirseurs both in
this country and Europe.
It is not strange, therefore, that the Cabinet organ is fast taking its place as

in his affliction,—~he having been

The Horton St. Free Baptist

he is so prominently

announced in another

and

ment, becoming possessed of such

years; that

Harbor,

A Book for Bvery

5,00
3,00

David Eddy, Londonderry. N H ,
V Elliott, Néwark, N J, pledged at last Gen Conf
‘Washington St ch. Dover, N H. per I D Stewart

DR. A.H, HAYES, Author.

Entitled SEXUAL
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Rev G W Bean, Sandwich, N H
Mrs G W Bean
hi
-

Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound

cloth.

1,00
3,00
2,41
3,80
2,25

Emma L Bean and Willie R Bean $1 each
Ch at Carver’s

nine teet in hight, around the Boston Common.
We hardly know which is the more surprising, the
demand now existing for these organs,or the improve-

we recognize the work of a self-sacrithis church,
ficing,devoted Christian minister, a safe and wise
counselor, and a sympathizing and kind-hearted
Christian brother.
3. Thatwe assure him that he will ever bear
with kim our warmest Christian sympathy and states having more women than men.
love, and that we will not cease to pray that the
A young man named Barrett was publicly exGreat Master, whose cause he so faithfully defrom a St. Louis Presbyterian
Meommunicated
comfort
great
him
give
and
him
fends, may lead
from
and support, crowning his labors with glorious church, on the 20th, for abstracting money
success.
the weekly collections. ' He confessed to having
Februdtry.
Bro. Ball responded by giving an account of stelen about $1,000 since last
his work in that city, and of the successive steps
The United Brethren, who are very numer.
of progress by which the church and society have ous in some parts of the West, refused at their
It was a fitting last General Conference to modify the church
reached their present position.

As

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN Co., during the PAST

mortgage
:

in brotherly love

testimony, borne by those whose hearts were

seem ‘a large

number,yet if the instruments manufactured and sold

by the

man,

The late Lydia A. wife of Rev A Turner, Wis
Ch in Sydney; Me. per 8 Cowen
1st chin Smithfield, per Bro Could
Sidney & Waterville ch M col. by 8 Russell
£h at Rome, Me
,

Sister Dickinson
West Waterville ch, Me, per 8 McKeown

to visit and

expenses

identified, and of the cause of Christ and humanity.
Ys. That, in his many years’ labor as pastor of

church in Chester, and that we are now in
the midst of a glerious revival. The good
work began about four weeks ago, and has
Fourteen

tive pamphlet, which may be had free at the stores.

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS
or |
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for

Rev D Waterman, Milton Mills, N H

considerable

Whereas, In the Providence of God, our beloved pastor, Rev. G. H. Ball, has seen fit to accepta call toenter upon another‘ field of labor,
thereby compelling him to resign the charge of
this ehurch as its under shepherd, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That his resignation has been
accepted with great reluctance, and that we are
with

proprietors of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment,
Par-

son's
Purgative Pills. and Sheridan's Cavalry Condition Powders, have published a readable and instruc-

CHONDRIA, aad all other diseases arising from

Mission,

E W Page, Esq. N Y

must have been

called to order, and the following resolutions, offered by J. W. Barker, Esq., were unanimously
adopted :

nomination

port that the Lord is graciously visiting the

fruit.

The

Home

by the

Anodyne Liniment.

YEAR.

TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE
DECLI
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
H'

«

J B Thyng & Son, New Hampton, N H
Geo Berry, West Paris, Me
J H Davis, Pittsfield, Me
;
Rev G © Waterman, Lowville,
NY
E Lane, West Derby, Vt

received

ublished

Q. M.

to the Rev. I. M. Bedell

.
all, and mal-

consoled only by the reflection
God’s will, and for the best interests

1 may be permitted to say that our Sabbath school here is in a very flourishing
state, and constantly increasing in numbers
and in usefulness. We have sermon in the
A. M., Sabbath school in the P. M., and
prayer meeting in the evening.
:
H. WHITCHER,
CHESTER, ME.

G. W.HOWE.

tle, and of course his expenses

of a farewell meeting held in the lecture room of
the Free Baptist church in that city, at which
many friends of the retiring pastor were present,
to certify, by word and deed, their esteem and
affettion for one who had so long and faithfully
labored with and for them.
The meeting was

vailed through the entire meeting of three
sessions for each of two days.
A County Association was formed, with

and have

bent at the knee, limbered, and strengthened
use of Johnson's

confined most of the time for the last eight
months by sickness,—I would say that I found
him very low, not able to sit up but a very lit-

‘We find in one ofthe Buffalo papers an account

and
pre-

it seems to me, is a movement of great

Durham

RELIGIOUS

last week,
I attended a Sabbath school
convention for Cumberland Co., Me., in
Portland. This convention was one of
deep interest and great profit to the Sab-.
bath school workers that were present. It
was convoked mainly through the influence of Bro. Rufus Deering, of Portland,
and in accordance with arrangements made
last summer at the state convention at Lewiston,—that is, to have a convention held in

a test of many years,

2

‘Israel Small, Steep Falls, Me

Rufus Chapman of Liberty, Maine, had a_stiff leg

Our readers will share with us the surprise
and regret which this annouuncement . of BrothGENERAL.
er Fairfield brings; but they will also cordially
recognize the gracious favor of God in all that he
Six Roman Catholics and nearly sixty other
has done for the promotion of Christ’s cause and persons joined the Methodist Church at Chicope
the welfare of the denomination during his many during Mrs. Van Coit’s preaching.
.
years of service with us.
Thoroughly respectThe Southern Methodist Publishing House reing his honest convictions of duty, and heartily
ports $44,000 profits on business last year.
reciprocating the fraternal spirit with which he
There is now talk of union between the Gerutters his good-bye, we shall all mingle with our
grief at his departure, earnest prayers for his man Reformed Church and the Dutch Reformed
The example
of the Old and New
welfare and his highest Christian sucess in all Church.
his labors for the glory of our common Master. School Presbyterians is having its effect.
It is now reported that the dogma of the infalIf, from our standpoint, our judgment cannot
approve his decision, and our hearts refuse to be libility of the Pope will not be forced on the
Council unless he can be assured of an overquiet under the denominational loss, we cannot
affordto embitter our Christian charity with a whelming majority. Otherwise, he would avoid
a discussion which would endanger the influence
reproachful word or a vindictive feeling. We
of the principle. *
shall read what the Great Master said,—Mark
9: 38—41,—cast away resentment, stifle our grief,
Henry Ward Beecher’s income has been so
utter our “ God-speed,” and turn again calmly grossly exaggerated that one of his congregation
and trustfully to our work, sure that all true, publishes a statement that, *‘ as a matter of fact,
patient service will gain God’s recognition and although
it is nobody’s business, Plymouth
yield real fruit.
Eb.
church paid its pastor before the war $12,500 per
annum.
During the war he voluntarily gave up
Testimonial to Rev. G. H. Ball.
$5000 per annum. After the war the salary was

the

take
a lively interest.
Perfect union,
a very deep interest and earnestness,

will dissolve all the mists of error and en-

Hillsdale, Mich., Nov. 26, 1869.

~ JAMES NASON.

ME.

extend

of its members

1869.

commenced a series of meetings the 18th
of Nov., and have continued them evenings
until the present.
Some forty souls have been hopefully
converted and some backslidersreclaimed.
The work embraces all ages, from children
to persons past middle-age. And still the
interest abides, for the church has a mind
to work. To God be all the glory.

by

A Case of Affliction.

the clearer light of that bright day that is coming,

and Christian fellowship as children of the same
Father, and heirs of the
e inheritance,—differing as children of the same earthly family differ,—in feature, and size, and sentiment, and
strength, and stature, and mental vision;—but
for all that, loving each other none the less.
As ever, your brother in Christ,
5
EpM. B. FAIRFIELD.

.ehurch in N. Berwick (Beech Ridge.) We

NEW GLOUCESTER,

efficacy

W Corlis, Gardiner, al
EXPRESS,

testimonials from eminent men who have used them.

As Chairman of a committee chosen atthe Oct.
session of the New

Rev G

would yield

Dry Goods, &c., &c., &c., and hundreds of the latest

vices, on

ice toward none,” let us walk

NortH BERWICK, ME.
The Lord has revived his work in connection with the first

:

my transfer of church membest,is scarcely to be expectalmost imply that they had
change of opinions with my-

able us to'see eye to eye.
Till then, “ with charity toward

beginning

~~ (Opposite Revere Hous
100,00 COPIES SOLD THE LAST

al
n,
New
Hompton,
vast
(fo.

to a mild remedy, if neglected, often attacks the lungs.
‘ Brown’s Bronchial Troches” give sure and almost
immedjate relief. ‘The Troches” have proved their

That

If they deem me mistaken, -they will believe me
conscientiously so; and in all such disagreements
of opinion, there is nothing todo but to wait for
whigly

nearly

the library. The church also has come to
be the largest, with one exception, in the
Vt. Y. M. May. the Lord
prosper them.
=
:

felt hitherto.

first stage: that which in the

A. H. C.

part. To such I desire to say, that no ties of
brotherly love need be broken by this change.

he found no organized S. S. there are now
two branches, numbering

The

PEABODY MEDICAL

¢ A SLIGHT CoLD,” CouGHS. Few are aware of the
importance of checking a eough or “slight cold” in its

family. If there be any who feel it duty to help
Master he standeth or falleth.” But from those him bear his burden, and so fulfill the law of
Christ, it will be received with gratitude. Diwho conceive of a change of church relationship
as a sundering of friendly and fraternal bonds, rect to Rev. I. M. Bedell, Strafford Center, N. H.
New Durham, N. H.
D. L. EDGERLY.
and are therefore grieved and sad, it is hard to

scattered, will give his

ample

by letter.

|

§

will be accomplished by this mission.

in their convictions as they themselves.
To
such I have nothing to say.
The Apostle has a
word for them that is in point :—¢ Who art thou
that judgest another man’s servant? To his own

of the church, and the extensive territory
over which it is

six

with the same

self. There are in all denominations, probably,
persons who find it difficult to conceive that
those who differ from them are quite as honest

church, at the expiration of

his present

and

" Dedication,
The new house of worship erected on Allison

thousands with

whom I have become acquainted,

to wait

Rev.

baptism,

from this to the Bowdoin Q. M.

:

I shall still remember the many

M. A. SHEPARD.
CENTER, VT.

by

deal of thought and nolittle mental struggle.
Hill in the city of Harrisburg, Pa., by the First
But as it has been taken deliberately, I trust also
Free Baptist church, was dedicated Nov. 28,
it has been taken wisely.
To dissolve the inti- with appropriate services. The sermon, by Rev.
mate and friendly denominational connection J. Calder, was instructive and interesting, the
which I have for s0 many years sustained with congregation large and attentive.
brethren whom I so warmly love,required a firm
The house is pleasantly located on Pike St., upand clear conviction that this and this only was on land generously donated by the Hon. Wm.
the path of duty.
:
Calder, about one mile from the First church:
The reasons and reasonings which have led me It is avery pretty house, 60 feet in length, 82 feet
to this conclusion I do not propose to give here. wide, 16 feet high and furnished complete, with
‘While I shall always be ready to give to every
organ, carpets, &c. The friends have given libman that asketh of me a reason for this change, it erally for this enterprise, but there yet remains
would not be courteous to propose to do it in a few hundred dollars indebtedness which we
this communication.
In any case, indeed, it hope soon tosee removed.
Much credit is due
might only lead to a protracted and unprofitable to Rev. 8. M. Clark, who has had charge of the
discussion.
!
! mission, and labored faithfully and earnestly to
| In this note, I had merely designed, while carry it forward to its present success. The Sabstating the fact, to express the hape that this bath school and religious intersst are encourchange would result in no personal alienations. aging, and with the blessing of heaven great good

bury. The Lord is still pouring joy into the

God, *‘ from whom
;
:

Harrison

destitute of pastors. Rev. O. Bartlett, of Harri-.
son, represents his districtin the Legislature the
coming winter. Rev. E. G. Eaton has removed

A Card—To the Readers.of the Star.

been earnestly praying for a reformation,

Lowell,

Other parts
of the Q. M. have also been pros

Nathan-| TB Drow. Lincoln, N 5 El

Youth’
aper in Boston in 1827. called the Youth’s Companon. It has been published weekly from that year
until the present time (43 year*), and is to-day one of
the most vigorous and enterprising sheets in the
| country,

meetingin the evening.
Occasionally there is
churches in Canton, Bethel and Penn., have
some awakening and conversions.
Rev. B. 8.
also received additions of baptism. The churches
Manson is pastor.
J. F,
in Bath, Bridgton, Canton and Sweden are

school, are earnestly seeking the Lord, and
Christians are greatly refreshed and encouraged by the gracious outpouring of the
Holy Spirit, For months, Christians have

of Bros.

They have a good house of worship, an in-

— KITTERY, ME: For some time past the Sab- pered the pastseason. Twenty have been bapbath school has taken the place of the forenoon tized as a partial fruit of the revival in Sweden.
service here, and the arrangement gives satisfac.
Twenty-three have been added to the church in

The Lord has vis-

and their prayers have

of becotitig strong and 6¥6-| ielTowWillis,OLDEST
YORPS PURLIC ION Mr,
father of N. P. Willls, started a
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MORNING STAR: DECEMBER 8, 1869.
on. Then the cook laid hold on . Half chick
Literary Review,

she said : ‘¢ Hearken, at least,

son,

#T have labored in vain,” a teacher said,
by care;

great folks don’t like to see fowls about

your ardor—quench your flames—don’t burn

their houses,

me !”

I am

told;

at

least

not

Keep, moreover,

of certain

men

going

with

out

i

‘before you can say, Hey presto

about

Half-chick drew

bowed

he

his

near

head

to

Go

his honored

kiss

his

claw

took flight

To a blessed and bright abode; .

_ She saw a throne of pure dazzling light,
And harps were ringing, and robes were white,
_ Made white in a Saviour’s blood.

Then a white-robed maiden came forth, and said,
“Joy! joy! for thy trials are past!
I am one that thy gentle words have led
In the narrow pathway of life to tread—
I welcome thee home at last!”

his

heat had

so dried up that the scanty flow of water
was stopped in its course bya fallen branch.

On seeing a traveler draw near, the Rivu-

Then the teacher smiled, and an angel said,

see,

my

friend,

thatI

am

weak ; I can scarcely take a step, and have
not strength enough to push away those
tiresome twigs that hinder my path. Nei-

¢ Go forth to thy work again;
It is not in vain that the seed is shed;
If only one soul to the cross is led,
Thy labor is not in vain.”

ther can I go round about to avoid them,
You can easily help me out of this strait by
shoving them aside with your beak ; in return for which you cannot only quench your

Though the fruit may never be seen below,
‘Be sure that the seed of the Word shall grow;
Toil on in faith, and thou soon shalt know
Thy labor is not in vain!

thirst in my stream, but you may count upon my services when the water of heaven
has repaired my vigor.”

Hands.

en.

They drive home the cows from the pasture,
Up through the long, shady lane,.
‘Where the quail whistles loud in the wheat fields
That are yellow with ripening grain.
- They find, in the thick, waving grasses,
‘Where the scarlet-lipped strawberry grows;
They gather the earliest snow-drops,
And the first crimson buds of the rose,

- They toss the new hay in the meadow;

“I dare say I can,” answered the chicken, ‘but Idon't choose.
Pray, do I look
like the humble servant of wretched, dirty
water-courses P”

‘‘ You will remember me when you least

expect it,” murmured the brook, in a faint
voice.
““ Well, you

have

hit off a fine airified

speech there,” said Half-chick; knowingly.
| “One would think you had just won a prize
in the lottery, or could reckon for a certain-

They gather the elder-bloom white ;
They find where the dusky grapes purple

ty on the water of the Deluge.”
A little farther on he met with the

"In the soft-tinted October light ;

They know where the apples hang ripest,
And are sweeter than Italy’s wines;
They know where the fruit hangs the thickest
__On the long thorny blackberry vines.
They gather the delicate sea-weeds,
And build tiny castles of sand ;

They pick up the
beautiful sea-shells,
Fairy barks ihe du drifted to land.
They wave from the tall rocking. tree-tops,
‘Where the oriole’s hammock-nest swings;
And at night-time are folded in slumber
By a sopg that a fond mother sings.

Wind

stretched out on the ground, and all but
lifeless.
:
“ Dear Half-chick,” said he, “in ths
world we must help each other.
Draw
near and see into what a condition the summer heat has put me—me,the strong and the
powerful—me,

who

raise

up

the

waves,

The pen of the author and statesm:

who lay waste the plains, who encounter no
resistance to my fury! This dog-day has
been the death of me. Ifell asleep, intoxicated by the fragrance of the flowers I was
playing with, and here I am fainting. If
you would only lift me two fingers’ breadth
from the earth with your beak, and fan me
a little with your wing, it would just enable

The noble and wise of the land,—
The sword and the chisel and pallet
Boal] be held in the little brown hand.

me to take flight and find my way to my
cave, where my mother and sisters, the
Tempests, are busy mending the old clouds

For those who toil bravely are strongest;

The humble and poor become great;
- And from these brown-handed children
. Shall grow mighty rulers of state.

I have torn.

The FHumily Circle.
Once upon a time there was a fine hen,
living very comfortably in a farmyard, surrounded by her numerous family, among
whom was to be seen one sadly "maimed and
misshapen chick that she loved better than
all the rest, as is mostly the way with moth-

ers. This little deformity had come out of
a wretchedly small egg, and was, in fact,
had
But

for all that, he took considerably more upon
himself than did his father, who was the
handsomest, bravest and smartest cock in all

the farmyards within twenty leagues round.
In short, the chick was, in his own

opinion,

the very pheenix of hisrace; so that if the
other fowls laughed at him, he deemed it
was from sheer envy; and if the hens did
the like, he said it was out of spite,

because

he took so little notice of them.
One day he thus addressed his mother:
“I say, mammy, I'm tired of the couxtsy;

80 I mean to goto town to see the king and

queen.”

“At these words the poor mother began to
has

put

¢ My son !” she exclaimed, “who

such nonsense

into your

head?

your father has never left home, yet

he has

been the honorof his

race.

~

Where

will

affectionate

rela-

% Nego,” said Half-chick in Latin (for he

time to save my life, for T am at my last

ut, my

ve

ehild,” resumed

the

mother,

you never looked at yourself in the

ere? Don’t you see that you have
leg and one eye ?”
4
je you begin on that tack,” replied
ick, * I may as well tell you that

opinion you oughtto hide your face
for

very shame on seeing me in

the

condi-

jon you mention, for it's your fault and no
0 else's!

Out of what sort of an egg was

shed? It must have been an old
, I'm sure !”
my son,” returned the mother, with
, * for those eggs produce only
You were hatched from the last
; but you chipped the shell

while

puny and imperfect, and that
of mine, assuredly.”
ot,”

said Half-chick,

his comb

than cochineal, *
I shall meet with a clever sur-

]
:

7.

iat

whereupon

the

cook,

forthwith seized

‘‘ Wind !” cried the expiring

him

by
him.

Half-chick,

‘“my dear, my honored Wind—you, who
reign over all and owe obedience to none,
mighty amongst the mighty—have pity on
‘me; leave me to die quietly on this dungheap I”
‘‘ Leave you, indeed !” howled the Wind,

carrying him off in a blast, and turning him
round in the airlike a top, ‘‘ not I;” and it
ceased not to fling him hither and thither till
it had deposited him on the top of a belfry. From that time forth he has occupied the
same post, black,

lank and

by the rain and tossed by

bare,

drenched

the wind,

from

‘which he always guards his tail.
He is no
longer called Half-chick, but Weather-cock ;

and now be it known to you all that he
stands there pAying penalty for his sins of
disobedience, pride and ill-nature.

Lucia’s Mistake.
nA

Rn

When Lucia
awoke one Wednesday
morning, her first thought was, ¢ Here's
gnother duy; now what ean I do to-day
that will be pleasant?” She considered the
question for awhile, and*“thongh her time
was entirely at her own disposal, she seemed to have

some

difficulty

in making up

her mind how to empleyit. The evening
was provided for—she expected to go toa
party, but what should she do all day long?
¢« I suppose,” said she to Lk
in a halfdissatisfied tone, ‘¢ that. Ican

“ Who knows whether you may not miss
me some day P” rejoined the spark.
“None
can say, ‘ Of that water will I never drink.’”
¢ Oh,

you

oh!”

said the

perversebird.

* So

are boasting into the bargain, are you ?

Take this for your pains!” Aud so

saying,

he covered it up with ashes and set to crow-

ing again,

according to his custom, as
had performed some glorious

On Half-chick’s reaching the

he inquired

the way to the royal

inorder to

pay

go to-see-El--

flying, as his mother had

bid him,

he went

straight in, comb and tail erect, crowing as
loud

as he

could crow, and rejoicing, rath-

er than otherwise, in having the opportuni-

ty of ‘so directly disobeying his mama ;
whereupon a seaflioa-oy, calsbigl sight of
him, took him up in a
his neck.

¢¢ Come,”

ling
says

he,

to wring
* bring us

some hot water, that I may pluck this little
gentleman ”
'
“ Water ! Oh my dearest Lady Crystalline I” eried the chicken, ‘‘ be so kind as
not to scald me; have pity on me !”

after that I

will play one game of croquet; I do not
think I shall care to play more than one,
and

then—well,

there doesn’t

or a row

on

seem to be

the river, or

something nice for this afternoon, some-y
thing to amuse me and pass away the time
until evening.
It is so dull here.”
But when we lay out such definite plans
at the beginning of the day, it is a rare
thing to have them all succeed.
Ellen
Somers was not at home when Lucia called, and this was a disappointment ; she had
her game of

croquet, and won, but

at the

close of it she declared that she was ¢* tired
to death of croquet, and believed she would

never

play

again, certainly not on sucha

ground as they had, so different from Julia
Bliss’s which was eighty feet long and as
level as a table.”

party as much

She did not

enjoy the

us she thought she should;

two or three friends whom she expected to

meet were not there, and the hostess would

“Oh, a little

of every

Nellie, pleasantly;
half long enough

thing,” answered

‘‘ the day hasn't been
for me. I did not get

pouring

scullions left him without a single feather

thik

is pursued

always flies
Nellie, as
much about
to make her

for

itself,

almost

before us.
¢
she herself said, never thought
whether what she did was going
happy. She took up the simple

duties of life that came

to her,

which Lucia

rejected because they were not amusements,
and found in the performance of them that
happiness which her sister sought in vain.

Amusement

being not her occupation, but

loathes them,

and they can

continue to be

relished only when they are eaten sparingly

and seldom. Perhaps the secret of the difference between Lucia and Nellie went even
deeper than this. Lucia lived for herself;
Nellie, to do her duty to others and to God ;

and the happiness which fled from the eager
grasp of one sister, came tamely and perch-

ed and sang on the unselfish hand of the
other.—American Messenger.

In the Dark,
:

v

There come seasons of darkness in all
our lives. Who
has not known them?

fear or grope onward in trembling uncertainty.
oo
>
A few years ago, there fell upon my life
one of these seasons, in which I could see
neither to the right hand nor the left. * A

terror of darkness was-upon me.
One night I lay awake, thinking, thinking
until my brain grew wild with uncertainty.
I could not see even a step in advance, and
feared to move onward lest

with

the next

footfall I should plunge into hopeless ruin.
Very strongly was I tempted to turn aside

resolving to go in

this

direction,

come to me,

and she was so cunning

and sweet I could not refuse her. ‘I efijoyed having her very much, too.”
“I can’t bear taking care of children,”
said Lucia. ‘‘ I should think Betty could
have taken her.”

Then I have sewed some.”

“Sewed !" said Lucia; ‘‘I thought you said
the other day that your sewing was all
done.”
“So itis,” replied Nollie with a little hesi-

and

now in that; yet always held away from
resolve by inner convictions of right and
duty, that grew clear at the moment when I
was ready to give up my hold on integri-

ty.
So the hours went heavy-footed until past

will make a slave

ot

yourself,”

said Lucia with a sigh, *‘I do not suppose I
can help it.”
.S
“Then,” continued

Nellie,

‘‘after

‘dinner

I had my practicing, and just as I was finishing that, Bridget canie up to ask me to show
her how to make

those

new

rolls

for

tea,

have bad 4 pleasanter time than I had.”
“I" don’t know,” answered Nellie;

*I

Oh!

is not the Lord

better

will trust Him, than all our

to

us,

if we

fears?

There

came fierce assaults upon my integrity.
I
was
lured by golden promises—I
was
threatened with disaster and disgrace, but

SE

a

woh

TRADI-

Frederick Henry Hedge.

Roberts Brothers,

by E. J. Lane.

1870.

12mo.

Boston:

pp. 283.

:

Sold

‘

Dr. Hedge is a strong thinker, his rhetoric is
never feeble, and there is nothing of the sentimental in his nature or of the slipshod in his
style.
He grapples with a philosophical or a
theological problem in a manly way, and speaks
out his thought with'the emphasis of conviction
and the quiet independence of real courage. His

‘“ Reason

in Religion” is a book

that will any-

where make a mark, and it has served to awaken
high expectations respecting ‘this new product of
his pen.
The title of the new volume is suggest-

ive.

Itis

‘ Hebrew tradition” that he finds in

the first chapter of Genesis, not directly inspired

and reliable history. And in the opening chapter the author makes haste to say :
The attempts to reconcile Seripture and scithe

province

and

aim of the

for-

view, it mightbe readily inferred
that Dr. Hedge would apply canons of criticism
to the early records of the Bible such as only
theologians of the liberal school could be expect-

ed to endorse. And his views are sure to be
promptly challenged, both on the ground of unsoundness and lack of self-consistency.
Finding
value and significance in these accounts of the
infancy of the human race, he still insists that
they embody many of the floating and extravagant legends of the time, that they contradict
reason and science, and so must be interpreted in
in a very liberal way, like the mythology of

Greece and Rome.

And it i§ not easy to find the

principle

to which

according

case and

he

assents
to the

denies it in another.

What appears improbable he puts away or ingeniously allegorizes. And, of course, in proceeding thus, he really supplies no data by which an-

other mind
sions.

may be logically led to his concly-

And, hence, Moses is no

more authorita-

tive as a writer of veritable history, when dealing with the early life of the race, than is Homer when he sings of the siege of Troy.
Indeed, the first half of Genesis is only used by Dr.
H. as an occasion for presenting his own views
of the real state of things anterior to the period
when secular writers began to write authentic
history. In writing thus he says many things
that are true, fresh, timely and forcible; but he
says many others that flatly contradict the Yec-

who

wha

is

hoped to gait through my
honor, bore witness to my

defections
integrity.

from
And

now having.escaped the perils of this difficult and dangerous pass, a goodly land
opened to view, and I found possessions
therein, which are held in peace and honor

unto this day. But the highest and dearest
ofall my possessions is mine integrity,
which, but for the hand of my Father
grasped in darkness, I should have lost.—
Arthnr's Home Magazine.

Bad

;

Bargains .
—

»

a mess of pottage.”
A second said:
“Judas made

a bad bar-

gain when he sold his Lord for thirty pieces

dered, to exalt the author as a rhetorician and
depress him as an _expositor, and to let down his
reputation as a strong thinker from the level to
which his “ Reason in Religion” had elevated it.
As a specimen of elegant typography the volum
merits the highest praise.
:
A PHYSICIAN'S PROBLEMS.
By Charles Elam,
M. D., M. R. C. P. Boston: Fields, Osgood &

Co.

1869. 12mo.

pp. 400.

Sold by D. Lothrop

though the number is legion and the qualities
often remarkably
excellent/~this
volume
of
Prof. P. is among the very best. ' It has science,
adventure, varied and valuable information,an
exact and yet vivid style, plenty of illustrations,
maps, suggestions bearing upon grave national
problems, and a letterpress at once rich and elegant.
The several countries are photographed,
and the life in them is almost dramatized. Books
of this sort are always welcome and will readly

:

Publishers issue another volume of
works, whom they lately introduced
to the American public so handsomelyby means
of his * Problematic Characters,” The eminent
literary art apparent in that work is freshly exhibited in THROUGH NIGHT TO LiGur.
Itisa
12mo. of 560 pages, and 1s issued in the same
style as its predecessor.
Other volumes of similar character are soon to appear,

THE BUILDING OF THE SHIP. By Henry WadsWith Illustrations. Bosworth Longfellow.
ton: Fields, Osgood & Co. 1870. 16mo. pp.
79. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
Let the reader imagine what this exquisite poem may be when put on, to the richest and daintiest of cream-laid papét, set off with twenty of
the happiest illustrative efforts of Hennessy and
lines,
Gifford, enclosed with full red border
bound and gilded in the highest style of mode=n
art, and he will have an idea of the besuty of
this holiday volume that is likely to make only
an approximation to the fact, Buy it before the
edition is exhausted, and be rich,is the advice
which we have to give.

THE EARLY CHOICE.
A hook for Daughters,
By the late Rev, W.K Tweedie, D. D.. au-

thor of * Seed-time

lon : D.

Lothrop

and

Harvest,’

and ‘Co.

1869.

&c.

16mo.

Bospp.

Dr. Tweedie never wrote a book Phat was lacking in character or that was liable to be complained of for want of interest. This volume; in

of silver.”
A third boy observed : ‘* Our Lord tells us its revised
form, 1s one of his best,~el
that he makes a bad bargain who, to gain the aim and tone, admirable in style, fervidevated in

whole world, loses his own soul.”

in ssirit,

and full of wise suggestions and Christian stimu-

I have seen a good many boys in py time lus, Selecting some well-known female charac.
who have made bad
bargains. Some ter to illustrate each of the qualities which he
change the Sunday school for the street, and would exalt or of those against which ‘he would
home for wicked company, and the Bible lift up aword of warning, he supplies a large
amount of historical information, and renders
fur bad books, and health for tobacco. They his
counsels to young women
always get the worst of it. Boys, look out sive. The mechanical excellen especially impresces of the volume
ve
forthese bad bargains.
are of the best.
[

It is entitled, “ Rainy Day at Home.”

The brain-work is such as Arthur

is accustomed

to do, and the eutward features need no coms
mendation beyond the statement that it is a fae
simile of the other volumes belonging to the

same series.
A large

package of juvenile

volumes

came to

‘this office the other evening, through the ex
press agent, that afforded no direct clewto its
source. But we have a very strong suspicion
that Messrs. Lothrop & Co. could tell something
4bout it, if they would. The books are mostly
English importations, and published by Grooms
bridge & Sons,—Cassell, Petter & Galpin,—and
The. Society for-~Promoting Christian Knowl
edge,—all well known Houses in London.
To
give all their titles would make up quite a cata
logue. They suggest the ample supply of juves

nile books, as well as of other publications,
which these enterprising publishers constantly
keep on their long shelves. Whoever is going
to buy

books

in Boston, may

be sure

of being

dealt with in the most satisfactory way, by steps
ping into the spacious and richly furnished store
at 88 & 40 Cornhill.
)
"

MISCELLANIES.
The

By W. M. Thackeray.

Book of Snobs, Sketches and Travels

III.
in

London, Denis Duval, and other stories.

HOUSEHOLD EDITION. Boston: Fields, Osgood
& Co.
1869. 12mo. pp. 612.
Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
i
THE STORY OF ELIZABETH; With other Tales®
and Sketches.
By Anna Isabella Thackeray.

Household
1869.

Edition.

Same

Publishers,

12mo. pp. 282.

ete.

La

The works of these well known authors,
father and danghter, need no praise, and this edis
tion is one of such obvious merits that to ane
nounce the successive installments is to do all
that is needed. Beauty, convenience and
my are all prominent merits.

econo=
a

‘We have on our table a pile of juvenile boo
such as would make any wide-awake boy’s eyes
sparkle, and any enthusiastic girl draw a deep,
quick breath of satisfaction. We can commend
the whole lot, and each

member of the lot, withs

out the least qualification or misgiving.
Messrs. Lee & Shepard,

:

Boston, who work

s0

largely for the young, send us, through E.J.
Lane, Oliver Optic’s last volume of the series
known as “Young America Abroad.” It is entk

tled, DOWN THE

RHINE, and it abounds ‘in

valuable historical information concerning the
ord, many that are matters of dispute among
cities and towns and countries which lie along
philosophic thinkers, many that are mere inferthe banks of that storied river, while it keeps up
ences from premises such as at present a modest the story of the * Squadron” whose experiences
scholar will not venture to affirm, and not a few
are so crowded with interest. The boys will be
that belong to a domainof inquiry that
is to be | | glad
to know that the author intends to prepare
effectually explored only when we possess the | a second series that shall piece on to this now
clearer vision of the immortal life.
|.ended,—They also issue the first two volumes of
In a word, the book raises more questions than “ The Froutier Series,” which is sure of a markit settles, it is adaptéll to awaken doubt rather ed success. These are THE CABIN ON THE PRAIthan establish faith, to- leave the minds that it RIE, by Rev. C. H. Pearson, and PLANTING THE
undertakes to direct and satisfy adrift and bewilWILDERNESS, by J. D, McCabe. In vivid pie

strong to save.
In my rectitude I found safety. Had I find room.
swerved, I would have gone down to hopeThe same
less ruin.
Even my tempters, who had Spielhagen’s

'
'

HEBREw

will find the volume
of care,” fell softly on my eyelids, and morn- even more than it tells,instructive, and suggesting
ing broke with scarce a seeming interval
»
of time.
ACROSS AMERICA AND ASIA. Notes of a Five
Ifelt calm and strong. The day was to
Years’ Journey around the World, and of residence in Arizona, Japan and China. By Rabe one of severe trial. A dark cloud of
phael Pumpelly,
Professor in Harvard Uniuncertainty rested over it. But I was reversity, and
sometime Mining Engineer in the
Service of the®hinese and Japunese Governsolved to walk steadily through its trials
ments.
New York: Leypoldt & Holt.
1870.
and its pains, holding tightly the hand of
Octavo. pp. 454. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
my Father.
;
Of modern books of travel and exploration,—

Once a Sabbath school teacher remarked
are so bad that she cannot do her own sew- that he who buys the truth makesa good
ing, I should think she might hire it done.” bargain, aud inquired if any scholar recol“My dear Lucia,” replied Nellie, smiling, lected an instance in Scripture of a bad
‘‘you need not be so indignanton my ac- bargain.
count.
She does hire it done; but this was
“I do,” replied a boy; *¢ Esau made a
just a little thing that she wanted in a hurry, ‘bad bargain when he sold his birthright for
“If you

OF

view, to be so irregularly and capriciously develher loneliness and fear were gone, and in a | oped and distributed in families and amongst
few moments she was sound asleep again.
mankind,”
The essays are very thoughtful and
«Oh, my Father in Heaven !” 1 cried, in able, indicating wide research, varied learning
a sudden, almost wild, outburst of feeling, and continuous reflection. They are thoroughly
scientific, and yet they do not at all ignore the
‘itis dark, very dark. Takemy hand!”
moral and religious bearings of the discussions,
A great peace fell upon me. The terror and the tone is never allowed to be irreverent or
of darkness was gone.
‘‘ Keep hold of my the utterances egotistic and impatient.
The
hand, oh, my Father!” Iprayed fervently; great influence of physiological laws and forces
‘and though I should be called to walk upon mental development and character is inthrough the valley and the shadow of death, deed asserted with great emphasis, but there is
no such philosophical fatalism as appears in the
Iwill fear no evil. Let not my feet wan- works of Buckle and Draper. Physicians, psyder to the right or to the left.”
chologists, theologians, social reformers
and
¢ Sleep, that knits up the raveled sleeve Christian statesmen, who are willing to think,

tation.
“I was sewing for Aunt Leonora.”
“I don’t see why you should sew for
Aunt Leonora,” said Lucia.
‘If her eyes

and I offered to do it for her.”

By

WORLD

midnight. My little daughter was sleeping
& Co.
in the crib beside my bed. But now she
The first two sentences of the author's prefbegan to move uneasily, and presently her ace describe the aim and indicate the general
character of this volume very clearly.
He says:
timid voice broke faintly on the still air.
“The following Essays are intended as a contri“Papa! papa!” she called.
bution to the Natural History of those outlying
*¢ Whatis it, darling ?” I asked.
regions of Thought and Action whose domain is
“Oh, papa!
It is dark! Take Nellie’s the debatable ground of Brain, Nerve and Mind.
hand !”
They are also designed to indicate the origin and
I reached out my hand and took her tiny mode of perpetuation of those varieties of organione in my own, clasping it firmly. A sigh zation, intelligence and general tendencies toof relief came up from her little heart. All ward vice or virtue, which seem, on a superficial

and

would

TION.

record ‘in one

—li—

of One

to see me as I was passing the nursery, and

PRIMEVAL

Naa

—

=

T——

‘From the same Housewe have still another
volume of the “ Rainy Dy Stories,” by T.S8,

‘Arthur.

THE

coe

2

vv

.

:

her recreation, she was ready to en oy it
ence mistake
keenly at the proper time. One cannotli ve mer,
on cake and sweetmeats;
the palate soon | Taking this

sticketh closer thin a brother,

yourself,” said Lucia, ‘‘and yet you seem to

and

piness

my hand lay in the firm clasp

came, and

water,

up in rage,

What was the difference between these
two sisters ? Lucia made pleasure her aim,
and therefore she failed to obtain it; hap-

had to be stoned

cherries

¢t Had you pity on me when I asked your
help, you ill-natured thing ?” answered the
boiling

in a sound slumber.

for preserves, and I couldn’t let mother do
them alone; and by the time they were
“done, little Dora waked up; she happened

those

and by the time that was done it was time
to dress myself. So Ihave had a busy day.”
“You haven't done one thing to amuse

down on him from top to toe, while the

closed her eyes, and in a minute or two was

now

and

«Itis Betty's washing- day,” replied Nellie,

pass. Sohe went round and made his way
through a small ddor intoa large room,
where he saw a number of people going
and coming.
He inquired who they were,
and was informed that he stood in the
midst of his Majesty's cooks.
Instead of

Good-

And Nellie

nic, ora drive,

morning,

gently. - “She could not take her; besides,
I love to have her for awhile every day.

cried, ¢‘ Back, back!” and would not let him

for T have felt very happy all day.
night, Lucia, I'm very sleepy.”

any thing else especially pleasant that I
can think of to do. I wish there was a pic-

this

dwelling,

visit there

I suppose it has been

from the way in which I was going—a way
reason and conscience approved as right;
but something held me back. Again and
again I took up and considered the difficulties of my situation, looking to the right
hand and the left for ways of extrication;

len Somers

metropolis,

his purposed

| was pleasant or_not.

Times when there are neither sun, nor moon,
nor stars in the sky, and we stand still in

breath through want
of food. I don’t know
what has become of my cousin, the Wind,
who generally helps me out of this sort oft time for even one game of croquet, and 1
difficulty.
Do fetcly two or three straws to loveit so much.”
“ Why didn’t you have time?” asked
keep the life in me!”
;
Lucia.
:
“Well, and what care I?" replied the
«“ Well, you see this morning, just after
chicken.
‘Expire withrage if you have a
I finished washing the breakfast things, all
mind ; much I shall miss you!”

given to showing off his learning),
I without loss of time; but having arrived at
that ; and besides my brothers and the entrance, when he meant to go in and
e a pack of stupid ignoramuses.” call on the king and queen, the sentinels

‘was
er

moment,

not aliow round dances at her-houSe?so
that when Lucia came home and went to
her room at night she felt somehow that
often enough, catching at me from behind
‘her
day had not fulfilled her expectations,ané
and opening up my tail like a fan, just to
make all beholders mock me.
No, my was in quite an unsatisfied state of mind. She
friend ; every pig goes to the block at last; found her sister Nellie sitting up for her,
so good-day to your worship till next time.” waiting to hear how she enjoyed the party.
Having thus spoken, he crowed thrice, loud ¢ Have you had a pleasant evening ?” ‘ask.and clearly,and setting himself up as smart- ed Nellie.
“ Not particularly,” answered Lucia in
ly as could be, walked off.
In the midst
of a field, whence the corn had been already rather a despondent tone; ¢ in fact, I have
carried, and where the laborers had set fire not had a geod day at all. Things haven't
to the stubble, thererose a thin column of seemed pleasant; and even this party, that
smoke. Half-chick approached and saw a I have looked forward to for fwo or three
diminutive spark that was gradually dying days, wasn’t what I thought it would be.
What kind of day have you had, and what
away among the ashes.
:
‘‘ Beloved Half-chick,” said the spark, on have you been doing ? I have scarcely seen
:
seeing him, ¢“ you are come just at the right you.”

you find such another farmyard as this?
though he
Where will yousee a finer midden-stead ? feat.
_ Where will you get better food, so shelter‘eda hen-house, or such

a

¢¢ Sir,” said the naughty chicken, ¢ you
have amused yourself at my expense quite

SPANISH.

little more than half a chicken, for he
but one eye, one wing and one leg.

There they will give me some

broth, and I shall take a new lease.”

Half-Chick.”

tremble.

treat

| for the exertion would be too much for me.

Then rise, fellow teacher, to labor go;
‘Wide scatter the precious grain ;

—

a

awaits you!” And not content with gently
browning him, he burnt him as black ‘as a

on

gave with

let said, ‘“ You

what

where the Wind

erable patriarch of the farmyard

the summer's

see

window,

the ven-

of a Rivulet, which

and

seeing him go utterly spoilt, took

requested his benediction, which

for

now,

the claw and threw him out a the

perverse, willful mood had not rendered
this young cocklinga favorite.
The mother was much moved, and was
even obliged to take a dry leaf to wipe
away her tears; while Half-chick ‘marched
away in double quick time, flapped his only wing, and crowed three times in token of
farewell. Presently he came to the brink

‘And she thought in her dreams that the soul

here,

and

And a silent calm o’er her spirit crept,

And a whisper of “Peace” was heard.

Come

sire,

more of dignity than of tenderness,

a

so

:

coal in

Till the night grew dark; and at last she slept,

THE

and

“Youlittle rascal I" replied the Fire,‘ how
dare you apply to me, after having stiflied
the
are me as you did in the - stubble-field yonder?

* And now,

my child, adieu, and speed you well!
now and ask your father’s blessing.”

And again with a sorrowful heart she wept,—
For her spirit with grief was stirred,—

FROM

are so powerful

of ~

world who are called cooks, for they
our mortal enemies, and wring our necks

Where the seed of the Word is sown.”

A TALE

«Fire, bright Fire I" cried the wretched
bird, “you who

the way

© “J am weary and worn, and my hands are weak,
And my courage is well nigh gone;
For none give heed to the words I speak,
And in vain for a promise of fruit I seek,

Little Brown

:

your mother’s counsels. Mind what you
are about when you go, as you intend to

their feathers on.

#I have labored in vain!” she bowed her head,

©

to put him on the spit.

to

call on the king and queen in their palace; “glorious, have compassion on me—restrain

Hope. :

And bitter and sad were the tears she shed,
In that moment of dark despair.

my

Cai

have n't thought any thing about whether it

nomeans of dissuading him from his purpose,

and

And her brow was marked

&

tures of frontier

life, of intercourse with the

Indians, of explorations of forest

and stream, of

hunting and fishing, of life in the camp, &c., &e.,
these books excel, and they make the story fruit
ful in the best suggestions touching the forma~
tion of character and the exercise of a manly
spirit.

;

Messrs.

Hurd & Houghton,

New

York,

send

us, through D. Lothrop & Co,, AN AMERICAN
FaMILY IN Paris, beautifully done up and sue

perbly

illustrated, and which, as a specimen of

the method in which

miliar with

to make young

readers fa-

and interested in whatever is most

notable in that renowned city, and at the same
time to teach them how to associate with the
main objects of interest the great historical facts

which they symbolize, leaves nothing to be de
sired. It is a rare book, having both an immedi
ate interest and a_permanent value.—They also
send us WHITE AND RED, a Narrative of Life
among
the Northwest
Weeks ;—a volume that

Indians, by Helen C.
appeals to the love of

adventure found in most young minds, and
wakes it into wholesome activity, The author
knows the young, and never failsto get their
sympathy when addressing them.
Messrs. Roberts Brothers, Boston, bring out a

most

taking volume

by John Neal, having

the

somewhat quaint title, GREAT MYSTERIES
LITTLE PLAGUES.
The children might at
object to being turned off with such epithets as
these,~for he has children in his eye when he

writes these words on his title-page ;—but after
reading his unique and breezy book about the
little

people, discovering

how

kindly

he

feels,

and laughing in sympathy over the “lots” of
pleasant stories which he has collected and kept
and told to illustrate their keenness and wisdom,

they will not only forgive, bat thank him for it
all, and wish that he was their own
It is a book

that will be

far more

grandfather.
popular

than

his *“ Recollections,” and it deserves to be.
Alfred L. Sewall, Chicago, sends us, through
E.J. Lane, THE ROYAL ROAD TO FORTURE,
by Emily Huntington Miller, the first installment
of “The Little Corporal Library.”
A large part
of the contents of this wholesome and vigorous
pulsed book has appeared in that thoroughly vi-

tal little magazine, ¢ The

Little Corporal,”

and

was accounted one of the best of its serials.
That is praise enough.
Messrs, Fields, Osgood & Co., Boston, send us

OUR YOUNG FOLKS

FOR 1869, beautifully bound

in muslin; and as one looks through these 856
octavo pages, varied, entertaining, instructive
and rich with illustrations, the value and the
cheapness of that popular
magnszine impress
with the freshness of a newly discovered fact.
It is a choice and beautiful book.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &e.
Messrs. Hurd
XX. and XXII.

SMITH’S

& Houghton have issued Parts
of their unrivaled edition of

DICTIONARY OF THE BIsLE.

The pub-

lication of this great work goes steadily forward,
and the painstaking, the careful revision and

valuable additions

secured

through the labors of .

the American editors, are not less noticeable or
less important as the work goes on. This last
installment takes us to the word “Passover,” and

to page 2352.

:

Hours AT HOME

for Dec., (C. Scribner & Co.,

New York) is unusually

rich in both its articles

and illustrations,
It is one of the best issues
that has yet appeared, and that is high praise.—

HARPER'S

MONTHLY

‘Harper&

Bros.)

strongly.

Its merits

MAGAZINE

commences

its

are well

(New York:
new

volume

known, and

they

are many,
Its illustrations are alwaysof a high
order, and many of its articles are of great worth.
It.goes on with its serials, and its articles, espe«

cially those on Frederick the Great and (Ecu«
menical Councils, and the Editor's Easy Chair,
are admirable.

Harper is eminently a success.—

Ture ScHOOL FESTIVAL is a new juvenile mags
azine, whose pages are well filled with original
mitter

for recitations,

dialogues, tableaux, chae

rades, &¢. Tt is bright looking and spicy, Issued
from the same office'as the Little Corporeal,it
is not likely to be dull or weak. Issued monthly at 60 cts a year. Chicago: Alfred 8. Sewall
& Co.~THE SUNDAY AT HOME AND THE LEIS.
URE HOUR, issued by the London Religous Tract
Society, and published by F. E. Grafton, Mon=
treal, Uanada, are as good as ever, and thatis

very good. They have long been popular in
England, and had a large circulation on both
‘sides of ‘the sea, Mr. G. is also prepared to
#end most of the periodicals

that are published

in Great Britain at cheaper rates than those at
which they are usually furnished.

:

~~

—

LITERARY MISCELLANY, --

| You go to her to be cheered up

~The Peninsula of Sinia.
ll

| After she

llr

The Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Cambridge has published to the Senate a

lege, to whom grants were made by the
"Senate from the Worts Travelling Bach-

elors’ Fund, for the purpose of enabling him
to prosecute certain researches in the pe-

-nisula of Sinai. Mr. Palmer accompanied
the Sinai Survey Expoditon, and in the
oourse of his report says.
The subjects of my investigations while
with the surveying
rty were: —1, The
Nomenclature of
the ountry ; 2, The Traditions ; 8, The Inscriptions.
:
We made a special survey of the immediate neighborhood of Jebel Musa and.
Jebel Serbal, and ‘a route survey of more
than 800 miles ; the name of every place set
down in these surveys I have ascertained
and corroborated,
.
I now come to the second part of my

gends.
. , Arab

collection

:
tradition

- influenced, and

of

has

in some

by monkish legend, but

traditions and le-

undoubtedly

been

places supplanted,

there still exist

abundant traces of an independent oral
tradition of the events of the Exodus.
I have endeavored to form a complete
collection of all these stories and to gain
collateral information which should induce me to decide upon the authenticity of the various accounts. My usual
ce was to devote a portion of every ‘evening to a conversation with the
bs over their camp fires, and to take
down in their own words the tales and
Stories which each had to recount. These

has

good-humor

become

she

grows a little more staid in her demeanor;
and her -abundant table, where you are
sure to get the earliest fruits and “vegetafoundation for

steady friendship ; but she has lost that delicious aroma of maidenhood, and what was
delicately rounded grace in the girl gives
more than hints of something like redundance in the matron,
:
»
Autumn ig the: poet of the family.
He
gets you up a splendor that you would say
was made out of real sunset; but it is nothing more than a few hectic leaves, when all
isdone. He is but a sentimentalist after
all; a kind of Lamartine whining along the
ancestral avenues he has made bare timber
of, “and begging a’ contribution of spirit
from your

own

savings

to keep

him

in

countenance. But winter has his delicate
sensibilities too, only he does not make
them as good as indelicate by thrusting
them forever in your face. He is a better
poet than

autumn, when he has a mind, but

like a truly great one as he is, he brings
- youdown to your bare manhood, and bids
you understand him out of that, with ®o adventitious helpsof association, or he will

none of you.

ancholy

chords

He does not touch those melon

which

autumn

is as

great a master as Heine. Well, is there no
such thing as thrumming on them and maundering over them till they get out of tune,
and you wish:some manly hand would
acrsh through them and leave them dangling
brokenly forever ?
Take winter as you find him, and he turns

out to be a thoroughly honest fellow, with no
nonsense in

him,

and

tolerating

none

in

you, which is a great comfort in the long
run, He is not what they call a genial
critic ; but bring a real man along with you,
and you will find, there is a crabbed geneI tested by subsequent inquiries whenever. rosity about the old cynic that you would
I reached a spot to which I either knew or not exchange for all the creamy concespposeda legendto attach, and in this sions of Autumn.
‘‘ Seasons of mists and
way succeded in bringin to light many in- ‘mellow fruitfulness,” quotha ? That's just it;
teres
traditions which
are not only un- Winter soon blows your head clear of fo
dou
native in their origin, but ‘even and makes you see things as they are;
distinct from or antagonistic to the monk- thank him for it! The t
is, between
ish account, and which
have an important ourselves, I have a very god opinion of

bearing upon the history of the Exodus,
Among these I may mention an Arab tradition of the rock struck by Moses in Horeb,

which, taken in connection: With other circumstances, would tend to fix the site of the
miracle and even of Rephidim in the neigh-

the whole family, who always

welcome

me

without making me feel as if I were too
much of‘a poor relation. There ought to be
some kind of distance,

never

so

moré precious with’ age,

for both.

Mrs. Summer

bles of the season, is a good

report which he has received from E. H.
~ Palmer, B. A. Fellow of St. John's Col-

work——the

bit, and years. Great poems, like good

tento one catch herin the sulks; expecting

youto find enough

little, you

know, to give the true relish. They are as
good company, the worst of them, as any

come

in

time respected, if not appreciated, by the
multitude. It is hard to believe that any |

one

will ever say

‘Paradise

peculiarities of Bedawin dialect and pronun-

-_

ciation.
There are many other legends of great
Biblical and ethnological interest, to which
I cannot do more than allude, as my intention in the present report is rather to explain the nature than the details of the result to which 1 have arrived.
With

regard

to the so-called Sinaitic in-

scriptions, I wish to make my own position
early understood. In a matter which had
occasioned so much

controversy 1

wished

to form an opinion for myself before criticizing the theories of others. It was not
therefore because I depreciated the labors
of my predecessors that I determined to
postpone consulting their works until I
should have left the peninsula, but in order that I might bring a practical knowledge of the subject to bear upon my criticism which should prevent me from being
ivated by mere attractive theories.
With

this

view

I proceeded

copy sud examine them,
could not help remarking
undoubtedly

nothing

carefully

to

and although I
that they were

more than

a phrase

of the ordinary Aramaic character, and as
such should present no difficulty to the Semitic scholar, I. adhered to my resolution
of accepting nothing on mere conjecture or
analogy, and after some time succeeded in
deciphering them by a perfectly independent and seli-interpreting process. On subsequently comparing the results which I had
thus obtained with the works of Beer,
* Tuch, and others, I had the satisfaction of
finding that, while the conclusions of these
eminent scholars were confirmed as to the
main

facts of

the

interpretation, I was

in

a position to supply deficencies and ta, correct errors in their. works, ‘and to produce

proof positive for much that was with them,

even

when

correct,

the same time my

mere

collateral

conjecture.

At

investigations

compelled me to take a somewhat different
view of the authorship of the inscriptions
from that advanced by the savans to whom
I have referred. I have brought backa
collection

of nearly 3,000, of their inscrip-

tions, in fact, a copy of almost every legible one extant in the penisula of Sinai;
and I venture to say that when I have pubshed them with their translations the
question of the Sinaitic inscriptions will
have buen definitely settled. Many of the
inscriptions brought home by previous trav-

elers are very

:
.

~~
;

fragmentary, and have

If literary fame is one of the most enviable of possessions, it is at the same time
one of the

most

uncertain.

‘Every

year,”

says De Quincey, ‘‘buries its own literature ;” but it would, perhaps, be more correct to say that the literature of one year
buries that of the year preceding it. In this
age of vast literary activity, it is more diffi-

cult than ever to decide

what

books

are

likely to survive the wear of twenty years,
or even of ten, and a wise man will be chary
of pronouncing a sentence of immortality on
any work when he remembers how fre-

quently such sentences have been pronouneed in

vain.

Fifty years

ago,

for

instance,

Lord Byron was the most popular of poets,
and Macaulay

did

not speak

too

strongly

when he said that ¢“all the readers of verse

in England—we might- say in Europe—hastened to sit at his feet.” Now, if we are to
accept the dictum of a Saturday Reviewer,
he has ceased to be a power in literature.

Fifty years ago, too, a better and greater
man had earned, if possible, a still wider
reputation. As a poet, Sir Walter Scott's
fame waned before that of Byron; as a romance writer, he gained, and richly deserv-

ed to gain,an unequaled popularity ;nevertheless, if we are to believe the Quarterly, the
Waverly novels are comparatively unknown

to the rising

generation.

Similar .illustra-

tions, familiar to every man who has reach-

ed middle age, might readily be multiplied.
Who

reads

Crabbe

now,

or

Southey,

or

Moore? Yet Crabbe was so famous in’ his
day, that arriving at a hotel in Covent-gar-

den, he created quite a sensation among
guests and waiters ; and Southey was certain
that the poems which had made him so
happy would also make
him
immortal;
while Moore, if he did not look forward
like the Laureate

to posthumous

fame,

had

less need to do =o, since his genins as a wit

and poet was fully recognized in his life-time.
These

poets lived,

be it remembered; within

our own century, and we are probably too
near them to say what position they will ultimately hold in literature.
All we do know

will never do.”

a foremost
indeed, but
process of
than ever.
remember

on it, which

the

obviou€

truth,

which

bloodshot

they

hill.

vals.

‘

when

living

the

highest

literary

fame. Who reads Blair's sermons now-adays? yet on their publication, less than a
isa very agroeable acquaintance, and most century ago, the sale was unprecedented.
of us are better employed in his company Who reads Beattie's Essay on Truth? yet.
than fraywhore else. For my own part, | it received the special approbation of men
think winter a pretty wide-awake old boy, of letters as well as of the king, and seand his bluff sincerity and hearty ways are cured a pension to the author.
more congenial to my mood, and ‘more
One thingis certain : that immediate popwholesoome for me, than any charms of ularity is no more a guarantee for an au. ‘Which his rivals are capuble.
thor’s permanent reputation than the neg>
Spring is a fickle mistress, who either lect of his own age is a proof that posterity
““ Bleep: Bilence’s child, the father of soft Rest,”

.*,

does not know her own mind, or is so long
=
it up, whether you shall have her

Ox not have her, that one gets tired at last

of her

miffs. ayd

reconciliations,

will neglect him also, Milton's"Epic did
not reach a second edition for twenty-eight
years, and a thousand copies ofthe ‘‘Excursion”

satisfied the public for

thirteen

was angry ;

teeth

He

was

simple

in his

apparel;

he

was no fit dress for a man.
Hig general
attire was white and red or striped cotton ;
like.all Arabs,he had no taste for comfort,

and the

luxurious refinements of artificial

been despised had they become so; a bed
of palm tree fiber, a low hut of burnt tiling

with a palm roof would

have

been by him

Unnatural Excitement.

noble minds,” and wishes to write his name
upon our literature, he will be most likely

We do net know who says the following,

butit is truly said:
:
The deadliest foe to a man’s longevity
‘an unnatural and unreasonable

Sta?

since its

CHALLIES

is

excitement.

thee,” and Bro. Challies was a happy

man.

He

expected to recover his health, and so did not
to live abstemiously or intensely, to draw seek Jesus from the fear of death. In proof of
this, when asked
physical health was, he
his little amount of life over a large space, replied, “It doeshownot hismatter
about that;” and
or condense it into a narrow one ; but ‘when with tears coursing down his cheeks, added,
his stock is exhausted he has no more. He ‘“ there is something more important on my
than that, though I expectto get well, yet
who lives abstemiously,
who avoids all stimu- mind
I want to be a Christian.”
A few days after, he
lants, takes light exercise, never overtasks said to his
pastor: ¢“ Tell my friends to love my
himself, indulges no exhausting passions,
Saviour,” and soon left to join the Saviour he
loved in the ‘‘ house not made with hands.” He
ning, ‘how did you like it?” “Why, I feeds his mind and heart on no exciting
leaves a widow, alittle son, an only brother and
thought it rather short.” ‘40h, yes, Iam material, has no debilitating pleasures, lets many other
friends, who, we trust, mourn not
aware that it was short; but I was afraid of nothing ruffle his temper, keeps his * acwithout hope of a happy reunion by and by.
counts
with
God
and
man
duly
squared
up,”
Funeral
services
were conducted at the Charles
being tedious.”
“You were tedious.”— is sure, barring accidents, to spin out his
St. church, and a sermon
preached from the
London Daily News.
life to the longest limit which it is possible words, “ Let me die the death of the righteous,
to -attain; while he who lives intensely, and let my last end be like his.”
J. MALVERN,
who feeds on high-seasoned food, whether
ABIGAIL, widow of the late Abner. Coombs,
—
material or mental, fatigues his body or died
in Augusta, Me., March 3d, 1868, aged 79
Along with my brother, who was collect- brain by hard labor, exposes himself to years. At the age of 27 years she professed coning matter for a work he was aboutto pub- inflammatory disease, seeks continual ex- version, was baptized by Josiah Farwell, and
lish, I visited the interesting town of Hex- citement, gives loose reign to his passion, united with the F. W. B. church in Lisbon, Me.
after, she, with her husband, moved to
am—interesting at least to him, for it was frets at every trouble, and enjoys little re- Sometime
Augusta, and became
identified with the
afine field for historical research— although, pose, is burning the candle at both ends, church in that place. actively
Her early Christian life
for my own part, I found littie besides its and is sure to shorten his days.
t was marked
by zeal and consecration, which
manifested itselfin the more active duties of reancient church.
The circumstance which,
ligion. * But for many years, through God's provmore than anything else, obtained the dinAbraham
and
Sarah.
idence,
it was her lot fo suffer, and to show by
gy old town a lasting place in my memory,
patience and a cheerful hope and trustful confi—
was our taking lodging with an extraordinadence, the passive virtues of piety. And this she
The Talmud has a pretty story, teaching did in a remarkable manner. Her love for the
ry pair—an old man and woman, husband
Saviour and his cause, interested her deeply in
and wife—who lived by themselves,
with- | us that those ‘who believed in it esteemed
out child or servant, subsisting on the let- but one object in nature of higher value the prosperity of his church ; and the conversion of
all
childrenand friends was the subject of
ting of their parlor and two bed-rooms. than pearls. When Abraham approached her her
unceasing desires and fervent prayers. When
Egypt,
the
book
tells
us,
he
locked
Sarah
in
They were tall, thin and erect, though each
death came, she met his approach without surseventy years of age. When we knocked a chest, that cone might behold her danger- prise or alarm, and passed joyfully away te her
home
above, leaving for her children and for the
ous
beauty.
Bat
when
he
was
come
to
the
atthe door for admittance, they answered
church of Christ, the preeious legacy of a godly
together; if we rang the bell, the husband place of paying custom, the officers said :—
example.
C.F. P.
‘“Pay custom!”

limits he has his choice, to live fast or slow,

A Singular Couple.

And

all our requests and demands were received
by both, and executed with the utmost ex-

the

““Thor carriest clothes.”

And

attendance;
and I remember my brother
rather irreverently
wondered whether we
‘‘ were always to be waited upon by these
Siamese twins.”
On ringing the bell, to
retire for the night, both appeared, as usual
—the wife carrying the bed-room - candlegave her some

directions

about breakfast

pered my brother.
But this was not the
case, though she rarely made use of the faculty of speech.

ber; he’s stone-blin d.”
‘ Poor man!” I exclaimed:

but why,

Man and wife were, indeed, one flesh; for
he saw with her eyes, and she heard with
his ears!
I
was beautiful to me, ever
after, to watch the old man and woman in
their inseparableness.
Their
sympathy

with each other was as swift as electricity,
and made their deprivation as nought.
I have often thought of that old man and
woman, and can but hope, that as in life
they were inseparable and indispensable
to each other, so in death they might not
be divided ; but that either might be spared
the terrible calamity of being alone in the
world. —Chambers’ Journal.

Chinese Industry.
—-

—

A writer shows how it is that the vast
population of China is enabled to live and
thrive: For patient and untiring industry,
it seems to me, the Chinese have no equals.
Any thing which needs great labor and but
little skill, they can do better than all the
world beside.
If it be the digging of innumerable miles of canals, or building of
great walls that stretch half way across a
continent, they can do it. There are no
more careful,

thrifty,

economical

tillers of

the soil than they; even the steepest hillsides are redeemed from waste by narrow
terraces, and their broader fields are” kept
as tidily as gardens. They spare no labor
nor economy inthe enriching of the soil,

and work

hour

after

hour

to

irrigate

And he answered them—

“I will pay for gold.”

On this they further

it,

carrying the water often for considerable
distances in buckets swung across their
shoulders. They use very little agri cultural machinery, and all their implements are
of the rudest sort.
Whatthéy depend on
is the ceaseless drudgery of patient manual
labor; and by this alone the agricultural

said :

‘‘Surely, thou bearest the finest silks.”
He

1

the following morning, when her husband
from the door quickly answered for her.
‘Depend upon it, she is dub,” whis-

hé said—

“IT will pay for clothes.”
#*Then they said to him—
“Thou carriest gold.”

reason of this double

stick, the husband standing at the door.

DEA. ISAAC WoOODIN died in Grant, N.Y.,
Sept. 1st, aged 74 years, 5 months.
Bre. W. was
born near New Haven, Conn., and resided there
till he was sixteen years old, and then moved to
Herkimer Co., N. Y., and remained there till he
died. Bro W. became a subject of divine grace
some forty-five years ago, was baptized
by
Rev Nathan Wilcox, and joined the Free Communion Baptist church at Russia Corners.
He
was immediately chosen deacon, which office he
held till death.
This was one of the churches
that refused to be identified with the F, W, Baptists, when the F. Communion and F. W, B’s became one people, and he and his companion joined the F. W. B. church at Poland, and remained
there till the Lord heard the prayers of this and
other brethren, and a church was organized in
his own neighborhood known as the Russia Center church.
Bro W. has been constant 1n season
and out of season, and has had the joy of seeing
precious souls brought to Christ.
He. leaves an
aged companion and children of two generations
to mourn their loss,
J. M, LANGWORTHY.

They said to him—

The first night, arriving late by the
coach from Newcastle, and merely requiring a good fire and tea, we were puzzled

to understand

he said—

“I will pay the custom.”

actness.

replied—

“Iwill pay custom for the silks.”

Then they said—
‘Surely, it must be pearls, then, thou takest with thee.”
And he answered only—
“I will pay for pearls.”
Seeing that they could name nothing of
value for which the patriarch was not will-

‘ing to pay custom, they said :—

So they opened the box, and the whole
land of Egypt was illuminated by the lustre

of Sarah’s

of pearls.

beauty, far exceeding

even that

Obituaries,
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obituaries published in the Morning Star, who do not

patronize jt;-must accompany them with cash

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. - Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

obituary.

Verses are inadmissible.

WALTER B. H. MOORE, recently of Middleton,
died of consumption-in Gt. Falls,Oct. 18th,aged 51

years and 8 monthg, He leaves a wife andsix chil-

dren to mourn the loss of a kind husband and an
affectionate parent.
* Blessed are the dead that
die in the Lord,”
Ww.

JAMES HENRY died of congestion of the heart,
Oct.

24, aged 70 years.
At 40 years of age he
professed faith in Christ, was baptized by
Rev.
E. Hannibal, and united with the F. W.
B.
church in Parma, N, Y.
He was a consistent
member until the Master called for him.
He
leaves a wife and two daughters to mourn
their
irreparable loss, besides many other
relatives
and friends, But we trust their loss, is his
infinite gain, A sermon was preached by the writer from the words, ** We all do fade as a
leaf.”
A large congregation, by sympathizing with the
afllicted friends, attested
their feelings,
Bro.
Henry had been a subscriber to the Star over
30
years.

W. WALKER.

Brrsy MATHEWSON died in Providence,
R. I.,
Oct. 29th, in the 80th year of her age.
a devoted Christian woman, an honore She was
d member of the F. W, B. church,
active for her
ter, prizing the josiety and conversation Masand
Jorship of the household of faith. For
years she was a subscriber to the Star, and forty
gath-

ered vigor and cheerfulness of piety from
pages, Her death bereaves a large family ofits chil
dren, ‘but they rejoice in the
ope of meeting
her

in

heaven.

Death

came

suddenly

to

her

while she slept—and to her, sweetly sleepin
Christ also appeared, waking her out of sleep. g,
Rosa A. Simmons

dled

aged 7 years

in

and

Waverly,

7 months,

Mich. y

_ Also, CLINTON F., Stmmons died the 20th,aged
2 years and 5 months. Also, LOVISA SIMMONS,

months.

Also,

‘MARY A., wife of Mr. Joseph H. Knight, died
of consumption, in Limerick, Me., Oct. 29, aged
33 years and 7 months.
Mrs. Knight possessed
those qualities of heart which well fitted her for
her station in life. She had never made public

her faith in

Christ, and often doubted

y

much its

reality till a few weeks before her decease, when
the clouds all passed away. God removed all
her fears, and led her to the river's brink with
her reason clear and hope triumphant.
We saw
her breathe her last and closed her eyes in death,
exclaiming? ‘Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord.”
It was pleasant, though solemn, to behold both mother and
child in one coffin, so
beautiful and hopeful in the blessed sleep of Jesus.
A husband, son and others truly mourn for one

who was much beloved and highly

all.

esteemed

M. A. QUIMBY.

DEXTER, son of George

and

by

Phebe Gordon,

died of ‘tanker-rash in Pleasant Ridge Plantation,
Nov. 14th, aged 14 years.
These fond parentg
have been bereft of a dutiful son, and three
brothers
of an affectionate brother.
May the

Lord

writer.

sustain them.

Funeral

attended

1870. SABBATHAT HOME.
S
A

by the

A. J. BUKER,

1870.

ERIOUS and spiritual without being dull: livel

without being frivolous,—
Rev. Dr, Cuyler,
y.
PSGETER the best religions Magazine pub-

lished ; it will contain, for 1870, articles from
ry
Rev. W. W. Patton, D.D.,fnd Rev.E.G.Porter. T

PiscrroLLY

illustrated by choice engravings

descriptive of their travels in the Holy Land.

Rev. W. L, Gage will give the
T TOGRAPHY of the evangelical leaders in GerJAmany, from personal acquaintance with them.
H. S. Burrage will write of the home of John
Huss; and Rev. Dr. Stockbridge of several 00

calities of religious

interest in Italy,

Assisted by an able Corps of Associatesin
Departments,
———

bers of good families

everywhere,

and

contains

best of everything fox everybody in city, villag
country, It gives practical instruction, by

experienced writers, upon all Rural topics—F

Fruit-Growing, Flower-Culture, Ornamental Gare
ng, Rural Architecture, Countty and City
:
théjr Furnishing and Adornment, Domestic Econo:
my, Housekeeping Hints, &c.
It has Choicé Stories, Sketches, Essa;
me,
Wit and
Humor, the News, Money and
:
4

ports, Beautiful Pictures by the best artists, and,

short, all the features of a

Cond

First Class Family Weekly.
It contains so much room that every number h
i
abundant variety for Fathers, Mothers, Sons, Daughters, down to the youngest child]

Bf

Hin

REDUCED RATES for 1870
INVARIABLY IN ADVANCE»
Single Copies, $4 ; Three Copies, all at
time §9 5 Five Copies, $12. i

Making HEARTH

AND HOME
to a ,
Club

or more subscribers at $2.40 each,
EST, as it is the MOST COMPLETE
:

of

i

THE CHEAP.
TW nA :

FAMILY WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
in the world.

Subscribers before the first of January

next, will get all numbersto that date Free, and
their year will end Jamuary 1, 1871.
:
}

numbers sent free,

;

(o5 (8l

PETTENGILL, BATES & CO.,

37 ParkRow, New Work,

4446

For Incipient Consumption,

It will

A

CENTS

:

4147

WANTED

BVERYWHERE.—

BE CONVINCED BY POSITIVE PROOF,
ANI? TEST

ZANESVILLE, OHIO, February 20th, 1869.
Messrs, J. N. HARRIS & CO.,
Gentlemen :—

:

per month

feel it my duty t6 say this much for
that others may try it and get relief.

my own case, 80

Respectfully, =
MATHIAS FREMAN.,
We know Mr. Freman well, and his statement above

is correct.
.

»

W. A. GRAHAM

& CO.,

Wholesale and Retail Druggists, Zanesville.

8S

-

.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SUBSCRIBE
FOR .THE

NEW

YORK

THE
THE

PEOPLE’S

MOST

@

;

WEEKLY,

FAVORITE JOURNAL.

INTERESTING

STORIES

NEW YORE WEEKLY.
Are always to

be found in the

a

At pregent there are

SIX

GREAT

running through its columns;

One

Story

is

STORIE

and at least

Begun

every

Month.

New subscribers are thus sure of having the commencement of a new continued story, no matter when
they subscribe for the

NEW

YORK

Each number

WEEKLY.

of the NEW YORK WEERLY

con-

tains Several Beautiful
Illustrations, Double
the
Amount of Reading Matter of any paper of its class,

and the Sketches, Short Stories,

Poems,

ete., are

the ablest writers of America and Europe.

NEW

YORK

by

The

WEEKLY.

does not confine its usefulness to amusement, but
publishes a great quantity of really Instruciive Mat,
ter, in the most condensed form. The
.
N. Y. WEEKLY DEPARTMENTS
have attained a

high

reputation

from

their brevity.

excellence, and correctness.
AY
THE PLEASANT PARAGRAPHS are made up of the
concentrated wit and humor of many minds.
THE KNOWLEDGE BOX is confined to useful infor-

mation

on all manner

of subjects,

Toe News ITEMS give in the fewest words the moss
notable doings all over the world.

ge

2

THE GOSSIP WITH CORRESPONDENTS contains Lan.
swers to inquirers upon all imaginable subjects.

AN UNRIVALED LITERARY PAPER
1S THE
. NEW
YORK
WEEKLY,
Each issue contains from EIGHT to TEN STORIE
S

and SKETCHES, and HALF A DOZEN POEMS,
in
ADDITION to the SIX SERIAL STORIE
S and the
VARIED DEPARTMENTS.
The Terms to Subscribers:

One Year—single copy
Three Dollars,
“ou
Four copies ($2.50 each)
Ten Dollars,
Eight copies
Twenty Dollars.
Those sending $20 for a club of Eight, all sent atone
time, will be entitled. to a copy FREE. Getters-up
of
clubs can afterward add single copies at $2.50 each,
STREET & SMITH, Proprietors,
3m4ge
No, 55 Fulton St,, N. Y,

TO OWNERS OF HORSES,
THovSaNDS OF HORSES DIE YEARLY
FROM
Colic. This need not be. Dr, Tobias’
Horse Liniment will positively cure every Venitian
case,if
iven when first taken. The cost is only
dolar. Every owner of a horse should have a one
bottle in
his stable, ready for use. It is warranted superior
ta
anything else for ghe cure .of Cuts, Wind Galls,
Swelliugs, Sore Throat, Sprains, Bruises, Old Sores,
etc. This Liniment is no new remedy. It has been
used and approved of for 22 years by the first horse.
men in the country, Given to an over-driven horse
it acts like magic. Ordera are constantly received
from the racing stables of England forit. The
brated Hiram Woodruff, of trotting fame, used itcele:
for
years,
Col. Philo P. Bush of the:Jerome Race
Course, has given a Certificate which can be seen at
that after years of trial, itis the
His address is Fordham, N, ¥.
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I have been afflicted:

for ten or twelve years with Bronchitis in its Worst
form, and have tried everything that T could
recommended, but with little or no relief, until I
your ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM, which gaye me reliefin ;
a short time. I believe it is the best prepara
ex»
tant, for all diseases of the throat and
lungs, and I

0. R. BRIGGS & CO,

00

:

=

184 Washington St., New York,

75 a
A sell our Patent White Wire Clothes
ines. Address Hudson River Wire Works, 76 Wil
liam 8t., N. Y., Chicago, Ill, Richmond, Va., or Mem:
pis, Tenn.
447

un YOURSELF.

Manufactured

BROWN’S PATENT DOUBLE CONE VENTILATING
ives the most heat with the least fuel, No
express char ges.
No risk. Send for Circulars to

gr

vst

ALLEN’S LUNG BALSAM,

Park Place, New York.

DAMPER

:

ease.

D A
THOSE AFFLICTED WILL FIN

Saddlers, throughout the United States.

Address “Sabbath at Home,” 164 Tre-

mont Street, Boston.

be had af principal Brug:

Can

Disease.
Bronchitis or Throat

the Depot, stating
best in the world.

contain
SERIAL STORY, “A Tale of the Scottish Icles,”
£
by the author of the ‘Gems of the Bog.” This
story, which will suit well the romantic region M
where the scene is laid, will be one of true re-.
lizious intorest.
BE
PARENTS’ DEPARTMENT will be enriched
by a serial entitled **A Mother's Story.”
Mrs. E
Smith, Mrs. Bradley and others will contribute
to the instruction and pleasure of the children,
HAE
you subscribed ? If not, do so at onoce.—
Price #2 00 a year.
Splendid premiums for new
subscribers,
Send for a specimen copy, and pre:

miam list.

Brothers, New York.
gists,

No one once using it will ever be without it. It is
put up in Pint Bottles. Sold by the Druggists and

A

3m40

J. A. Howe,

Sept. .26th,

EUGENE E..son of Jr. J. H. and Mrs. M. A.
Knight, died in Limerick, Me., Oct. 28, aged 8 1-2

.

“It cannot be ; but thou open the box, and
let us see what is within.”

EDITED BY DONALD G. MITC HEL

died

was induced by excitement, and so
gave it up.
For a few months past, however, he dwelt much
on the necessity
of a hope in Christ; and while
confined by sickness to his room, came to the
conclusion that that hope should be his. He
sought earnestly for the pardoning love of Christ;
and after three days of deep anguish of soul, the
Saviour said, * Son, thy sins are all forgiven

Every man is born with a certain stock of
viality, which cannot be increased, but
which may be husbanded or expended
rapidly, as he deems best. — Within certain

and wife invariably appeared side by side;

_ AN ILLUSTRATED

Rural, Literary, and Family Weekly,
OF 16 LARGE, HANDSOME PAGES,

Asthma, Enlarged
Tonsils, Loss of Volee
in this city, after a Bronchitis,
Chest, use DR. J fi 3 Howe's p58 01 oles
long sickness and much suffering, Nov. 4th, aged Narrow
TUBE for common air, the best of all remedies. Sena Ve::
43 years.
Early in life, he Professed attachment three-cent'
stamp for circular, to 227 Grand -st., +
%
Xo ik
to the cause of Christ, but thought his profession Dr. Howe refers to Rev. Bishop James and

LORING

——

to succeed in the endeavor by practicin
the severest concentration of ought, an
by aiming at perfection of form.
he author who wants to gain money by his works
must write much.
The author whose chief
wish isto leave a good name, ‘‘that shall

5

- ‘HEARTH AND HOME meets the wants of
all

MRS. JEREMIAH SHERBURN departed this life,
in Monmoth, Me,, Aug. 10, in the eighty-seventh
year of her age. More than fifty years ago she
was converted, and joined the M. E. church.
She adorned her professioby
n “an upright walk
and holy conversation.
She “was in word and
deed one of God's peculiar people, never wo fi
‘ting the claims of her blessed
Master for the
provement of talents committed to her keeping.
Iv was a privilege to listen to the prayers of ‘one
In her last
who walked and talked with God.
sickness she often wished to depart and be with
When the summons came, she was not
Christ.
afraid to go, for Glod’s word was verified to her;
it was light at evening time.
Seven children are
still living, who hope through grace to meet a
dear mother in heaven.
Sermon by the writer.
CAPT. SAMUEL SWANTON died in Hallowell,
Sept, 27th, aged
69 years. In the death of Bro.
Swanton the church and society suffer an almost
irreparable loss. He was a man of very few
words, his religious life was seen in his deeds
for the cause of Christ. He was always present
at the house of God when at home and able to
meet with the church of his choice. He gave
with a bountif
hand
ulto sustain the interest of
the church.
The ministers always found him
and his family abiding friends, whenever and
wherever they were found.
~~ G."W. GORTTIS.

life were not known to him, or would have

RTH
as» HON

and

first publication. She wasa kind mother, a true
friend and a consistent and worthy Christian,
‘whose
example
in .the performance of duty
speaks louder than words. = She took a lively interest in the reforms of the dav,
Her mind was
clear and strong to the last.
Having lived a useful life, she died a peaceful and quiet death, and
has gone we trust to a glorious reward.
Funeral
sermon by Rev. M. C. Brown, assisted by Rev.
C. H. Jackson,
:
Com.

were

HEA

leaves a deeply afflicted hus-

have been regular patrons of the

preferred to a palace. Still he was in some
things of extremely
works than upon the superlative excellence taste, as in the use delicate and sensitive
of perfames and in his
of one.
Defoe is the most voluminous au- distate for unpleasant odors. At
Medina
thor in th
land, but it is to ‘Robinson
he once sent back
dish of mutton to the
Crusoe” alone that he is indebted for his sender untouched, abecause
it was flavored
extraordinary fame. Oliver Goldsmith is with onions, saying they were disagreeabl
e
one of the most delightful of es sayists, one to the angel who visited
of the sweetest of poets, but it is probably traveled without toothpicks, him: he never
and antimony
(to a tiny volume that can be put into one’s for his eyes; he was a good listener
in conwaistcoat pocket that he owes his immor- versation, and never in shaking
tality. Where would the fame of Gray be, the first to withdraw his own; hands was
he was not
if he had not written the “Elegy?” Where addicted to any of the
o¥' sports of
that of Campbell if he had not written which the Arabs were games
passionately fond;
‘‘Hohenlinden,” and ‘The Battle of the and was, in all
things, most unlike the herBaltic ?”
. The sum ofall our remarks is this: that oine ideal of Arab character.
if a man is a victim to “the last infirmity
of

then, does he not sit still? Why does he
accompany you everywhere P"
“It’s no use, ma'am, your speaking to
my old woman,” said the husband; ‘she
can’t hear you ; she’s quite deaf.”
I was astonished.
ere was a’ compensation’! Could a couple be better matched ?

joyed

his

She

LORAINTA, widow of Deacon David Beals, died
in Litchfield, N. Y., Oct. 24th, aged 68 years.
She and husband assisted in forming
the first F.
W. Baptist society organized in this section, and

never wore silk but once in his life, and
then threw it asidein disgust, saying it

few rare and wonderful instances, depends
less upon ‘the general excellence of many

history

been
hitherto believed to be so much obliterated time has damaged or destroyed would, fill
and weatherworn as to be quite illegible a column. A hundred years ago Richardas a whole. By examinating these day son's novels were, more popular with the
after day, and in every possible light, I public than “David Copperfield” or ‘‘Adam
have been enabled to recover the greater Bede” are now. ¢Pamela” was recompart and to bring
back complete tran- mended from the pulpit; Roussean affirmed
scripts of them.
Since my return I have that nothing was ever written to equal
consulted the magnificent work of the Count “Clarissa ;” and Sir Charles Grandison was
de Vogue on the inscriptions in Central regarded asthe model of a fine gentleman.
Full of faults though they be, these novels
Syria, and I am glad to say that many
of deserve to rank with the masterpieces of
my own conclusions are corroborated
by fiction; yet the public of our day will not
the results obtained by that gentleman.
read them; no cheap copy has ever been
issued, and the only attempt made to revive the reputation of the writer has been
A Good Word for Winter.
by the publication
of a considerably
abridged edition of his most celebrated
I think the old fellow has hitherto had romance. The novelist and the poet apscant justice done him in the main.
We peal to human nature;; and to those pasmake him the symbol of old age or death, sions which are alike’in all time. Manand think we have settled the-matter. As ners change, customs and language vary,
ifold age were never frosty, but kindly too; but life, with its joys and sorrows, its hu-|
a8 if it had no reverend graces of its own, as mor and pathos, remains unaltered; and
good in their way as the noisy imperti- one wonld be inclinedto think that the imnence of childhood, the elbowing selt-con- aginative writer who can take his own ae
ceit of youth, or the pompous mediocrity of captive would scarcely be forgotten in
the
middle life! As if there were anything dis- next. Yet this has been the lot of Richardcreditable in death, or nobody had ever son, as of others not half so deserving who
longed forit! Suppose we grant that win- gained during a brief period a blaze of
ter is the sledp of the year, what then? I reputation.
Who reads Cleveland now?
take it upon mo to say that his dreams are who reads Churchill P—the ‘‘great ChurchHoo than the best reality of his waking ri- ill,” as Cowper calls -him—poets who en-

restless;

Her

E. J. KEEVILLE,

to keep up with him, and his gait is describ-

less the opinions and necessities of the age
may have some influence on both. ‘The
thoughtlessness which leads to -improvident marriages will be diminished by education, and the reckless prodigality of authorship may be restrained by a consciousness of its folly. Literary fame, save in a

my husband coming with me into the cham-

yyhich

and

Oct. 2, aged 82

band and daughter to mourn her departure,
many relatives and friends.

ed as being like that of a man striding down

ty of the population can be restrained by
the theories of the. philosophers; neverthe-

he anticipated, is chiefly known to the world

of reputations

he

died

The church loses a good member.

over death.

white and well formed, but stood apart ; his
walk was so rapid that people had to run

are sometimes apt to’ lose sight of, that
fame is not dependent on quantity, but on
quality. The fecundity of genius cannot be
reduced by rule, any more than the fecundi-

as the writer of vigorous and idiomatic
prose.
:
If we go further back into our literary
the number

retiring,

his complexion was fair for an Arab; his
eyes. were large, black and piercing, but

be well for authors to

It will

swelled when

children,

sickness was short and her sufferings
great, but
she exhibited true Christian fortitude to the last.
Her hope wus clear, and her faith triumphant

and beard were also blaek, the latter abundant and reaching
some way down his
chest ; his Miibhm was large, with a vein

rank in literature will be few
amid so few to choose from the
selection will be more difficult

some surprise towards her husband, said :
‘ There's no offense meant, ma'am, by

other, instead of gaining the poetical fame

on

of life clustered over his ears; his moustache

This age of many books and of brief leisure will be followed—can we doubt it P—
by other ‘ages of morebooks and less leisure still. At any time the men who attain

of the

in a revival meeting held by her father, Rev. A.
-Bennett, four years ago: Yas baptized
her father and united with the Waver
church.
She
was one of the excellent ones of earth, a living
Christian, a kind wife and an affectionate mother,
In her deportment she was modest, quiet and

extreme length; or, with Curran, that it
Mahomet is the only
founder of a reliis the worst poem he ever read ; nor from gion of whose personal
those ‘who cannot read the ‘‘Excursion”— sess authentic details. appearance we posHe was
a little above
and there are man 7 in that predicamenf—
the middle hight, strongly but squarely
are we likely to ear an echo of the con- made; with broad shoulders and
temptuous phrase of Lo d Jeffrey, ‘This -8toop : his hair was black, and in a slight
the prime

They both attended me into my bed-room,
when the old lady, seeing me look with

have lost the

Mahomet.

mother

Joars and 10 months. Sister Simmons was born
n Genesee Co., N.Y, She gave her heart to God

:

pri

again, with Waller, that

popularity they once possessed, and that the

for certain is, that two of them

garden has been wrought.

Lost” is remarkable only for its

borhood of Wady Feiran. The so-called Iknow, and I'am not a little flattered by a
~ Rock of Mosesin the vicinity-of the con-- | condescensio
from any
n one of them ; but I not perish in. the dust,” will do well to revent isa palpable invention of the monks happen to hold Winter's retainer, this time | member -the “maxim of -Cowley—that a
and is virt iy disregarded by the Arabs; and, like an honest advocate, am bound to great wit is ‘‘commonly more vigorous the
the rock in Feiran is much venerated by make as good a showing as ‘1 can for him, less space it animates.” On the contrary,
them, however, and they still
perform re- even if it cost a few slurs upon the rest of lest he should depend too much upon the
$ ceremonies before it. The tradition the household. Moreover,
Winter is com- advantage of brevity, let him take to heart
has never before been noticed by travelers. ing, and one would like to get on the blind the following anecdote as related by the
I have, whenever it was possible, taken side of him.—Atlantic Almanac.
et Rogers: ‘After Legge was appointed
down the very words of my Arab informishop of Oxford he had the folly to ask
ants, and have In this manner collected
two wits, Canning and Frere, to be present
Literary Fame.
materials for an interesting notice of the
at
his first sermon. “Well,” said he to Can—

t

‘miracle which makes all China one great

port, grow

and

/

\

a
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News

Summary.

Paragraphs, °
A Pittsburgh

MISCELLANEOUS:
Jefforson Davis is writing bis autobiography.
Snow is ten inches deep in Central Towa.
"The returns from Mississippi are meager, but
they indicate the election of Alcorn by at least
10,000. :
After the first of January the sluié rate of
postageto Great Britain will be reduced to six

cents, prepaid.
Most
of the Nickel used in making cents comes
from Camden, N. J.

Positively the last soldier of the Revolution
in Baltimore.

He is 108 years old.

small poxis largely prevalent in Provi-

dence, Blackstone and ‘Woonsocket, R, I.
A bill has been introduced into the Alabama
Legislature against distinction of color on rail‘Toads and in public places.
~The total receipts of Internal Revenue for the

month of November were $13,145,570,75, being
excessof the receipts for the

eaorer

to

be ready

to move.

going to Utah.

cor-

Itis said

:

et of alluvial gold, worth $182, has rently been foundin Montgomery County, Maryland.
A firm in Eaton, Conn., is manufacturing pails,
_ washtubs, and washbowls from paper.
- Mr. A. D. Richardson died Thursday morningat five o'clock. He was buried at Medway,
‘Mass.

Pneumatic tubes are to connect the New York
post-office with the newspaper offices.

The names of common drunkards are posted
in ‘Galesbarg, Mich., and saloons
furnish then liquor. *
- “ . A censusof

South

forbidden

to

Carolina, just taken, shows

‘an increase of 3,723 whites and 1,760 blacks, and
‘refutes the

prevailing notion that, since the war,

the blacks have been decreasing in number.
~ The editor of the Alaska Times, published at
’ Sitka, says that the Russian inhabitants of that
are now

suffering

for the

necessaries

fife, and jb is difficult to tell how they will get
; through the

Winter.

first week of the

the 11th of May, 1869, to the 25th of
"November, the amount expended in purchasing
was $89,282 272,13, the nominal face value

‘being $75,478,800. Such is the flattering exhibit
a the forthcoming report of United States
Spianer, who has devoted several pag-

es to the subject of reducing the debt, showing
that if purchases continue to be made as begun,
on the

accrued

interest, the

public

debt

‘willbe wiped out in thirteen years.
Postmaster General Creswell has informed
several members of Congress, who have called
atthe Post Office Department, that he shall, dn
his forthcoming report, show the injustice of the

franking privilege, which he regards as an abuse
which demoralizes the postal service, and vir-

* tually renders it insolvent.

It is true that Con-

gress annually
appropriates $700,000 for the
postal conveyance of franked matter, but a care-

ful investigation of the amount
rates

of this matter

shows

of the postage

that

they

are

over

$6,000,000.
The Freedmen’s Bureau has about wound up
its operstions. But one hospital remains open
and the operations of the Bureau are now con~ fined
to the education of the freedmen and the

collection
of the bounties due those who served
in the Union

armies.

Nearly

six

millions of

dollars have thus been collected, and yet a large
' number

smoke.

of bounty

The

tion isto

produce both

ward draft: meeting in

|.

principle

an upward and a downthe fire, aud causing per-

fect combustiort.
The life of a patient has heen saved in the
Pennsylvania Hospital by tho difficult operation
of transfusion of blood, two medical students

baring their arms to furnish the fresh fluid.
The extremes of climate in California are illustrated by a fact worthy the notice of Mark Twain.
An orange tree in Los Angelos has nearly seven
thousand ripe oranges on the south side, while
on the hyperborean side the blossoms are just

opeping. .

.

_ Near Dubuque lives an Englishman who has
constructed for ‘himself a dwelling in the solid
rock. It has three rooms all comfortable, well
heated and thoroughly furnished. The inhabitant spends his time in studying botany and
entomology.
A

correspondent. of the

Scientific American

believes that the “Pacific Railread

is to have an

“effect in changing the meteorological character of
the plains. His theory is that the bands of iron
furnish such a means of establishing an electrical equilibrium that the climate is rendered
more equable and the rainfall over the country
is sensibly equalized.
Government has loaned its credit to railroads
to the extent of nearly seventy millions of dollars, and has granted 185,890,794 acres of public
lands, or 290,451 square miles, equal to the
combined area of Great Britain and France,
A Maine man has invented a stove for use in
railroad cars, which is .ingeniously arranged, so
that every aperture is closed when it tips over,
and no fire can be spilled out of it.
The United States Sub-Treasury in New York
has two vaults for the safe keeping of the gold
and silver entrusted to its care. The sides and
roof of each are of eight feet of granite masonry

and two feet ofiron plates. Between

the plates

-are musket balls laid in loosely. The floor is thirty feet of fata
and two feet of iron plates,
also with bs yer ‘of musket balls. Each vault is
closed by four iron doors weighing two tons
each, and fastened by two combination locks to
each door. The three inner doors are locked
without a key, while the lockson the outer ones
are operated by means of an instrument about
an inch long by half an inch wide, which may
be carried in a vest pocket.
Each vault is about
square.

On

the

sides

claims

remains

unsettled.

~The total cost of the operations of the Freedmen’s Bureau has been somewhat over thirteen
‘and a half millions of doHars.
acres of land, were entered during the Ia fiscal year, yielding the Government
j between four and five million dollars.

of each apart-

breaking the seal.
It is stated that Rhode Island coal contains a
larger amount of hydrogen than Pennsylvania
anthracite, therefore giving more flame, a flame
more pure than from any coal in the United
States, gnd suitable for annealing steel. It is
found from fifty-two analyses of Pennsylvania
anthracite coal, by various analytical chemists of
note, that the average yield of carbon is 88 per
cent., and from eleven analyses of Rhode Island
coal by distinguished chemists, an average of carbon i382 per cent.
As some of the Rhode Island coal anal§ses appeared
Yoo large, and may
have been made from picked specimens, leaving
them out of the addition, it is sound that seventynine per cent. of carbon is the average.
The late labors of Dr. Carpenter in deep-sea
dredging have shown that the bottom of the Atlantic is covered with an ooze which is inhabited
by the identical species of organisms which so
many millions of years ago built up the geological formation called the Chalk.
This ooze is it~
self but the incipient Chalk of some fature age.
Darwin’s theory applied to these organisms must

either admit that there has in this case been a
complete
dividuals

arrest of development, or that new inhave been constantly developing into

the identical old forms.

These animals exist in

a temperature scarcely raised above freezing,
and in almost or quite total darkness, sothat
there seems to be but the minimum of any sort

of force which

can

be transmuted

into

vital

force.
An exchange says that there may be seen daily
on Chestnut street, Philadelphia, a man clad in
faultless apparel, with a great diamond upon his

yeported that the Viceroy of Egypt pre-

d the Empress Eugenie a diadem of diavalued at 6,000,000 of francs.
of whom one-third are foreigners

2 40000 ean read and write.

dore

to be ‘Tnid from port

the bottom of the Canal.
government allows the son of

of Abyssini, $3,000 per year.

was lately visited by a cloud of locusts,
ons

ain’s

of which,as given accurately, were

niles in. length, five miles in breadth and
idred feetin thickness.
lawyer
in this country is Sydney Web-

‘a son-in-lawof Secretary Fish. His salary
gold.

He hires spies and detectives

t of Spain,
and is the adviser in
of arms, munitions

pith

to Adorn
i

a Chamber.

ln

My little daughter was coming home in a week :

what could I do to make her room attractive—to
let it express a welcome and give her a pleasant.
surprise?
I could afford no new furniture, nor

did the little chimber really need it.

The bed-

stead, though simple, was light and well modeled.
The bureau, small and plain, was made of
old-fashioned ' solid mahogany, or, as it used to

be called, baywood; and I would not exchange
it for any modern bureau of deceitful veneering
or artificially darkened ‘walnut.
The curtains
wef clean, and though worn a little sleazy
would do. Still I was dissatisfied.
It might be

anybody’s room.

There were

but two

unique

the cover, although broken,

was

with it.

Two

hinges and screws ‘appertaining were bought for
ten cents, and with the help of my husband, the
broken bits of wood soon became a substantial
cove.
I lined the whole box and cover with a
partly-worn delieate buff calico: I stuffed the lid
with course kair, and when this failed, I own I
threw in a few rags and some old “cotton batting;
but when a piece of an ‘old bed-quilt was tacked
over all it seemed to be entirely hair.
Our shops were poorly supplied with chintzes
and furniture-prints, .but among the common
shilling calicos, I found a buff and brown striped
print, each stripe an inch wide.
It was not
glazed, nor very fine, nor very thick, but it was
effective.
I think a couple of yards covered the
box, and taking care that the stripes ran perpendicularly on the sides, and straight from hinge to
lid, the effect was very good.
I wanted to use it
for several purposes, but finally devoted it to the
wardrobe of the eleven dolls belonging to the adjacent baby-house; and a real relief it was to
know
where to bestow all the tiny hats and

of war

disposition on the

LL SOvernment

to

settle

the

ina manner satisfactory

juformation

from Cuba

shows a decline in
“are now in possession

having been obliged even

the seat of Cespede’s gov-

Another most valuable service it has rendered
in forming a low seat for my little lady while
buttoning her boots; and, moreover, do not her
cloths, neatly folded, rest on it every night? I
was glad now that I bad lined it with calico, in”
stead of room- paper, as I at first designed, for the
calico is more agreeable tothe touch and less liable to tear. That one box made a bright spot
already.
What next?
:
The curtains—ah!
I have another idea. Ihad
a little more then a yard of the striped calico
left. This I tore into four breaths—five would
not be too much for a wider window—and after
running these breaths together, I lined it with a
bit of an old sheet, by running a seam across the
breaths on the wrong side.
After turning and
pressing the seam.I had a little lambrequin about
a foot deep.
This I laid in box plaits and tacked
to the back of the cornice of the curtain. For
the comfort of those who feel that they cannot afford cornices, let me hasten to say that it consisted of a piece of heavy walnut molding, such
as is used for picture-frames, sawed to the width

of the window.

TL&thick lining made the plaits

hang in heavy folds, and oh! how much better the

window looked!
Butideas

always come

fast

when we

execute

with zeal.
The bed—that must be a buff and brown too.
And in a moment I had concluded thatthe clean
white spread looked like a hotel-bed, and it must

of them

will

represent

the name ofa

wine or a popular spirit.

He enters a

where Moined

the divided breadth, though

which is best matured.
An astringent called
catechu, that would almost close the mouth of an
inkstand, is next in ordes
A couple of ounces
of strychnine, next called for, are quickly conveyed to the vest pocket, and a pound of sulphate

of zine (white vitriol) is as silently placed in the
bottom of the basket. The oil of cognac, the
sulphuric acid, and other articles that give fire
and body to the liquid poison, are always kept
in store. These things are the staples of his art,
and the mixer buys them at different places.”
Chemistry alone discovers the cheat.
Among
drinkers the question is asked with alarm, “Have

we Bourbon among us?’

A rich man who lives near Rio Janeiro is said
to keep a large anaconda on his premises, to
frighten off ladies and missionaries, who are con-

stantly soliciting donations forF chatitable and religious purposes.
A French cattle-fair at Roche-Posay last month
was interrupted by an extraordinary incident.
The stings of a swarm of insects infuriated the
oxen so that they broke loose to the number of

six

hundred,

knocking down

rushiog in

all

directions,

and trampling more

and

than a hun-

dred and thirty people.
The annual increase of booksin the library of
the British Museum is very great. In the year
1869, there were added to this collection 42,331

volumes and pamphlets, of which 992 were presented, 6,009 were received in pursuance of the
English copyright laws, 346 camein under international

copyright

treaties, and

34,304 were pur-

chased.’
A scientific Swede of a statistical turn of mind
has computed that the explosion of a quarter of
| a tonof glycerine would blow the entire territory of Sweden into the middle of the Arctic Sea.

‘| 80 the Rigsdag interferes, and burghers parade
the streets bearing banners upon which is inthe Swediph equivalent of “No Glyceri

science has demonstrated that
air; thathe lives
on
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The following selections are from the amusing
work just published :
Marriage tew a coquette iz often, ‘letters ov
marge and reprisal.”
Itiz very diffikull for a poor man tew be superior. tew hiz fortune, and more diffikult for a
rich one,

How menny

people thare iz whoze souls hang

in them, like the pith in a gooze quill,
Pick apples now, and cider make,
And in a barrel juice it,
Then git a straw, without a flaw,
And through the straw seduce it.
A debt iz alwus
a groing,
size, it gros in heft.

if it don’t
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-
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Datiarw
YEAR.
Single number, 12 cents; or free to any one who will try to raise a club. ; Dov premiums
for clubs.

Back numbers can always be gent.

Subscribe NOW..
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USE?

“The* Neew York

PORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

No. 141 Washington
Book, Circulars
when requested.

It will buy you neat copies of over : 500 Deak ful
engravings, that cost over $12,700~many of them
very lorge, splendid Pictures.
All of them are pleasing, and very instructive, as they give exact, plain
representations of useful implements for the out-door
operations —of plants, trees, fruits, flowers, ete.—

Other pictures illustrate housework, home made ornaments,ete.

Others furnish pleasing and profitable in-

structivn to BOYS and GIRLS... This is only part of
what one egg a week will buy during a year...IN ADDI
TION to the above, one egg a week will buy, during a

year,over One Thousand Columns of choice reading
matter—not tribh, or running stores.or heavy scientific matte r,or long theoretical disquisitions ; but gennuine, instructive reading, prepared by a large force
of thoroughly. practical, ictelligent persons, who de

vote their whole time and attention to gathering and
condensing useful information...
This information cost
the Publishers over $15,000 a year....In this reading
matter you will find very much

that will please, amuse,

and also instruct your children,—much

you a pleasanter, happier home, without any increase

of cost;—~much useful instruction about eultivating
the garden, so that with the same labor and expense
you will get many dollars worth more of ‘vegetables,
ete....Youwill find thousands of
ble hints teiling just what is to be done from time to time, and
when to do it.

ONE
ONE
~ ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE

EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EG@,
EGG A WEEK,

kinds of flowers and foliage plants for your yards or
lots ;—the best information about crops, the most valitably ;—much about domestic animals and how to
treat them, and about the best labor-saving implements. A single hint gave a farmer 5 bushels more
of whest per acre on 10 acres, without increasing the
cost of cultivation more than one dolla for the whole
field. Thousands ofothers have obtained similar re.
sults. You will find many practical hints about buiidings, with plans for constructing them. Also, over

in

who covet

misfortins jist for the luxury ov grunting.
I thank God most fervently for one thing,
and that iz, when everybody else iz happy, I
am sure to be.
Love iz said to be blind, but I kno lots ov phellows in love who kan see twice az mutch in
their sweethearts as i kan.
If yu want tew git a sure krop, and a big
yield, sow wild oats.
In youth we run into diffikultys, in old age,

intelligent...,

that from all this variety you will not find hints, + ug-

viving

tuousness

during

WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILLBUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.

the next season in the. price

of cow-hide boots.
If pigs squeal in the night, and grass-hoppers
cum oph ov their roost, and mingle in a free
fight, yu may hope for high winds in a few
weeks, and also the typus fever in yure nabor-

hood. . ,
When spiders are seen climbing up the walls
‘backwards, and frogs cough az tho they had
light.
If bees hang around their hives, and mules
are seen ina brown studdy, a storm ov sum
kind iz cooking, and yu will notis the market

N. B.—The American Hgricwturist, is supplied for
only $1,60 a year, paid in advance ; or Four copies
for $5 ; or Ten copies for B12; or Twenty or more
copies at $1 each ; and the papers are directed to

‘heavy sno storm, ov 3 foot

each

mame.
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Journal in the
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WANT

‘World !
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IT. The'20th annual volume is Just beginning,
and

KOw is JUskfhe tine to suteribe ~The Publishers.
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A Broad

The TruES desires to be judged by the highest pos{sible

standard

of journalism,

Its EDITORIAL

ig

&

Dg

dicate their excellence :

undue favoritism; and will be the production of the

ablest and most experienced

andimpirtiality, free alike from personal rancoror

BROOKLYN, N.Y,, Nov. 13, 1869,

My Dear Sir: At the request of Rev. Mr. McKay, I

writers upen all the

have examined the iz strument which he obtained of
you, and I take pleasure in testifying to its excellent
qualities
It is weil made, sub-tantial, and ot good

subjects treated.

fr. e from both the huskiness and tne shrillness which

utmost care, and will embrace every fact of public

is excellent, and

utterance of opinion that possesses interest and im-

appearance.

Its reeds are clear and pure, and

are so displeasing in many reed organs.
the general effect

quite

The voicing

is musical.

X can

safely commend it to all who desire a good Instrument.
Iam

trol

HENRY

Organs you

manufacture,

The LITERARY

thoroughly capable

W. H. GERRISH :
Dear Sir: We most cordially and conscientious!
express our unqualified opiniun of the superior ex:
lence of the Cabinet

It8 CORRESPONDEXCE will be full

and timely. Its REPORTS will be prepared with the

portance.

WARD
W
BEECHER.
BosTON, July 6, 1868,

DEPARTMENT will be in

hands,

and

will present a full

review of the literature, the fine arts, the music, and

We

have had frequent opportunities for examining their
merits, and pronounce them unsurpassed by any Eu-

the drama of the day.

As a family paper, free from all appeals to vulgar

ropean or Amerioan instruments of the class we have
ever heard.
Be sgjentife principles upon which

the: Foil
thorough. faith and dura.
bleé*character of the workmanship, together with or impure tastes, the TIMES will continue unexcepyour artistic vol
, Are a sure guaranty ofa successful business,w’ ich your snierprite and ability tionable, and may be safely admitted to every domes.
justly merit, and ‘which we heartily desire for you.
tic circle.
Very respootrully Fare.
G. HOOK.
of Mason & Hamlin,
*+*For years the General A
The Sunday edition of the TIMES will include, in
an accomplished Jousicise an
ur organ
as wd can testy from’ a addition to all the news, selected and original literthorough mechanic, and
Pereonal acquaintance o! years, a gentleman of entire integrity, Mr. Gerrish bas given himself to his
work with the determination to manufacture the very ary matter of the most varied and agreeable characbest instrument that can be made.—Congregationalist.
ter,
:
Circulars sent by mail. Address
W. H. GERRISH,
The WEEKLY and SEMI-WEEKLY editions of fhe
4449
1790 Washington Street, Boston.

Tres will be complied with the greatest
care, and
will contain selections
from the most important con-

tents
of the Daily issue, besides matters of interest

LOST! ooo, LOST!
THE

AAPPETITE

to the agricultural sections of the country.

All

who

WEACCO USERS, CHEWERS and SMOKERS, one box

prefer a newspaper but once or twice 8 weak will find

RTON'S PATENTED PREPARATION,

these editions admirably suited to their requirements,

used according to Sirections, b warranted
thesappetite for Tobacco in a
,n0
ig the hubit may
be. Piice 2.00
COTRON,
eidm all,
Prope
gents wan
yy
Proprietor, Box 1748, Portland,

to destroy
matter how
per box, sent
he C.
B.
Me.

. A special edition of the TIMES for EUROPEAN oirculation willbe published every Wednesday and Sat] urday,in time for the European mails,and will be val-

uable_snd welcome to our friends abroad, whether

PA

Americans or of any other nationality than our own.

CHAS, A. DANA,
The chen,
smartest,an
Everybody fies n Three ehh

a

AH

pIros.

Ee

Bux.
T

80, Sur:

these editions

of the TIMES

largest size, on large quarto

are of the very

sheets, each containing

fifty-six columns, printed in lear and legible type,
at theefollowing rates:

meds premium
ne Bhocinrucaantl
and try it.
ENGLAND,

MAIL sunsonumEs.

8149

$2000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON SEWING
MACHINES. The best machin® in the world. Stitch
alike on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONKEY.
For further particulars address THE WILSON SEW.
ING MACHINE CO., No. 636 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
1y48

Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far the best
Catharic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves
and juvigorates all the vital functions without caus
ing injury to any of them. The most complete success
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
i8 now offered to the general public with the convie
ton that it can Rover fail to accomplish all that is

The Cheapest

“for herring iz very cadaverous,
and shifty,

for republican institutions could be endangered.

olahined for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free FL irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous system, In all disea es of the

skin, blood, ktomach, hn liver,
dren, and in man ditoultiod
£8 prompt relief

and

certal

fneys~of Shi)
women, |

siclans recommend andad sorta
aro.”and eat 4phy.
who once uses this, will voluntarily return to
iE
of foi Dither Sathartic,

pri and ged
98 reteipt of price

|, H

dents.

:

The DAILY TIMES, per annum, including the Sunday

Editon

=.

opus

a

sniang

The DAILY TIMES, per annum, exclusive of the sin
day Edition

Lie

C

IR

The Sunday Edition,
pey aonum_

,

The SEMI-WEERLY, per apnum

. ~,

Twocoples,one year

.

Ten copies, one year

Fd

,

.
,

,

.

.

,

,

@

.
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§

green

An extra copy to getter-up of club, and & splendid i
steel engraving of the late HENRY & Raywoxp,

The WEEKLY

TIMES, per annum

,

+

.

2

Five topies, one your
Ten copies, one year

;
wh

tog Ne ay

iS

: 15

An extra copy to getter-tip of. club, and a splendid

| steel engraving
of the late Huxny J, BATMOND. ry)
- Twenty copies, one year...

the hickupe, look out fur rain; this iz also a
sure sign that children will have the measles

It wil vindicate

W, H. GERRISH :

HaLC pi

fluk-

promoted.

our dignity before foreign nations, and will disconn-

4149

HINE

bet yure last sur-

dollar on a bard winter, and a grate

administra

It will advocate those measures by which the

tenance aught by which our. self-respect or our love

NO EQUAL.

gestions, or direct information, that will in the long
run yield you in profits, or savings, mary dollars.—
YOU can get ail this in a siogle annual volime of the
American Agricuturist, a large and very beautiful
Jouraal, started 28 years ago mainly as a farm and
garden journal, but which has gone on enlarging in
size and range of topics, until it is now adapted to the
Fa Somily ag simplesheap reliableKnits every! Bing:
AGENTS
WANTED
wants of every MAN, WOMANand CHILD ~in CITY,|.
Stocking |FR
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MAC
Mi HN Co, Bath, Me.
VILLAGE, or COUNTRY. The material is gathered
12147
diffikultys run into us.
from the whole country, and this Journal is suited to or 176B roadway, New York.
‘When roosters are observed before
daylite | the wants of the whole country. Its circulation is so
larg: , and the cost of collecting information, produc
in the
morning,
soreing amung the klouds,
and uttering lamantashuns, then look out for ing original engraving, type setting, electrotyping,
ete., is divid. d among so many, that it is furnished to
sum
sudden weather, and a severe pucker in
subscribers at about the cost of the printing paper.
the money market.
So, one egg a week,
\
‘When yu see 13 geese, walking injun file, and

toeing in,yu kan deliberately

support of the

PARTMENT will be conducted in a spirit of fairness

will find many hundreds of condensed items giving a
great variety of useful information....You will find the
exposures of a multitude of Humbugs and Swindters,
whose tricks and plausible statements deceive the
quite

will be de-

honor, the peace and the prosperity of the nation oan

of material and workmanship, and are offered at as
low prices as such a quality of work can be aftorded.
The jollowing testimonials are amply sufficient to in-

fifty columns of “ Watks and Talks upon the Farm’

You will find useful hints apout prices and prospects
of what you have to sell, or buy....It is impossible

;

THEGERRISH CABINET ORGANS,
These
1
instruments are strictly first class in every detail

describing the experience and observations of an intelligent, large farmer. (These alone are worth much
more than the whole costs)....You will find many
chapters from Timothy Bunker, Esq., full of information, told in a way that it will “stick.”....You will find
plain directions laying out the work for each mouth
in a way that will save much forgetfulness and over.

great mass of people, even those

and strengthen its’ claims upon the

be best conserved and

I was cured of Deafness aud Qatarrh by a simple
Tomedy, and will send the Secsipt
rece
free
4149
‘Mes. M. C. LEGGEIT, Hoboken, N. J.

will also buy much instruction abohit the proper

with greatly
will spare no

the principles and policy of Gen.GRANT'S

forwarded by mail

HAVE

who,

and experienve,

Republican Party. It will sustain, with all its ability

Street, Boston.

THEY

agement of its original founders,
increased _resources

tion,

S:nd for Circular and Price List.
3

that will aid

your wife in her household labors and cares, and give

USE.

in the country. It is still under the control and man-

voted, as in the past, to an intelligent

Also New England Agents
for the celebrated
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINES,
FOR FAMILY

most successful, popular an d influential newspapers

The TIMES is a Republican journal, and

AGENTS,

and Price Lists

The NEW-YORK TIMES,—started in September,1851,

confidence and support of the public.

RICHARDSON,

ENGLAND

Miscellaneous

~has for many years been recognized as among the

pains to extend

whether imported or American.
Wa confidently believe that its intreduction is des.
tined to create a revolution in the ‘COTTON WORLD,
as a stern and impartial test of same by the most competent authority fully justified the highest anticipations of its most earnest advocates,
We invite for this thread a thorough trial by every-

NEW

and

Newsaper.

———

sight, and thus make your work more effective....You

gro

| A Political, Literary

History of Machine Threads.

&

Times.

I

The Dawn of a New Era in the

FOSTER

RR

Address

ALFRED L. SEWELL & CO., Publishers, Cricaco, Irs.

body interested in SPOOL CO I'TON.

ge

ecember Nos. of 1869 FRE
Juvenile Magazine in the world, ands

published.

ne

and cheARyr (quality and quantity consideied) than
in yard Spool Cotton in the market,

ren

ear, Whose names and | money are seiit in
oar,

the
receive
last of DEC
the
belredt LITTLE CORPORAL has a larger clrouintich Shan anya

very best COMBED
SEA ISLAND COTTON, manu‘the most improved machinery, in mills
at a cost of $1,000,000.
We do mot
hesitate to
it equal in strength, superior in smoothness,

’

a

ir

AraSS

“

uable varieties, and how to cultivate them most prof-

A Farmer’s Allminax,

LITTLE CORPORAL.
ES

WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.
+ WILL BUY.
WILL BUY.

it

not quite ten yards of shilling calico and a couple

There iz lots ov folks in the world
Near
rgen, Germany, a church is wholly
composed of papier-mache from the walls and
pillars to the statues and pews within,

THE MOST POPULAR JUVENILE, MAGA- 4)
© ZINE IN AMERICA.
.

i is with the greatest satisfaction that we are endozen. They now sell much higher in New York.
abled to call the attention of the People of New
Where the price is low«r, it will be quitg easy to pro- 4 Ragland tothe C. 8. 1. COTTON THREAD now being manufactured by the WILLISTON MILLS. This
duce, or save, 2 eggs a week. One po cigar, left Thread is msde expressly for Family Use, AND SOLD
unsmoked, aud each of several other little nick-nacks
BY WEIGHT, each spool containing ove half ounce,
omitted, will amount to the same thing.)
exclusive of weight of sponl. It is made from the

fashion.

of hinges,— Hearth & Home.

wholesale drug store, bearing a large basket on
his arm. Five pounds of Iceland ross are first
weighed out to him.
To raw liquor this imparts

a degree of smoothness, of oleaginousness, that
gives to imitation’ brandy the glibness of that

EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,
EGG,

average price of eggs throughout the country, including Cities and Villages, is not far from 86 cents per

correspond with the lambrequin. So I went down
street again and secured six yards more of the
brown and buff stripe. This made two and a
half breaths, just enough for a single bed. Nobody, I rejoice to say, has ever seemed to notice

With some piecing and economy, I lined this
with my same old sheet, and bound the ends
with the same stripe. The result paid me for
my trouble, and the whole was attained with

each

ONE
ONE
ONE:
' ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
{
E
ONE
ONE
ONE

Contry.

articles init. One was a tiny washstand, constructed by inexperienced but skillful hands—not
quite a table, though its carved sides diverged
into claw legs, nor really a washstand, though it
held the toilette-set nicely, of which every piece
was sound and unchipped.
Two little drawers, |
almost concealed by the heavy moldings, were
convenient
for the remaining articles of the
ONE EGG A WEEK,
child’s simple dressing arrangements.
The baor its cost, is not much,
The Farmer can easily seby-house was certainly unique and characteristic,
cure it. A little attention to his poultry will produce
but not new to the little mistress who had helped
one egg a week extra. A hunt of a few minutes will
largly in its construction.
find an extra egg, or his boys will. Give them a hen
What could I do to harmonize the whole, and
or two, and they will return an extra egg per week,
to give it a new and characteristic impression as rent. In the Household economy of the FARMER,
with little or no money?
the MERCHANT, the MECHANIC, the PROFESIremembered that I had in the attic a small
SIONAL MAN,or of the Day Laborer eyen, it will be
easy to save one egg a week, onthe cost of one. (The
packing-box, once made for fancy soap, and that

nificent solitaire upon his finger. Ina German
university he learned chemistry, and not even
Liebig knew it better. His occupation is the

genuine

is

How

would unite in rather screwy

day

Cable

(ity. Tila, “al

breast, vainly endeavoring to out-glitter the mag-

mixing and adulteration of liquors. Give him a
dozen casks of deodorized alcohol, and the vext

Said Suez,
The British

Rural md Domeslic,

of the inven-

be actively at work on ment are built 120 chests of iron, each of the cawhen Congress meets. pacity of a quarter of a million in gold coin.
of memorials for that Each chest when full is closed by an iron door,
Present
a ygonster-one;- and fastened with a lock which is sealed, so that _cloaks and aprons wandering all over the house.
the door can not be Ampere] With without”

containing 20,000 signatures the

i

of bitumious coal without

producing

twelve feet

The Cubans intend to
the recogniiion question
They are getting up a lot
purpose, and intend to

inventor has constructed a stove

for the consumption

eae

An extra copy to gebtatoup of club, and winlendid
steel engraving of the late HENRY J, RAYMOND.
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The Kuropean Edition, per annum, postage extra 8
The Semi- Weekly and Westy madled to
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